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A Contrastive :'taus' of Enolizia and Tnai

Foreword

1. Introductory remarks on tne contrastive analysis of
English and Thai.

It is a truism to state that to appraise any
human behavior, either.consciously or unconsciously,,in terms
°Cour own field of reference. This tendency is particularly
true of/language behavior. We invariably approach a second
language in terms of our first language, and..our ability to
learn a second language is often constrained, to a greater or
lesser degree, by our grounding in our own native language.

Perhaps an analogy to architecture will illustrate this
interference between languages more cfearly. The acquisition
of a first language in childhood is the foundation upon which
our ability to speak our native language is built. Say that
English is like a convention hall,,for example, and Thai is

. like a skyscraper. Althougn both buildings are constructed
from tie same kinds of materials and are built from the same
theories of architecture and design, they differ not only in
their superstructure, Put inrthei foundations as well.
:earning a second language, !then, s very much like trying to
construct a new building upon, the rong kind of foundation.
Taus, a Thai learning Englisn'-as'a second language is like
someone trying to construct a convention hall on the founda-
tions of a skyscraper. In bOth cases, difficulties are
1.--,3tecPby differences in both the superstructure and the
foundation.

It is the purpose of tais manual, therefore,to introduce to
tai Fnglis:. teacher many of the ways lin which Thai and ghglish
differ. It is hoped that tile material presented here will
assist the tracner in delineating the, problems which Thai
speakers are likely to encounter in learning English as a
second lang22ge. Furthermore, by contrasting the difference
in the patterns-anastructures between the two languages, it
is hoped that the teacher will be able to present the material
more lucidly and effectively to the Thai student.

This manual abounds in remarks such as, "Thai does not
nave..., Taal speakers have great difficulty..., and, The Thai
often make mistakes with..." At no time are these remarks
intended to be construed as critical of or condescending to
tae Thai people or language. Anyone with linguistic training
will know how difficult it is to compare the degree of "diffi-
culty. sophistication, or .logic" between any two lanuages.
It is not because of these qualities, therefore, tha Thai and
English differ, but because these languages are historically
unrelated and geographically distant. A manual devoted to
the teaching of Thai to, speakers of English would contain many
remarks on the mistakes and difficulties that English speakers
would have. It is very important that thn teacher does not

1
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approach the problems which a Thai has in learning English in
a critical or condescending manner, but rather with patience
and understanding.

2. Thailand, the Thai, and Thai

Thailand (Siam), as a nation occupied by the Thai (Siamese)
neople, is a relatively young country when compared to other --
Asian nations, but it is the only nation in Southeast Asia that

.aas never been colonized by the West, and it therefore enjoyi -

a rich and unbroken historical and cultural heritage. The Thai
people moved south from Southern China in a series of migrations
and gradually drove the Mons and Khmers, the original4inhabi-
tants of the Thai peninsula, to Blirma and Cambodia respectively.
Through a process of gradual assimilation, Thailand has become
a melting pot of several groups of people although the vast
majority of people in both Thailand and Laos are of the major
Thai ethnic group. Of the approximately 34.million people in.
Thailand today, about 15% are Chinese and about 3% are Malay.
About 10 million Thai people, live outside Thailand in 'countries
as far west as Assam and as far east as North Vietnam and the
island-of Hainan.

Ethnically the Lao people are related to the Thai people.
Historically the country of Laos was part of Thailand until
the French combined the former' with the colonies of Vietnam*
and Cambodia to make French Indo-China. There are eight million
Lao people living in Thailand today; only one million Lao live
in Laos. Because Lao and Thai languages are so similar, this
manual can be extended to incorporate the problems Laotian
students face in learning English*,aa a second language.

Because much of Thai culture and religion comes from
India, the Thai language has been heavily influenced by Indian
languages and writing systems. Indeed, if you ask the average
Thai where his language comes from, he will probably reply that
itAis Indian in origin. It is interesting to see that many
Americans voice the same kind of misconception when they claim
that English comes fromiLatin because we' -have So many Latin
words in English. .Most linguists believe, however, that Thai _

is a distinct language family, possibly related to Chinese.
Teachers of foreign students will observe, for example, that
the kinds of problems Thai speakers have with English grammar
are usually more similar to the kinds of problems a Chinese
,speaker has than those of an Indian student. In fact, an
Indian' foreign accent often sounds very different from the
foreign accent of Thai and Chinese speakers. Because Thai
speakers have used a non:Indo-European language all their life
and because their alphabet is entirely different from the
Roman alphabet used by many European languages, teachers of
English as a second language will often find, Thai students
not as fluent in English as, say, Spanish-speaking students
who have perhaps studied English for a comparable period of
time but whose alphabet is the same. Because of a deep respect
for teachers and eduCational systems in Thailand, however,
teachers will find that Thai students are well motivated to
acquire English as quickly and as correctly as possible..

020 9.
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A Contrastive Study of English and Thai

PART I: PHONOLOGY

The Phonology of English and Thai

1.0. Introduction to Prosodic Features
The sound systems of a language are,usually divided into two

parts: the prosodic feature:: and the segmental features. The
former refers to the sound patterns that occur during the pronun-
ciation of syllables, wordi\, and sentences, whereas the latter
refers to solitary sound units (e.g., English /p/ /t/ /k/): The
prosodic, features that are of special interest to teachers of
E,-,glish to Thai speakers are pitch, stress, tone,, and intonation..
Because these features are Mor-e-7aiffiZ5IEto measure than the
segmental features, and because they are interrelated with the
syntactic patterns of sentences, the description of the prosodic
features of both English and Thai will necessarily be shorter and.
more incomple e than the description of the segmental features of
these languag s. It is interesting to note that many linguists
believe that e prosodic features of a language are the first to
be learned by an infant and the last to be lost by a victim of
aphasia, lead ng us to believe that these features are truly in-
trinsic to a tpeaker's native language. We might add, further-.
more, that in, orrect intonation patterns in English are often the
signal of a foreign accent, even of a person who has lilted most--
of his life in the U.S. Similarly, mistakes in tone, however'
slight, indicate to Thai immediately that the speaker has learned
Thai as a second language.

Intonation-in English
Intonation refers to the rising and falling of the musical

pitch of the voice during the pronunciation of a sentence. Most
declarative sentences in English, for example, begin with a nor-
mal level of pitch and volume, increase to a higher level toward
the'end, and thenkfall quickly to a low level at the end:

high
level John ate six pp es.
low L___

Without changing he syntacti9 structure of this sentence though,
a change in the intonation pattern can reflect the idea of ques-
tioning or .incredulity'{,'

John ate'isix apples?

This intonation pattern, one in which the level does not trail
off but remains at a high level, indicates that the speaker is
(questioning the fact that John really did eat six apples.. We
might expect this second pattern to be used if John were a ten-
tmonth old baby, for example.

3
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If an.tnglish sentence (or utterance) is only one word in
length, the same intonation patterns apply. Imagine a telephone
call between Elaike and George in* which ,George responds with
three utterances Zf yes, but each utterance differs in meaning

-'' and, in this case, the difference is signaled by three different
intonation patterns:

-

.

Elaine: You know Albert asked me to marry him yesterday, don't
you? ,

.
',

.

George: ye:Fr (Yes, I knew that already.)
,

.(-

Elaine: Well, I said yes to him!
1 I

_George: Yews?_ (What! Yolfmean you said yes?!)
.) '

Elaine: Yes, I did. Art-Siou.terribly disappointed?

George: Ye's.
L_

(Yes, I am.)

The three different meanings, of the three y___ responses by George.,
are immediately apparent to any native speikdr

other
of English, even

without knowing anything about the situation ther than the facts
implied in `this brief dialogue. In fact, the intonation patterns
of George'sresponsei alone indicate to us that: 1) George did
not expect Elaine to accept A]bert's plarriage proposal'and 2)
that George had marital designs upon Elaine himself.

Although these examples may seem rather simple and straight-
forward to a\native-gpeaker of English, a Thai speaker who has
little grasp of theeprosodic features of English would have great
difficulty in, understanding what was implied in Georges re-
sponses in the above example. It is "the goal of the English
teacher, then, to make explicit what is implicit in every English

% speaker's mind,when he hears and produces intonation patterns
such as the one given. This goal can be achieved more rapidly ifr
the teacher understands the differences between intonation in
English and Thai. i

.

1

Intonation in Thai
A description of the intonation: patterns of Thai cannot be

as straightforward as that of English for several reasons., First
of all, there is thq simple fact that Thai has not been examined
by modern linguists with any of the thoroughness with which Eng-
lish has been analyzed. Secondly, since Thai, is a tonal language,
each word usually has a pitch level which cannot be greatly modi-
fied by the overall pitch levels of the sentence. Finally, Thai
uses particles (grammatical words) which often indicate the in-
terrogative or imperative nature of the utterance. There are
general intonation patterns for Thai sentences, however, in
which the overall pitCh level of the'sentence is rising, level,
or falling, and these\le\as correspond roughly to questions,
statements, and strong assertions. Therefore, a Thai speaker
learning English has a ,general frame of reference from which to

4
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Understand English intonation 'patterns. But i t"must be empha-
sized that'Thai intonation-patterns are influenced by the tones-
of the words in the sentence. For example,.a sentence ending
with a word with falling tone till generally not be used with a
Enid or rising intonation pattern. As mentioned before, certain
particles will be used to indicate the interrogative or impera-

, tive nature of the sentence. Furthermore, since each Thai word
his a tone; a single word used as an utterance c40Ihot have an in-
tonationpattern (unlike the English example with yes previously
cited) CT

r
Stress in English
Another prosodic feature which is important to the Contras-.

tive-analysis of English and Thai is stress, the way we emphasize
certain syllables and words in an.utterance. There are two ways
in which stress functions in English, at the syllable letel and
at the word level. -

Every -word spoken alone in English has one, primary stress,
regardless of the number of syllable in the word. The words

.

sum,'summer, summation, and Sumerian; all have one primarystress
even though'tEEFFEFEis is nFf-iraiTs on the same If
the word has more than one syllable, the syllables are marked
with primary stress (D)., secondary stress (A), tertiary stress
(%)., or4no stress at all. The positioning of the primary stress
is sometimes crucial for determining the part of speech of a
ward:,

sdspedi (noun) suspect (verb)
export (noun) exp6rt (verb)

Althotigh-tthe incorrect positioning of seco ndary or tertiary
stress does not lead 'to incorrect lexical information, it does
type the speaker immediately as a non-native speaker of English. j-

'It would be odd if we heard an English speaker say tablecloth in- /

stead of tablecloth, for.example. Many of the stress patterns
for English syllables are systematic when applied to derivational
patterns, and therefore are applied by English sp--.,akers quite // ,

systematically even to new ,words. Frm the pattern:

senator - senat6rian,
mammal - mammalian,

we get:

NixOn - Nix6nian

Stress is also used in English on the'word level, to empha-
size a particular word in'A sentence as being of particular im-
port to,the spaker. This kind.of stress pattern is called em-
phatic or contrastive stress. Thus, the sentence:

I:didn't say he stOle,two large library books;
v

-5
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can halie nine different meanings, depending en which word is.e
phasized in the sentence,.

,stress in Thai
'Stress is used both at the syllable level and, the word level

ih Thai, although,,...just as in intonation patterns, stress pat-
terns do not exhibit the variety in Thai that is found in English;

Stress nearly alwayi falls on the final syllable in Thai,
and because each syllable is marked with a tone, secondary and
tertiary stresses do not play an important role:

4

thamniam customs
ro9rian school '

phayayaam perseverence

It is obvious that this will be a source of interference for Thai
trying to learn the multi-evel stress structure of English..
There,will be a tendency, for example, to pronounce the noun sus-,

pect with the final syllable stressed:

*The policeman said I was a suspect.
.(An asterisk signifies that the sentence is unacceptable.)

Emphatic or contrastive stress is also found in Thai, although,
like intonation patterns, it is affected by the tones of the-
t/ords which are emphasized. Words with falling tones are more
easily marked with emphatc stress than wards with rising tones.
The differences in the way;words in a sentence are stressed in
English often appear extremely subtle to a Thai speaker.

I didn't say he stole two large libfary books;

would immediately imply to a native speaker of English that 1)
the speaker,did not make the accusation verbally, but 2) he did
agree with the accusation These implications would be very
difficult for a Thai speaker to make unle'ss he was given infor-
mation other than that. provided solely by the stress pattern of
the sentence--

Tones
The third prosodic feature that is important to a comparison

of the sound patterns of English and Thai is tone, the pitch
level or contour of individual words in a language. Chart II lists-

' the five tones in Thai. There are no tones in English, although
Angle-wod atterances with different intonation patterns are.
`like the words with tonal differences in Thai, a tone language. A
change of one tone in a phrase can often change the entire mean-
ing '6ENthe phrase;

phii saaw (falling then rising tone): older sister
phii saaW--(rising and rising): she devil U

The tone of the first syllable phii signals two very different
__meanings to ajhai speaker (although dome younger brothers might

013



claim that both meanings are equivalent!).
The fact that Thai is'a tonal language:creates problems

mainly for people trying to learn Thai as a second language, but
-there is a Marginal problem which the existence of-tones creates_
for Thai trying to learn English. The use of Thai names by Thai
speakers in English discourse often causes a conflict between the

,one patterns, of Thai and the intOhation patterns of E glish.
For example, a girl might be named giisAa (with.level one on the
firbt syllable, but with rising`tone on the last syll ble). If 6
asked her name, she might very well reply in English:/

My. name is Niisar
/

a,

a pronunciation that might make some English speakers wonder .

whether she was actually sure ok.her own name. It is obvious
.that Thai speakers must learn to "anglicize" Thai words in Eng-
lish so that they use Correct English intonation:

I..

My name is Pirsaa.

1.1.1. Intonation
As 'already mentioned in the introduction to thissection on

phonology, intonation patterns seem more intrinsic to a language
than other features of a language, like vocabulary items, and'
therefore they are more difficult for a non-native speaker to
(learn. Despite this fact, most English speakers are not overly
aware of intonation mistakes of Thai speakers conversing in Eng-

!

lish for two reasons: 1) the attention of the conversation is
usually focused on the lexical and grammatical features of the
utterances, and 2) intonation differences in English rarely sig-
nal the differende between a minimal pair. of utterances.

It was also pointed oft that Thai does have intonational .

patterns somewhat similar to English, but because every sY11-"-
in Thai h a tone and because there are always grammatical parr
ticles in hai to mark the difference between statements and

, questions, intonation is not nearly as important in Thai as it is
in English. From this, we can readily assume that all intonation
patterns in,English are a source of possible difficulty for Thai
learners. Because of the inherent difficulty in mastering the
intonation patterns of a foreign language completely, especially
those of a language as unrelated to Thai as English,. it is im-
possible to expect Thai speakers to acquire the ability to rebog-
nize and pr duce English intonation patterns almost as fluently
as a native speaker. It is important, however, for Thai speakers
to master ntonatiop patterns when they,signal minimal contrasts,
and it is talk) important for them to be aware of some of the more
commonly-dsed patterns.

1.1.2. Minimal Contrasts Signaled by Intonation
There are several cases where English intonation is the sole

difference between two utterances, and, quite naturally, it is in
these -Oases where a mistake by a Thai speaker, either. in recogni-
tion or in production of the particular intonation pattern, is.
crucial.

7
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The simplest example is one-word utterances having contrast-.
.

ing intonation patterns. Besides the example of the telephone
V.-conversation (see Section 1.0 .), the following sentences also

illustrate that the speaker is signaling three entirely different
ideasloy voice intonation: I .

1. (Thefront door squeaks open late at night.)

John's wife: ".yffiRT

2. -(Someone asks: '"What

John's wife: 5-611n.

3. (john walks into the house
from home for two years.)

(Is that you, John?)

is your husband's name?)

(He is called John.) ,

after being mysteriously

1

.

John's wipe: John! `(lam astounded!) 4'

Just,as the three different yies'q signaled three different at-_-
titudes of the speaker, the three different responses of_John-by
John's wife signal three completely different attitude's.' It is
in cases such as this, where only the intonational contour sig-
hls the speaker's attitude,_that the correct recognition and
production of intonation pAtternSis crucial. And it is in ex-
actly these_kinds of responses Oat Thai speakers encounter most
of their difficulty, mainly becapse of the fact that j.ntonation
patterns cannot be used as freely in single -word utterances in
ThaiAas they can be in Ehglisl1.,1

absent

It is not only in single-wo0 utterances that intonation
patterns are extremely important,'however. Intonation contours
alone can signal the difference between a statement or a ques-
tion. The following two sentences, for example, are a statement
and an incredulous question about the statement. Notice that in
Thai, the only way the difference can be marked is by the addi-
tion Oka grammatical particle; not through change in intonation:

English: John is dead. John is IFIaTi,

Thai: Johnitay Iltew
John dead already

John tay lkew
JohnlAea already

1 rT4.
(question

i

ci

I

particle)

Any utterance that can be possibly misunderstood for another
solely on the basis of its intonation contour is a source of-dif-
ficulty'for Thai speakers. The teacher of English must be per=
ceptive and patient in teaching these intonation contrasts to
Thai students.

Other Common Intonation Patterns
Other intonation patterns that are important in English even

though they do not often occur in cases where they signal the
only differences bOween two utterances are: 1) the intonation

015
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of series of words and 2) the intonati,on of do
1

to be ques-
tions vs. the intonation of wh- questiOns.

_
,

,

' It is important that ThT speakersl.earn the intonation of
series in English, for even though therelis 4 gradual diminution
in pitch and stress in the ,pronunciation of series of-words in
Thai, the diminution iS not as marked as rn the pronunciation of
a short series of words lin English: \

N

/John likes ice cream, CandiTI,and cake..

The gradual diminution of stress and pitch in tIi pronunciation
of 4 series of words in English indicates to theNlisteneX that
the speaker is gradually-comirtg to the end of 'the\series.

One other intonational pattern important for Thai speakers
to produce spontaneously is the usual difference between the two
kinds ofguestion pattern in English, 1) wh-questions\usually
have falling intonation and 2) do and to be questions usually
have rising intonation:

HIltEtEtLIELR6Ing?

Who did you FP? ti

.

Do you like Western povie

Are you watching TV ( tonight?

Although there is some similarity between these kinds of ques-
tions in English and Thai, it is difficult for Thai speakers to 1

produce these two different intonation patterns spontaneously,
and, therefore, it is important for the teachertto emphasize the
differences between these two kinds of question patterning to
Thai students.

1.2.0. Introduction to Segmental Features
As mentioned previously, the prosodic features of a language

(e.g. stress and intonation) seem to be the most basic sound fea-
tures and, therefore, are the most difficult for a non-native
speaker to learn. The segmental features,, on the other hand, may
cause great difficulty for a non-natiye speaker at the beginning,
but, with practice, one can learn them qu'te thoroughly.

The segmental features of a language are its smallest,sound
1units. They are usually illustrated in t rms of contrasting min-

,

imal pairs:
. i

beet - bit boot -- but
bit - bait but - boat.
bait -.bet boat - bought /
bet - bat bought - baht f

We know that the difference between th se pairs of words. is sig-,
naled by the change of one sound unit; -in this case, a change int
the vowel. .

9
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Charts I and II are given to illustrate the differences be-
tween the sets of Thai consonants and vowels and the sets ofEng-
lish consonants and vowels. By superimposing the Thai segmental
features on top of the English ones, the gaps and overlaps are
readily apparent. It is quickly apparent, for example, that
there are many more fricatives in English than in Thai. Cohver-
sely, it is obvious that there are three stop contrasts in Thai
(/oiceless aspirated, voiceless unaspirated, and voiced unaspir-
ated). It is natural to assume that certain predictions can be
made, by comparing sets of segmental features, about the problems
a language learner will face,when learning the segmental features
of another language. For example, it seems probable that an Eng-
lish speaker would have difficulty in learning a three-way con-'
trast in the production and recognition of stops in_Thai. In the
same way, it is obvious that a Thai speaker would have trouble
mastering the contrast between /f/ and /v/ since Thai has only
the voiceless fricative /f/. Similarly, it woul see tha the
English vowel system would present problems for a i usel
there is no apparent opposition between short and long owels, an
,important opposition in Thai. And, when we do analyze the diffi-
culties Thai speakers encounter in learning the English vowel
system, we find they have great difficulty in even recognizing
the five front vowels, for example.

It must be quickly pointed out, however, that a contrastive
analysis of this kind, in which the absence or presence of a
sound in language A is compared with the absence or presence of
a "similar" sound in language B, gives only a superficial aware-
ness of the problems involved. What is essential to the differ-
ences between two languages, then, is not the differences in in-
dividual features, but the differences among the functions of
individual features. In other words, the whole system of English
vowel and consonant patterns must be compaked with the whole sys- r
-tem of Thai vowel and consonant patterns. For example, even
though Thai has no voiced fricative /v/, many Thai can learn to
pronounce the English /v/ and use it correctly. Since the
voiced-voiceless opposition is an important one in the conso-
nantal sound patterns of both Thai and English, it is not too
difficult or unnatural for a Thai speaker to recognize and pro-
duce this same voiced-voiceless contrast in word final position
in Thai. Even though Thai has the /p/ vs. /b/, and /t/ vs. /d/
opposition, it is very hard for Thai speakers to learn th-l's same
opposition in word final position. The following pairs are dif-
ficult for Thai speakers to learn with any degree of consisltency:i

cup - cub cap - cab cut - cud and cat - cad

It is the way the sounds function in im-
portant to a comparison of the sound patt rns of two languages.

a language that is im-

This fact is important to keep in mind when reviewing the follow-
ing sections on phonolo , especially in the section dealing with
vowel contrasts, a part cularly difficult problem for Thai learn-
ing English.'

4
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Chart I (A) .
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voiced

affricates
voiceless

voiced

fricatives
voiceless

Voiced

f

nasals n

laterals 1

semivowels 1.7 CI r

Sounds enclosed by circles are not phonemic ip Thai.
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' Chart I (B)

English Vowels

FRONT CENTRAL BACK

HIGH
i

MID

E

a 'o

LOW ® . a 3

. .
.

English Diphthongs aI aU oI

14.

In addition to these three traditional diphthongs, other English
/vowels have been considered to

k
be diphthongal in nature, as

follows:\

/i/ -4 Eiji /u/ [uw]

/e/ -) [ej] . /0/ -) [ow]

In this book we will treat only /aI/, /aU/ and /31/ as diphthongs,
blit-spell -them-/ay/,-/awk.Ang

12
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' Chart II (A)

.

Thai Consonants

..,

to -I

f..4 1
4 .0
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oW r 4O
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3 'V.

n

z e 4-)

' V rill)
D. sew

0

tr140aiga
::-'1E--12-srtzglETP.-'-

n
z
4

$4

ms

g 41 731°
z c..1 -4.)

ei'l Vtli
0

0 = t)

w
0
z
0
E-0 C A

el r"
G14 04 it

,'-41 liEe pi .-
et

2 RI
4 C

E-I = ,

n
z
4
CA

43 74o e ai
e og ,-1

pi :-41
0 1:14 0

al

ViE-14

--:

7;
E4 4-1
4 4-)

U.51

stops

aspirated vl
ph th kh

unaspirated
f

vl C.) 0 0
unaspirated vd b

---.
d

.

affricates

aspirated vl tfh

unaspirated vl ED
1

fricatives t

f s

nasals . m n 0

laterals 1

.

semivowels w r y

Sounds enclosed by circles are not phonemic in English.

Noe that the four symbols /p/, /t/, /k/, and yq/ enclosed by
circles in this chart are identical to the four symbols /p/, /t/,
/k/, and /tf/ in the chart of English consonants. If circled
symbols represent sounds which are not shared between the two
languages, why are these four symbols encircled in Chart-II? The
apparent discrepancy lies in the fact that the four symbols con
tained in the Thai consonant chart represent unaspirated voiceless
sounds whereas the identical symbols int the English chart represent
aspirated voiceless sounds. In reality, the English symbols /p/,
/t/-,./k/, and /tf/ represent sounds that arejalmost identical to
the sounds symbolized by /p h/, /th/, /kh/, and /tfh/in the Thai
chart. They are not written as aspirated sounds, however, because

13
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' they are almost always, transcribed phonemically as /p/, /t/,
;ilk!, and /tf/ (or' /6/) in the literature%

The'fifth circled sound in the-Thai chart, /?/, is found
in-English with some free variation - for example, usually at
the beginning of worts starting with a vowel sound or as the
consonant separatingithe two syllables of the interjection
oh oh! It occurs more systematically-in Thai - at the begin-
ning of all words starting with a vowel sound and in final
position with all words ending in a short vowel.

Chart II (B)

Thai Vowels

FRONT CENTRAL BACK

short long short long short long

HIGH i ii
.

ff u uu

MID e ee a
a e 0 00

LOW e et a as ob

Note that although English contains all but one of these vowel
positions, it does not_maintain vowel length as a phonemic con-
trast. The English equivalents of these nine vowel positions
are approximately halt-way between the short and long Thai pairs.

Thai Diphthongs is

Although these three diphthongs are the only ones cited as "pure"
diphthongs, there are many other diphthongal and triphthongal
combinations in Thai ending with the semivowels /y/ and /w/: Thus,
Thai contains diphthongs almost identical with the three tradi-
tional English diphthongs,/aI/, /aU/, and /al/ if we consider
these sounds to end in the semivowels /y/ and /w/.
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Chart II (C)

Thai Tones ,

i

Description Symbols,

high. level
.

/kh4a/ "trade"

mid level no symbol /khaa/ "to be embedded"

low level .

/khaa/ "a spice"

rising y
/khrla/ "leg"

falling I " ' /khda/ "to kill"

15
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1.2.1. Segmental Sounds ,

A comparison of the ThaiThound system (Chart II) with Eng-
lish (Chart I) immediately reveals some of the main problems a
speaker of either language faces when attempting to learn the
other. English 'does not have ulaspirated /p/, /t/, /k/, and /tit;
or vowel length as phonemic features( and conversely, Thai does
not have /v/, /z/, /d3/, /f/, /3/, /e /, /6/, /I/, /v/, or /a/ as
phonemic features. For the purposes of this manual, the English
segmental features which are absent in 'nal are the ones which
are important in helping a teacher of English anticipate the
kinds of ptoblems a Thai speaker will encounter in learning the
segmental features of English.

1.2.2.° Gaps in the Thai System
It is readily apparent that there are two kinds of segment-

"al features which are phonemic in English but not-in Thai: 1)

gaps-in the oppositions between some Thai features, and 2) fea-
tures which are absent in Thai because neither memker of the
opposition exists. The following features illustrate the first
situation:i

Thai has the voiceless labio-dental fricative /f/
but not thevbiced counterpart astin English /v/.

Thai has the voiceless dental sibilant /s/ but not

the voiced counterpart asin English /z/.
Thai has both the lateral /1/ and the retroflexed (or

apico-aveolar flap) /r/, but in casual speech, most
Thai speakers blur the distinction between /1/ and
/r/, and there is a gap in the opposition.

As might be expected, these segmental features are not as diffi-
cult for Thai speakers to learn as those features for which no
,opposition exists, However, there are problems which are peculiar
to the production and recognition of these sounds, and they will
'be explained below.

1.2.3. /f/ vs. /v/
Most Thai speakers have a tendency to confuse English /v/

and /w/ in attempting to pronounce the voiced counterpart of Eng-

lish /f/. Thus, for example, the following types of pronuncia-
tion are typical for many Thai speakers:

Common "Thai-English" Pronunciation Correct Pronunciation

vane /wen/ (sounds like wane) fain./fen/
vine /wokyn/ (sounds like iiiTiiT) fine /fayn/
veil /wel/ (sounds like wail) fail /fel/

This.confusion is also characterized by the way in which Thai
speakers transcribe Thai names into English. Almost invariably,
the Thai letter for the sound /w/ is transcribed with the English
letter /v/.' Thus, the Thai name /witfhay/is written Vichai,

16
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causing English speakers unacquainted with Thai to midVronounce
this name /vitfh,a7/.

Because Thai does not have the /v/ sound, and because there
is no phonemic opposition between voiced and voiceless sounds in
final position in Thai, the pronunciation and recognition of Eng-
lish /v/ is even more difficult forThai speakers in final posi-
tion. Words like the following; therefore, will present particu-

.

lar.difficulty for Thai speakers:

half vs. have, safe vs. save, and leaf vs. leave.

1.2.4. /s/ vs. /z/
Another English segthental feature which is a gap in the Thai

system is the sound /z/. Although the /s /.vs. /z/ opposition
does not seem to create as much difficulty for Thai speakers as
the /f/ vs. /v/ opposition, probably because there is no feature
which is'close enough to /z/ in articulatory position to be con-
fused with it, there are, agdin; problems in recognition and pro-
duction. This is especially true of oppositions in final posi-
tion because, as already mentioned, there is no opposition be-
tween voiced and voiceless finals in Thai. Thus the following
pairs deserve special practice:

face vs. phase, peace vs. peas, and cease vs. seize.

1.2.5. /1/ vs. /r/
Although this opposition exists in the speech of many Thai,

this opposition is placed here because,tat least in casual speech,
/1/ and In are pronounced /1/ by the majority of Thai speakers.
It is true that there are two different letters for these sounds
and that they are often distinguished in reading pronunciation of
words, but, even then, the following words, for example, are
homophonous to many Thai speakers:

/1S.ag/ "widely spread" vs. /rlag/ "story',
.r-

Despite the fact that, the opposition or lack of opposition be-
tween these ewo sounds is based largely upon social and geograph-
ical.dialects, it dos seem true that Thai speakers who have had
some degree of formal education tend to make a consistent dis-
tinction between these two sounds: For this reason, most Thai
students who are studying English make a distinction between'
these two sounds ip Thai, but, this in itself does not mean that
these Thai speakers will be as consistent in making the same dis-,
tinction in Englith.- First, the Thai In is not as retroflexed
asthe English //r/, :and secondly, Thelon/ and /r/ never occur in
final position. ,Thyrejs, consequently, a great deal of diffi-
culty with these sounds in final position. A problem which fur-
-ther compounds the issue is that the Thai letters representing
. /1/ and In are always pronounced /n/ in final position. 'Hence
the loan words basketball and football are pronouncyd /beskhit-
boon/ and /1.1tb33n/ in Thai. Because -these two sounds are artic-
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ulated in two different manners (/1/ as a flap and In as retro-
flexed),.they are rarely confused by Thai speakers when listen-
irig to spoken English. There are problems in .the production of
these sounds by Thai speakers, however, especially in final po-
sition. /1/ and In are often, unnaturally lengthened or made
.syllabic so that they sound unnatural to English speakers.

It must also be pointed out that Thai students are often
trained in English programs which teach British English. The ob-
vious result of this training is that some of the interference
which Thai students experience in learning American English stems
not from their background in Thai, but in their learning a dif-
ferent English dialect. The dropping of /r/ in word final or in
pre-consonantal position (dear pronounced MI:e1 and heart pro-
nounced (ha:t]) can be accepted as a dialectal varianE-TFOM Stan-
dard American English, and not solely as an interference problem
from Thai.

1.2.6. /f/ vs. /3/, and /0/ vs. /6/
Another group of segmental features thatsare phonemic in

English but not in Thai are those sounds for which Thai has no
counterpart in:opposition,'namely the sounds /1/, /3/, /0/, /6/,,
/1/, /U/, and /a/. Although it might be expected that these
sounds might present more difficulty than those sounds for which
a counterpart existed (i.e., /v/, and /z/ and sometimes /r/), it
actually is easier for Thai speakers tO learn the consonant
sounds in this section because, as completely new features,, they
are not easily confused with the already existing system of Thai
features. Furthermore, the voiced/voiceless opposition is pho-
nemic in Thai, at least in initial and medial position, and
therefore, the new consonant pairs /f/ and./3/, and /0/ amis./6/,
are not at all inconsistent as pairs ofsvoiced vs. voicelesS
affricates. Finally, the opposition between /f/ and /3/ and /0/
and /6/ carries very little functional load in English, that .is,
it is very difficult tp get minimal pairs that have these opposi-
.tions as the distinguishing sounds. Indeed, it is impossible to
find a minimal pair with the. /f/ vs. /3/ opposition in initial
position-as /3/ never occurs initially in English. less time
should probably be spent therefore on the distinction between
these pairs and other affricates or stops. For example:

7s/ - /f/ /d/ /6/
seep sheep day they ,

sin shin Dan than
mass mash seed. seethe
lease leash load loathe

There is a tendency for many Thai speagers to substitute the Thai
voiceless, unaspirated apico-alveolar stop /t/ for the English
voiced, interdental fricative /6/, especially in the determiners
(i.e. this, that, these, those, and the).

18
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1.2.7. The English Vowels /I/ and /U/
The English vowels /I/ and /U/ cause some difficulty for

Thai speakers because vowerlength and not vowel quality is the
important phonemic feature in Thai. That is, the difference be-
tween the phonetic sounds [I] and 0.0 and [U] and [110 is not
that the first member of each pair is lower than the second mem-

-- ber, but that the first member of each pair is short and the
second member is long. But in English, the situation is the re-
verse, that is, the difference in vowel quality isphonemic and
the difference in length is phonetic. Because of this difference
between the two languages, the-phonetic'sounds [I] and [id and
[U]'and NO are written /i/ and /ii/, and /u/ and /uu/ in.Thai.
The following examples will show how vowel quality and vowel
length function in Thai and English a little more clearly.

Thai Vowels (showing that length is phonemic)

short vowels long vowels

[I] /si/ emhasis 0.0 /sli/. rib

[U] /115k/ to arise [u0 /ltuk/ child

English Vowels (showing that length is phonetic)'

":- short vowels'
(preceding voiceless consonants)

long vowels
(preceding voiced consonants)

[I]. /I/' mitt [I:] /I/ mid

[i] /i/ meat 0.0 /1/ "mead

[U] /U/ put [U:] /U/ should

PA /u/ shoot NO /u/ shoed

Thus it can be seen that vowel length is phonemic in Thai but not
in English, although vowel length does help to indicate the voic-
ing or nonvoicing of final consonants in English. Because of the
opposition in vowel quality, however, in English /i/ vs. /I/ and
/u/ vs. /U/, Thai speakers will have a tendency to confuse worts'
like meat and mitt, mead aad mid, and words like shoed and should
and kook and cook. Patient practice should be devoted to making
Thai speakers aware of the fact that 1) the vowel differences
between /i/ and /I/ and /u/ and /U/ are not related to the length
of .these :vowels, and 2) that vowel length is important in Eng-
lish,not as a signal of vowel opposition, but as'a signal of fi-
nal consonant opposition: For example, short vowels indicate the
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final consonant is voiceless (meat and mitt) and long. owels in-
dicate the final consonant is voiced ad and mid).

,
- 1.2.8. The English Vowel /m/

11

Thai speakers have an inordinate difficulty in learning the
contrasts between the three-English front vowels /e/, /e/, and
/m/. This is because the front vowels of Thai are not cotermin-
ous as a system of.oppositions with the system of Englih'front
vowels:

,
't ngliSii Thai.

high front.
I

i

s._ .

midfront
_

e

e
i

low font m

e

Most Thai speakers, therefore, have an enormous difficulty even
recognizing the difference between the following words, espe-
cially between /e/ and /m/, let.alone producing these vowels ac-
curately:

/e/ bait bane deign pain
/e/ bet Ben den pen
m/ bat ban Dan pan

Carefully Selected drills will have to be provided for_Thai stu-
dents in order to teach them this set of differences. A class
discussion on the following topic might provide many meaningful
opportunities to differentiate between the /e/ and /e/ sounds:

.Do boys who have many dates end up with many debts?

1.3.0. Syllables: comparison of Thai and English.syllable
.shapes.

Although the segmental sound differences between Thai and
English are a source of many problems for Thai speakers studying
English, the,greatest single source of difficulty is not the seg-
mental,sound system of Euglieh, but the syllable shape in Eng-
lish. English syllables are more complicated than Thai syllables;
Englisn syllables can begin 'and.end with 'rather large consonant
clusters whereas Thai syllables do not have large conscinanI'clus-
ters at all. A brief glance at the following samples will illus-
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trate thirs difference more clearly:

Chart III

EngliSh Syllables

Segmental
Features _
that com-
pose the
syllable
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o
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0

.

No

Syllable
Shape
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.

a

Examples
in Rho-
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.

stro
o

p 1 a Y

P a Y

w i 0 k

s
.

i k s

si kse's

Thai syllables

f,

i

0
rel
o

=0
r.0

0
0
C.)

.0
rel
0
0m3
0
0
U

.....
W
0
o

4J

-0
-ri
3

ri
W-1

o>
ic

W
3,

4.`

o'ni
o
o
m
0
o
C)

)4
o

W
Ft"
0-1

C C V V Translation

phr 5 because

k 1 d a dare

kh5. a w white

kh5. d w mountain

m 6 k likely

mdak very

*Both English and Thai syllables must have at least this vowel:
all other segmental features are optional in both English and
Thai.

It can readily be seen that an English syllable, with nine
possible segmental features is longer and more complicated than
the Thai syllable which has a maximum of five features. Further-
more, it is apparent that consonant clusters are more complex
and more commonly used in English than in Thai. Counting /s/ as
a consonant, an English syllable can begin with as many as thiee
consonants (straw) and end with as many as four (sixths), whe eas
a Thai syllable can begin with a maximum of only two consonan s
(/phr5/) and end with a maximum of only one (/m&k/).

Further contrasts are evident. The vowel nucleus of an, ng-
lish syllable containsohly a vowel followed by a possible glide,
whereas the vowel nucleus of a Thai syllable can contain two vow-
els (only if the two vowels are the same) followed by a possible
glide, so that vowel length is an important contrast in Thai.
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Thus, /khaw/ means mountain, and /khatl.w/, with a long vowel,
means white. Notice too that Thai vowels must be marked with
tone whirethe tone or pitch of an English vowel is not an im-
portant feature of the syllable.

1.3.1. Syllables: possible initial consonant clusters in Eng-
lish and Thai Syllables-.

Not only do English syllables contain longer consonant.clus-
ters than Thai syllables, they alsd have a greater variation in
the kinds of consonant sounds that can be combined to form iniT
tial or final clusters. Here is a. comparison of the possible in-
itials found'in English with those found,in Thai:

English Syllable Initials

Syllable Shape Possible.Sounds

1. C All English con-
sonants except
/3/ and /0/. 22
possible initials.

2. CC pr tr kr br dr gr
fr Or Jr
pl kl bl gl fl sl
tw kw dw gw 044 sw
hw* pw bw w
py ky by gy fy Oy_
V'y sp st, sk sf
sm sn sv sn sm sl

3. sCC
5

spr str skr spl
skl skw spy sky

Thai Syllable Initials

Syllable Shape Possible Sounds
.

1. C All Thai con-
sonants without
exception. 20
possible.

2. CC r
1

1

phi khl pl kie
phr thr khr pr
tr kr
khw kw

3. sCC none

*Some consonant cluiters depend on dialectal variation; thus some
speakers pronounce the initial cluster of when as ANV and not
as /hw/.

By comparing the number of possible initial consonants and
clusters (at least 72) with the number of possible initials in
Thai (about 32), it is very apparent that the Thai speaker-faces
a system of initial syllable contrasts in English which is much
larger than the Thai systeth. Of course there is some overlap in
the types of initials that can occur' (for example, the clusters
/p1/, /kV, /pr/, and /kr/), but, oh the whole, a Thai speaker
must master contrasts which do not exist in his own native.lan-
guage. Special attention will have to be paid to the teaching of
these initials in English, especially to three consonant initial
clusters, clusters that do not exist in Thai.
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1.3.2. 'Syllables: possible final consonant clusters in English
and Thai syllables.

Because many syntactic categories or operations are signaled
-by the addition of a suffix in English, the possible consonant
finals in English play an important part in signalingigramMatical
information about a sentence. For example, the addition of the
/z/ suffix to the verb tells us whether there is one sheep/or
more than'one sheep in the following two sentences:

The sheep play on the hill.
The sheep plays on the hill.

Sometimes,the articulation of a final cluster signals the dif-
ference between two' semantic referents, as in:

I lost my pans.
I lost my pants.

The following examples contrast the possible finals in English
syllables with those occurring in Thai:

English Syllable Finals

Syllable Shape Possible Sounds

1. C All English
consonants
except /h/.

2. CC . nt rt it nd rd
ld, etc.

3. CCC nts its its ndz
rdz ldz,\etc;.,

4. CCOs ksOs
v

Thai Syllable Finals

Syllable Shape Possible Sounds

1.

/
/

C. Only m,I n, g,

-', w, i

p, t, k

2.
)

CC none I

!

3. CCC none I

4. CCCs none I

1

I

Because the number of possible English finals isit so large
and the number of possible Thai finals is so small, the diffi-
culty in learning English final contrasts will be eVen greater
than the difficulty in learning English initial contrasts for
Thai speakers. Careful practice with minimal pairs,?especially
in sentences where the difference in a final signalslan important
difference in the meaning of the sentence (like the,afore-men-
tioned sentence pairs) will be of great help to Thaii speakers.

1.4.0. Spelling
Because Thai is an alphabetic language, it should be easier

for Thai speakers to grasp the basics of the English spelling
system than for speakers of non-alphabetic Asian languages, suc
as Chinese or Japanese. There are some basic differences between
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the Thai and English spelling systems that merit particular no-
tice for teachers of Thai speakers, however.

1.4.1. Differences between the English and Thai alphabets.
English uses 26 letters (or combinations of them) to trans-

cribe the 35 sounds of the language whereas Thai uses about 64
letters (or combinations of them) to transcribe the 38 sounds of
the Thai language. The main difference between these two systems
is immediately obvious. Whereas an English speaker has more
sounds in his language than symbols to represent them, the Thai
speaker has more symbols in his writing system than there are
sounds in his language. The English system then must utilize
different combinations av letters to represent sounds or the same
letter or combinations of letters to represent two different
sounds:

Different Combinations The Same Letter or Combination

to /u/ can /k/*
toe . /o/ cityity /s/
bow law/ . thin /0/
bought /3/ this /6/

In Thai, the situation is almost exactly the reverse; since
there are many more letters than sounds, there are-many sounds
which can be represented by several letters, and there are very
few letters which can represent two different sounds. For exam-
ple, the sounds kph/ and /kh/ can each be represented by three
different, letters, and the sound /tIV can be represented by six
different letters.

Besides this basic difference in the number of letters in
the alphabet and the way they represent the sounds in the lan-
guage, other important differences exist.

1.4.2. The spelling of English vowels.
In Thai, most of the variation in the way a sound can be

spelled occurs with the spelling of consonants. For example, as
mentioned immediately above, there are many different letters
that represent the three Thai stops /ph/, /th /, and /kh/. But

N there is an almost one for one correspondence in the spelling of
vowels in Thai. In other words, if a, Thai hears the vowel sound
/ii /, he can transcribe it on paper in only one way; he can use
onisY One symbol to represent that sound. The spelling of English
consonants is fairly consistent. However, there is enormous' vari-
ation inNhow most vowels are spelled. For example, there are at
least 13 different ways the vowel sound /i/ can be spelled in
English!

be receive mosquito larvae
bee party. people mediaeval
beat key phoenix quay
believe
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When a Thai speaker is confronted with such inconsistency, he is
tempted to claim that the English system of spelling vowels is
completely haphazard! Because the Thai system of spelling vowels'
is very regular, the.,teacher must be particularly patient and --

attentive to the spelling mistakes of Thai students and be aware
of the fact that the students are confronted with a task which
requires,a great deal of practice and memorization.

1.4.3. Pronunciation interference from the Thai spelling sys-
tem:

As already mentioned, Thai has'only six final consonants:
three stops /p/, /t/, and /k/ pronounced phonetically as [pi],
(t'], and [k'], and three nasals /m/, /n/, and /g/. Because.Thai
contains agreat deal of loan words from Indic languages which'
have finals other than the six finals mentioned above, Thai words
are often spelled with final consonant letters which represent
sounds other than the above mentioned Thai finals. For example,
Indic loan words ending in /s/ are spelled with the final letter
s in Thai. These 'words are always pronounced with the six Thai
finals, however, so that words ending with the letter s are ac-
tually pronounced with a final /t/ in Thai. Words ending with
the Thai letter r.Or 1 are pronounced with a final /n/, since /r/
and /1/ never occur finally in Thai. The English loan word ball
is pronounCed /boon/ in Thai. Many Thai speakers have a tenn-REY
then to pronounce English words as if they conformed to the Thai
system of final consonants, regardless of which final letter the
English word is actually spelled with. Thus house might be pro-
nounced /haut/. Although this problem is directly related to the
teaching of the syllable structure of English (see Section 1.3,),
it is important for the teacher to realize that the spelling of
final consonants in Thai contributes some interference too, es-
pecially in reading English.

1.4.4. The spelling of derivations in English and Thai
Although the English spelling ,system has been severely crit-

icized for many years as inconsistent and unlearnable, there are
some ways in which it signals important information about the
language. Indeed, some linguists have claimed that the English
spelling system is a nearly optimal system for a native speaker.
They make this claim largely because of the way derivations of
words are signaled by their spelling. Take, for instance, the
following homonyms:

him *himal sine *sinal
hymn - hymnal sign - signal

Because of the spelling of the "silent n" in hymn and the "silent
2" in sign, we know that the meanings of hymn and sign are dif-
ferent from their homonym counterparts him and sine.. Furthermore,
the,spellinq of hymn and sigh indicates graphically what the cor-
rect spelling of the derivations of these words is.

The Thai spelling system has much the same phenomenon oper-
ating in the spelling of derivations in Thai. These two homonyms
in Thai are spelled differently in the Thai spelling system:
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/thdet/ "town" spelled tes (/p/ final is pronounced /t/.)
/theet/ "to preach" spelled tesn (/n/ is not pronounced.)

From the second word /theet/ meaning to preach, comes the deriva-
tion /theesnaa/ meaning sermon. Because to Vreach is spelled
tesn (the n being silent), EHis spelling IFaicates that any deri-
Traion of to preach will be pronounced with an n, just as any
derivation of hymn is pronounced with an n. Th-Jre are many other
examples of how silent letters and inconsistent spellings operate
in much-the same way in the spelling of derivations in both-Eng-
lish and Thai. For thi- reason, there are some ways in which the
peculiarities of the Thai spelling system prepare a Thai student
for the peculiarities of the English system.

It may be futher noted that in both systems, most of the
difficulty lies in spelling the word correctly, not in reading
or pronouncing it correctly. For this reason, an English program,
such as this one, which emphasizes th4 verbal ability of the stu-
dent and his ability to comprehend the written language will not
encounter nearly as many problems with the teaching of English
spelling as a program which is primarily interested in the abil-
ity to write English.

1.5. Punctuation_
USually the teaching of punctuation is not emphaiized in

English programs which are not primarily concerned with the abil-
ity to write English. However, because Thai has no punctuation,
a note must be added here to prepare the teacher for problems
which might arise from this fact. Actually, Thai has punctuation
to the extent that sentences, clauses, and words in a series are
separated by a space,\but this spacing is.rather arbitrary and
dependent more on the.'style of the writer than on the dictates of
convention. None of the English punctuation marks are used in
Thai, although Western-influenced Thai writing does use some Eng-
lish punctuation symbols. Thai does not have upper or lower case
letters, so even such a rudimentary convention as capitalized
letters is not used in Thai. It is not difficult, though, for
Thai speakers to learn the system of punctuation in English, at
least in reading for comprehension, and, for the most part, the
use of such conventions as capital letters and periods to mark
proper nouns and ends of sentences are very useful in making ex-
plicit in English certain kinds of grammatical information which
is kept implicit in Thai.

Naturally, however, it is very difficult for Thai students
to master English punctuation in writing English, especially the
correct use of commas and semicolons. Part of this difficulty
stems from the fact, of course, that many Thai speakers are un-
able to recognize the difference between dependent and indepen-
dent clauses in English.
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PART 2: MORPHOLOGY

2.0 \\Introduction to Morphology
The next level of our investigation of the structure of Eng-

lish and Vial is morphology, the study of word forms. Besides
learning the sound system and the syntactic system of English, a
Thai speaker must be able to understand the ways in which differ-
ent word forms function in English. Thus, for example, any na-
tive speaker of Eng',ish knows that the following pairs of words
mean the"same thing, but that the second member of each pair is
grammatically odd:

the boy's eye the eye of the boy
the top of the table the table's top
birds' nest soup the soup of the nest of birds

This section on morphology will first introduce some of the gen-
eral morphological patterns of English and then attempt to enu-
merate the areas of particular difficulty for Thai speakers

.

learning English as a second language. A brief glance at Chart
IV: A Comparison of English and Thai Morphology, will show that
the Thai language contains almost none of the morphological pat-
terns which are listed for English. The obvious implication is
that many of these English morphological patterns will prove vex-
ing to the -Thai student. The major areas of concern are: the in-
flectional affixes of English, the derivational forms of English,
and the morphological variation of some particular kinds of Eng-
lish words.

Chart IV

A Comparison of English and Thai Morphology

Morphological Patterns . English Thai

Inflectional affixes _

- 1. plural nouns many none
2. possessives many none
3. present tense, 3rd per. sing. many none
4. past tense,and past participle many none
5. comparative & superlative degrees many none

Derivational forms
6. changing part of speech many none
7. changing meaning many almost none
8. variation in "strong verbs" many none
9. variation in noun gender many none

Other kinds of morphological variation
10. case variation in pronouns many none
11. variation in ordinal numbers many none
12. variation in determiners many none
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.
2.1.3. . Inflectional affixes in English.

Many Thai speakers are slightly perturbed when confronted
with the English system of inflectional affixes. Because Thai
does not have any such system (see Chart IV ), they feel, and not
without reason, that thep inflectional affixes are not impor-
tantbecause they do not add any significant information to an
utterance. Thai speakers learning English often pronounce the
following sentence:

She sees two seas. as - *She see two sea.

Besides experiencing difficulty with the pronunciation of /z/ in
final position (see Part 1.3.2.), Thai speakers claim that the
us'suffix" on sees and seas is redundant. In other words, the
speaker and hearer already know that the verb sees has a third
person singular subject (the subject of the sentence, she pre-
cedes the verb, sees) and that there is more than one sea invol-
ved (the number two precedes the noun, sea). Although-aese two
inflectional affls do not usually carry much of a functional'',
load in English (i.e. they do not signal meaningful differences
in the language), there are times when they alone account for
different meanings. For example, the inflectional ar'-ix of the
verb tells us whether there is one sheep or many ehee..) in sen-
tences 1) and 2) following, and the inflectional affix of the,
noun tells us ,whether one bee or many bees were involved in sen-
tences 3) and 4):

1. The sheep sleeps near Bo Peep.
2. Thg sheep sleep near Bo Peep.
3. The bee stung me.
4. The bees stung me.

There are other inflectional affixes in English which have
no counterparts in Thai. Regular verbs, for example, are inflec-
ted to show past tense or past participle forms. The verbal af-
fix spelled.ed marks the verb report with past tense in 1) and
as a past participle in 2):

Bill (1) reported to us that he had (2) reported for duty.

Another important inflectional affix is the comparative and su-
perlative inflection of English adverbs and adjectives:

fast faster fastest
pretty prettier prettiest

2.1.1. The /s/, /z/, /Iz/ affix
The /s/, /z/, /Iz/ inflectional affix serves three different

grammatical functions in English: 1) it marks the plural of most
countable nouns (boys, tables), 2) it marks the possessive of
most animate nouns (men's store, cat's pajamas), and 3) it marks
all verbs in the present tense which have a third person singular
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subject- (he plays, Mary swims).
The initial problem with the correct recognition and produc-

tion of these affixes is a phonological and not a morphological
,one. As already mentioned in the section on English phonology
(see Part 1.2.4.), Thai does not have the /i/ sound. Furthermore,
the /s/ sound never occurs in word final, position in Thai. The
contrast between the set of sounds /s/, /z/, and /Iz/ in final
position, then, is difficultfor Thai_speakers learning English
from the standpoint of the-phonological,differences between the
two languages alone. The phonological interference with these
affixes in English is not as difficult to overcome, however, as
the interference with the production and recognition of the final
sounds /s/ and /z/ which are not' affixes. For example, there are
-phonological cues involved in the production of the /s/, /z/, and
/Iz/ affixes that are often not present in the production of the
final sounds /s/ and /z/ which/are not affixes. The phonological
shape of the word before the inflectional affixes are added de-
termines whether the affix is,/s/, /z/, or /Iz/:

1. /s,', /z/, /Iz/ as affix 2. /s/ and /z/ as word finals

cat vs. cats
bathe v.7... bathes
pass vs. passes

face vs. phase
adlAce vs. advise
sparse vs. spars

It is immediately obvious that the correct production and recog-
nition of the word pairs ih 2) will be more difficult than the
production and recognition of the word pairs in 1).

Aside from these phonological considerations, there is also
4v the fact that Thai has no inflectional affixes of the kind under

discussion here. Noun plurals are marked, where necessary, by
additional modifiers to the noun; possessives of nouns are marked
with, the word /1015.00/, which means "of the"; finally, the third
person singular form of the present tense is unmarked (in fact,
Thai verbs are never inflected). It is for these reasons, there-
fore, that -Thai speakers tend to speak English sentences without,
the /s/, /z/, /Iz/ affix, as typified by these three examples:

*Bill wear brown pant.
*The actress eye are pretty.
*The boy like ice cream.

It has already been stated that these affixes are not very impor-
tant in signaling new information in English (Part 2.1.0.), so -

that the meaning of these three examples is clear to most speak-
ers of English, although the last sentence is unclear as to
whether one boy or many boys is involved. These sentences are
obviously ungrammatical,however, and most English speakers are
affronted when confronted with sentences of this kind; they feel
in their bones that some very basic rules are being violated.

It .is important that the Thai speaker internalize the fol-
lowing facts about English, not, of course, through rote memori-
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zation'of these facts per se, but by practicing patterns which
differentiate these facts in a meaningful way. It is particu-
lar0 important that the teacher use examples which signal con-
trasts in meaning at the beginning in order to make the Thai stu-
den.ts realize that these inflectional affixes can serve tg-signal .

differences in meaning:

She wants to see.
The sheep look sick.
He gave me pat answers.
brother-in-law
brothers-in-law

She,wants two C's.
The shbep looks -sick.
He gave me Pat =s answers.
brothers-in-law
brother-s--in-law's

Facts*about the English /s/, /z/, /Iz/ affix:

Phonology
1. If the word ends with /s/. /z/, /1/, /3/, /tf/, or /c33/,
add /Iz/.
2. If the word ends with a voiceless sound (other than those in
1.), add /s/.
3. All other sounds (i.e. voiced, other than those in, 1.), add
/z/.

Morphology
1. All regular, countable nouns are marked with the /s/, /z/,
/Iz/ affix in'the
2. A11 verbs in the present tense which do not have an auxil-
iary are marked with the /s/, /z/, /Iz/ affix when the subject of
the sentence is third person singulr.
3. Most animate nouns are marked with the /s/, /z/, /Iz/ affix
in the possessive.

2.1.2. The /t/, /d/, /Id/ affix
In the same way that phonological considerations as well as

morphological ones are involved in the recognition of the Engliph
/s/, /z/ and /Iz/ affix by Thai speakers, the inflectional' affix
/t/, /d/, and /Id/ is influenced by phonological factors as well
as morphological ones. Thai, as only one final stop, the voice-
less, unreleased /t/ in contrast to the English opposition be-
tween final voiced /d/ and voiceless /t/. Aside from any morpho-L.
logical considerations then, the Thai speaker will experience
some difficulty in hearing and Pronouncing this voiced vs. voice-
less final opposition accurately in English% This phonological
interference with these affixes is not as difficult to overcome,
however, as the interference with the production and recognition
of the final stops /t/ and /d/ which are not-affixes in English.
For example, there are phonological cues involved in the produc-
tion of the /t/, /d/, and /Id/ affix that are often not present
in the production of the final stops /t/ and /d/ which are not
affixes. The phonological shape of the word before the inflec-
tional affixes are added determines whether the affix is7t/, /d/,
or /Id/:
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/t/, /d/, /Id/ as affix 2. /t/ and /d/ as word finals

look vs . looked bit vs. bid
play vs . played Bert vs. bird
load vs . loaded lent vs. lend

It is immediately obvious that the correct production and recog-
nition of the word pairs in 2) will be 'more difficult than the
production and recognition of the word pairs in 1):

Because Thai does not have any verb inflection, therg will
be morphological interference too. Thai speakers tend to leave
off the inflectional affixes of verbs in English because past
time is signaled by aspect markers in Thai and not in verb in-
flection as in English. Thai speakers usually feel that these
affixes are redundant because past time is usually marked by the
situation, by auxiliaries, or by time words anyway. The follow-
ing sentences typify the kinds of mistakes made with these'verbal
affixes:

*I talk to him last week.
*He has graduate from college already.
*We saw the tree in half.

Again, as with other inflectional affixes in English, the
'meaning of the sentence is not usually affected by the addition
of the /t/, /d/, /Id/ affix; thus, the meaning of the first two
starred sentences is transparent to any speaker of English, even
though they are immediately judged ungrammatical. There is some
ambiguity in the third sentence, however, whether the meaning is
1) we cut the tree into two parts, or 2) we saw--the tree lying
in two parts. When the situation is-indefinite, or when auxil-
iaries (like have) and time words (like yesterday, already) are
absent, theseiliflectional affixes alone very often signal im-
portant differences in meaning. Take, for example, the follow-
ing two sentences:

1) I miss you.
2) I missed you. (meaning longed for)

Sentence 1) is appropriate if written to a friend in a letter. If
sentence 2) were written in a letter however, the implication is

that'you used to miss your friend but now you don't, an implica-
tion that is not very complimentary to your friend. Conversely,
sentence 2) is perfectly appropriate if yod are greeting your
friend after a long absence, but sentence 1) used in the same
situation would prompt your friend to question your vision!

The logical consequence of the discussion above is that Thai
speakers will need to devote time and practice tothe learning of
these inflectional affixes in English in order to overcome the
phonological and morphological patterning of their native lan-
guage.` Emphasis must-be placed, at first, on oppositions of ,/t/,

/d/, and /Id/ whicI signal important differences in meaning. The
following sorts of examples would be helpful to use:
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John, kick the bucket. John kicked the bucket.
He found my school. He founded my school.
We have smoke from pipes. We have smoked from pipes.

Hopefully, the Thai students will have internalized the follow-
ing facts about the /t/, /d/, /Id/ affix and will be able to
recognize them and produce them spontaneously.

Facts about the English /t/, /d/, /Id/ affix:

Phonology
1. If the word ends with :;/t/ or /d /, ,add /Id/.
2. If the word end with a voiceless sound (other than /t/),
add /t/.
3." All other sounds (other than /d/), add /d/.

Morphology
1. All regular verbs are marked with the /t/, /d/, /Id/ affix
for simple past tense.
2. All regular verbs are marked with the /t/, /d? /Id/ affix
in their past participle forms.

2.1.3.' The Inflection of Comparative and Superlative Adverbs
and Adjectives in English.

The intiectional affixesi-er and -est are used in English to
mark the comparative and superlative forms of adverbs and adjec-
tivei in English. In Thai, comparative and superlative degree is
*marked by the addition of the words /kwaa/ (more) and /thiisat/
(to the nth degree):

English Thai

z
o
EE00

H
S
g
-4
A,z0

.

W
H>

eE-141

a
w
tu

z
Eg00

W
>H
ti

z0

w )

H
P

w
A,

Adverbs
fast

well

faster

better

fastest

best

rew

dii

rewkwaa

diikw&o,

rewthfisat

diithlisat

Adjectives
big

pretty

bigger

prettier.

biggest

prettiest
...4

yanyyanykwaa

sway saaykwaa

yanythiisat

s6aythiisat
,
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It will be noticed that even irregular forms in English such as
the adverb well have regular counterparts in Thai; in fict, all
comparative and superlative forms conform to the schema above in
Thai.

The Thai speaker, then, faces a difficult task in :,tastering
,the English system of comparative and superlative forms, a system
which is more complicated and irregular than that of his native,
language'. Essentially, he will hive to internalize the following

s acts: , , , ,
. -

. .

1 ,. All one-syllable adverbs and adjectives are-marked with the
- r inflection in the comparative and the -est inflection in the
superlative.

V
2. All two-syllable adjectives ending with the ound /i/ are
marked with the -er inflection in the comparative and the -est
inflective-in the superlative.

i

3. All other forms are preceded by more in the comparative and
most in the superlative, although there are exceptions to this
rule .(e.g. good-better-best, bad-worse-worst, andtalso words that
seem to take either form 1 or-17 Wri=aEriTrablest vs. able-more
ableLmost able).
4. All superlative forms are almost always prec ded by the.

Besides the difficulty in mastering these mo hologiar
-forms, the-Thai student must also master a pronunciation pattern
'which differs significantly from the Thai pattern. Both far/ and
/ast/ are impermissible finals in Thai and cause some difficulty
for students not well-acquainted with English. The, pronunciation
of these inflectional affixes does not seem to be as difficult
though for-Thai speakers as the pronunciation of the other af-
fixes (see parts 2.1.1. and 2.1.2.). Because there are no arti-
cles in Thai, however, there is a tendency for Thai speakers to
delete the the from superlative forms in English, creating such
mistakes as the following:

*Tigers are fiercest animals.

Again, practice,-patience, and careful gradation of materials
will help the students learn the generalizations about the com-
parative and superlative in English that are enumerated above.
Continued exposure to English will hopefully acquaint the student
with the exceptions and inconsistencies to these generalizations
as well.

2.2.0. Derivational Affixes
Besides the inflectional affixes which signal grammatical

operations in English morphology, there are other_waysin which
an English-word can be structured. The following chart lists
some of the derivational changes in English words, changes in
which a word stem is expanded or modified in order to indicate a
Syntactic or semantic change.
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Chart ,V

SomeDeriVational Changes in English and Thai

Derivational Change English, Examples Thai

Vowel Change in
"strong verbs"

drive-drove-driven
:,

sing -sang -sung none

. -,

Changes in Part of Speech

adjective to adverb slow-slowly the prefix /yaw)/
changes adjectives in-
to adverbs

`-Adjective to noun
.

serene-serenity none

adjective to verb
.

white-whiten
.

.

'none

noun to adverb human-humanly none

noun to adjective pastor-pastoral none ,,

noun to verb beauty-beautify none

verb to adjective agree-agreeable none

verb to noun run-tunner none

. Changes in Meaning

childish-childlike none

institute-institution none

continual-continuous none

Changes in both Meaning and Part of Speech

noun toadjective human-humane none

Changes in Meaning Through Prefixing

negation important-unimportant very rare

Changes in Gender

masculine to
feminine

actor-actress

,s

a few nouns have der-,
ivational gender con-!
trasts.
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It is quickly apparent that the Thai language has almost no
counterparts to the morphological changes that are listed above
for English: This particular section will elaborate on the der-
ivational changes in English and attempt to point out ways in
which a Thai speaker can be guided in order to understand the
derivational changes of English words more clearly.

2.2.1. English "strong verbs"
The division of verbs into strong and weak is a common char -''

acteristic of many European languages; the former, usually a
small minority of the total number of erbs, are verbs which have
irregular morphological forms, and the atter, usually the major-
ity of the total number of verbs, are verbs which conform to a '

set of rules. English verbs like talk are examples of weak verbs
and conform to the past tense inflgTiOnal affix /t, d, Id/'men-
tioned in part 2.1.2. Verbs like speok, on the other hand are
examples of strong verbs, and therefore have irregular deriva-
tions (e.g. speak-spoke-spoken). There are three factors t- ich
make strong vs. weak distinction in English particularly trouble-
some for many foreign students: 1) There is no way of knowing -
from the form of the verb itself whether it is a strong or weak
verb (in some languages, the form of.the infinitive indicates in
what way a particular verb may be irregular). 2) Irregular
(strong) verbs in English are not uncommon verbs; as a matter of
fact, many of the most common words in introductory English clas-
ses' areirregular verbs (e.g. be, have, see, hear, sit, stand,
-write, read, eat, drink, etc.)7 37FinaII7, and probably most
importantly, the derivational patterns that do occur in strong
vergs is haphazard and unproductive. That is, two verbs can be
phonetically similar, but have completely diffire"'nt derivational
forms. From the pattern:

sing sang sung we have ring rang rung but not

fling *flang flung and never bring *brang *brung!
. .

After a Thai student has become acquainted with patterns like:
bend-bent, spend-spent, and lend-lent, it seems illogical and in-
consistent to him that the past tense form of mend is not *ment
and that the past tense form of blend is not *Elea. Furthermore,
there are often "false derivatioiliw-6f word forms thatare simi-
lar in sound but come from completely different stems. Thus
founded is not the past tense form of find, and rent is not the
past tense form of rend. Similarly, bore is eitHeithe present
tense form of the vgaMeaning to driII-Ur the past tense form of
the verb bear, and lay, the transiEiverb, is often confused
with the past tense form of the intransitive verb lie.

Because there are no derivational verb- forms s-IF Thai, it is
obvious that this panoply of irregularities in English verb forms
will be very difficult for Thai speakers to learn. The problem
of mastering these forms is not insurmountable, however, espe-
cially if most_of the time and emphasis is placP.:1 on delineating
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between the two major classes of English,verbs, strong And.weak.
Practicing the irregular forms in natural language situations
will help the student remember the irregularities more quickly.
For example, it is fruitless to have the student memorize sets of
derivation changes like:

buy bought bought
eat ate eaten
see saw seen.

Rather, the three forms should be practiced in real sentence sit-
uations: Who did you see? I saw Matilda. Has she seen the doc-
tor? No, SEE she bought some aspiarT7---

Two final comparisons must be drawn between this section on
the derivation of strong verbs in English, and the section on the
inflectional affix d, Id/ (Part 2.1.2.) which is used with
weak ,verbs. First, ,unlike the /t/, /d/, /Id/ 'affix which is pho-
netically dissimilar to the final stop contrasts in Thai, the
vowel (and ,some consonant), changes involved in the derivational
changes of strong verbs in English are not usually dissimilar to
the Thai phonological syspm. For example, whereas the voiced/
voiceless opposition betvden the final consonants of joked and
jogged does not exist in Thai, the opposition between the vowels
of sing, sang, and sung ddes. Consequently, there is less phono-
logical interference for Thai speakers in the pronunciation of
strong verbs than in weak verbs in English. Secondly, the
teacher will find, quite naturally, that Thai students will have
a great deal more trouble spelling the strong verb forms than
spelling the weak verbs. For example, whereas the irregular
verbs often have unusual spelling(e.g. read /rid/ and read
/red/),the regular verbs are always spelled with -ed in their
inflected forms.

2.2.2. Changes, in parts of speech
One of the few derivational changes in FOglish that has an

analagou; change in Thai is the transforming of adjectives into
adverbs through the addition of the suffix -1y, (e.g. slow-sloWly,_
careful-carefully, beautiful-beautifully). The same derivational
change in Thai is done through the addition of the prefix /y(14.0/
qe.g. /dii/ good - /ykodii/ well,/tfh&a/ slow - /yd.aot.fh4a/slow-
ly). Because this is one of the few'examples where both English
and Thai mark the same grammatical operation by a derivational
process,, even though, these processes are'dissimilar, the adjec-
tive-to-adverb change in English is a good point at which to in-
troduce Thai speakers to the 'innumerable derivational processes
of English. At least at this point, the Thai student can reflect
back on his native language and see that, at least in the deriva-
tion of adverbs from adjectives, Thai has a process operating
similar to that of English.

After the student has grasped this rather elementary deriva-
tional process in English, the restrictions and inconsistencies
of this process should be pointed out if, by some great chance,
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the studdnt has not encountered them already! FOr example, ad-
jectivesthat never can occur as priedicate adjectives dc, not seem
to be able to function as,true adyerbs if the -14 suffix .is ad-
ded. As adverbs, they usually occur as intensifiers of predicate
adjectiYes: , . \

I

.

The principal witness was late.
*The witness was principal.

I .
,

He is/principally involved with industry.
*He spoke principally'to everyone.,

II

'The
/
sole survivor/is still ill.

*Vie survivor is sole.

Ae is solely devoted tp his family.
/*He dri'ves his car solely.

Another inconsistency is that some words ending with --11 are not
adverbs at. all but adjectives (e.g. manly, homely, comely, un-
likely,.unsightly).

There are many other derivational processes which show
changes in parts of speech in English, and; unfortunately for the
language learner, these are more inconsistentland irregular than
the adjectives-to-adverb change in English. What makes them pax-
timilarly difficult to learn is that they are neither completely
regular or irregular; that is, while there islenough of a pattern
to encourage the language learner to be productive, there is
still enough irregularity to vex him continually:

agile. - agility
able - ability
ample -*ompility
pastor - pastoral
doctor - doctoral
actor -*actoral

Fortunately, most ill-formed derivations are understood by most
English and are accepted good-naturedly as
r outright mistakes, especially when they in-
ning and not a changd in part of speech.
rk is judged to be a much more intelligenc,,
remark.

ifferent kinds of derivational processes
n parts of speech in English (examples of
ed in part 2.0.), there are two,processes
Thai. The Thai prefix /kaan/ is roughly
rund feria of verbs (e.g. /kaanwio/ running,
, /kaankhien/ writing). Similarly, the Thai
oughly equivalent to the English suffix
ii/ goodness, /khwaamsilk/ happiness, /khwaam-
mphasaiTH4-these two kinds of derivations,

native speake
jokes, witticisms,
volve a change in me
Thus, a fruitful rem
comment than a fruit

Among the many
which mark changes
which have bpen lis
that are similar in
equivalent to the g
/kaanphlaut/ s eakin
prefix /khwaam is
-ness (e.g. /khwaam
rT177quickness. By
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it is hoped that the Thai speaker will be able to have sufficient
grounding in the more productive derivations in English from
which to learn the more irregular forms.

2.2.3. Changes in Meaning
There are many examples in which the meaning of a word.

changes according to the derivational form of the word. Here are
some examples of words which have the same word stem but,"for
historical reasons, have different (and sometimes completely dia-
metrical) meanings:

----- .

. .

Helen has a childlike innocence but a childish disposition.
Reginald worked at an institute before heyas committed to

an institution.
The interested observer was not an interesting person to

talk with.
,

The tasty food was laid out in a tasteful arrangement.
Even hough,the repairs were faulty, the,mechanic claimed

he was faultless.
(

r
Because Thai has no derivational processes like this, it will be
difficult for a Thai speaker even to understand that there is a
significant difference in these derived forms at first. Since
there are very few examples of derivational changes in meaning
only, compared to the innumerable examples of changes in parts of
speech, the Thai student will not face too formidable a task in
'eventually learning these forms.

2.2.4,.
\

Chdnges in both meaning and parts of speech
Te are also many examples of derivational processes which

change both the parts of speech of the words and their meaning.
Beca+ of the historical development of a word or the vagaries
of its u ge, some words take on a different meaning when a dif-
ferent part,of speech is derived from it:

This book was awful, but that book was awfully good.
Not all human behavior is humane..,
Even though all people have spines, some people are

spineless.
A club foot is congenital, but a clubbed foot isn't.

Some of these patterns are fairly regular and consistent in how
they change both the meaning and part of speeph of a word (e.g.
-less changes nouns to adjectives and means without). As men-
tioned previously, these more regular patterns should be intro-
duced first in order to give the students some sense of what kind
of morphological changes are taking place. Then, more irregular
forms can be introduced.

2.2.5. Changes in meaning through prefixing
One of the most copmon derivational processes in English is

the one in which the meaning of a word is changed through prefix-
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ing. The most common examples are those which involve a negative
prefix. There are a few examples of this same process in Thai,
and although they are extremely rare, they can serve as a basis
from which a Thai speaker can understand prefixing in English:

. Thai English
/tham/ righteousness
/6..them/ unrighteousness

Again, as in the other derivational processes which have
been described, there is both regularity and irregularity in the
forMs of negative prefixation in English. These forms are regu-
lar in that the consonant /n/ in the prefix in- is assimilated
by the ,initial consonant of the word:

describable - indescribable
possible - possible

These forms are irregular though in that there is no regularity_
as to which words are prefixed un-, which are prefixed in-, and
which can be prefixed by either:

consequential - inconsequential-
important - unimportant
accurate - inaccurate, unaccurate

There is also irregularity as to which words can be prefixed non-,
a negative prefix which often connotes a more neutral meaning
than un- or in-:

non-American - something which is_foreign
un-American - something which is against America

Other negative or neutral prefixes are ir- (as in irregular),
anti- (as in anti-semitic), a- (as in apolitical), and ab- (as in
abnormal).. There are other ways in which a prefix can "Cgange the
meaning of a word besides negating or neutralizing its meaning.
There are many prefixes, for example, which change the meaning of
verbs, or in some cases, change adjectives into verbs:

play - replay
weave - interweave
fuse - defuse
view. preview
large - enlarge
little - belittle

Again, as previously Mentioned, the irregularity of these deriva-
tions is a source of confusion for Thai speakers, not only in
producing derivational forms, but in recognizing them. Thus, re-
dress does not necessarily mean to dress again, delimit does not
mean not to limit, interview does not mean to view between, and
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pretend does not mean to tend ahead of time. Fortunately, these
types of false.derivatici-ns are not a great source of interference
for language students learning English, and after a great deal of
exposure of the language, these irregularities can be learned by
Thai speakers.

2.2.6. Changes.in gender
A final derivational process which merits discussion here ,is

the changing of suffixes to indicate whether the noun is mascli=
line or feminine. There are a few examples of this in Thai,
also, so that the following pairs do not introduce a derivational
process which is completely strange to Thai speakers:

actor = actress
duke - duchess
hero - heroine

2.3. Other morphological variations
Aside from thp morphological variations mentioned above,

there are three other variations that Thai speakers find trouble-
some in learning English.

2.3.1. Case variation in pronouns
Pronouns-remain uninflected in Thai. It is very difficult,

therefore, for Thai speakers to remember to change the form of
pronouns when the pronoun is used in different cases:

He.ate his food with him.
ErawIthaanfahaanikh50157h6wIkap khdw
he eat Ifood lof 'he lwithlhe

Thai students have a great deal of difficulty in learning to use
the correct morphological form of the pronouns in English. The"
differences between the pronominal systems of English and Thai
will be'discussed more completely in the noun phrase unit in
Part 5.

Variation in ordinal numbers
Ordinal numbers in Thai axe cardinal numbers preceded by

/thIi /; .ordinal numbers are not inflected, and once the cardinal
numbers are learned, any ordinal number can be generated. The
irregular change of English cardinal numbers into ordinal num-
bers is difficult for Thai speakers to learn. Not only does it
involve the memorization of how each cardinal number is changed,
it also requires the production of final clusters that do not ex-
ist in Thai (e.g.,/rst/, /nd/, ird/, /r0/, /e /, /ksO /, and /n0/.
Thai speakers often leave the cardinal number unchanged and the
following mistakes are common:

*He read the two chapter.

Because Thai speakers also tend to delete plural markers, it is
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sometimes difficult to determine whether the speaker intended to
say the second chapter or the two chapters. Since Thai does not
have any-gFETEles, there is also a tendency to delete the defi-
nite article, even when the ordinal number is changed correctly:

*He read second chapter.

2.3.3. Variations in.determiners,
Finally, there are variations in the pronunciation of arti-

clesiin English. Since there are no articles in Thai to begin
with, it is important for the Thai students to be able to handle
articles in English adequately before these morphological varia-
tions are learned.

The definite article the is generally pronounced /8a/ in
front of words beginning lira" a consonant sound and /6i/ in front
of words beginning with a vowel sound.

The definite article a is pronounced /a/ in front of words
beginning with a consonant sound and /an/ or /en/ in front of
words beginning with a vowel sound. There is some variation, how-
ever:

This is a historical problem.
or This is an historical problem.
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PART 3: SYNTAX: SENTENCE STRUCTURE

3.0. Introduction to Sentence Types
It is now logical topro..med to a comparison of how nominal

and verbal forms combine in both English and Thai. Although this
unit is titled Sentence Structure, it will cover relationships
which exist both above and below the sentence level. The follow-
ing three sentences show, for example, that the same relationship
(in this case co-ordinate conjoining) exists in 1) the clause
structure, 2) the sentence structure, or 3) the structure of
discourse. The distinction between these three levels in English
is related more to punctuation than to any specific grammatical
relationship:-

John and Mary will go.
John will go, and Mary will go, too.
John will go. Mary will go, too.

The following chart compares and contrasts the similarities and
differences between sentence types in English and Thai. This
chart will also serve as a general outline to this unit:

Chart VI

A Comparison of Sentence Types in English and Thai

Sentence Types English Thai

3.1. Minor Sentences

3.1.1. Exclamations many many

3.1.2. Aphorisms few few

3.1.3. Answers followed by auxil-
iaries: Yes, I do.

followed by verbs:
Yes, I like.

3.2. Simple Sentences subject obligatory subject optional

3.3. Compound
Sentences

many conjunctions few conjunctions

3.4. Complex
Sentences

3.5. Adjectival
Constructions

many: She is eager none
to help.

3.6.1. Nominalizations many: To be,sick few
is annoying.

3.6.2. Relative Clauses restrictive & non-
restrictive clauses
similar

restrictive & non-
-restrictive clauses
dissimilar
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3.7. iNegation \ marked by not and marked only by
/mdy/ nothe auxiliary do

3.8. Questions m rked by the aux-
il'ary do or inver-
sio

marked only by
final particles

3.9. Tag Questions conte t of question
is. an ered

form of question
is answered- -

3.10. Emphatic
111 ft: ecrl

ic .
S1.2.; I do marked by final

particles

3.11. Imperative subjecti deleted subject deletion
& final particle

3.12. Passive 1) subject-object
inversion 2) use of
auxiliary to be 3)
verb changia to
past participle

1) subject-object
inversion 2) use
of /dopy/ by 3)
use of particle
marking passive

3.13. Direct-and
Indirect Objects

SVD to I or SVID :.VD /kie/ to I
or SVDM__--

3.14. Stylistic
Inversions

several: Here we none
find fish.

3.1. . Minor Sentences
In both English and Thai there are clauses or sentences

which most native speakers feel are either abbreviated or idiom-
atic. These forms are not considered to be sentences, and yet
they occur frequently, especially in spoken conversation in both
languages.

3.1.1. Exclamations
In both English and Thai, there are exclamatory utterances

that occur in spoken conversation which are cothmonly only a word
or two in length. They are usually vocatives (John! 14z son!) or
interjections (Darn! Holy Cowl). Thai speakersarnot encounter
any problem with these two o-Rinds of exclamations in English.

3.1.2. Aphorisms
There are also minor sentences which are composed of a'group

of words, and are used as a'single unit in idiomatic sayings.
Some of these aphorisms in English have equivalents in Thai (The
more the merrier.) but generally the Thai student must learn Wein
iiSe-aFeriII-Idioms in the language, through memorization and
practice.
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3.1.3. Answers as Minor Sentences
Finally, there are minor sentences which are used as abbre7-

viated answers to questions. These forms present the most dif-
ficulty for speakers of Thai because in English, the abbreviated
answer uses the auxiliary verb, whereas in Thai the abbreviated
answer uses the main verb:

Do you like to swim? Yes, I do.
tf hay phom It f h9op
yes I likg

Because the main verb is used in the abbreviated answer in Thai,
Thai speakers have a tendency to answer questions in English with
the,main verb rather than with the auxiliary.

Do you like to swim? *Yes, I like.
Will you swim tomorrow? *Yes, I swim.
Are you swimming today? *Yes, I swim.

3.2. Simple Sentences
The basic difference between the structure of simple sen-

tences in English and Thai is that the subject of a sentence is
obligatory in English, whereas it can be optionally deleted in
Thai:

It's very hot. Do you like to swim?
r6onmdak tfh9oplwdy ndm Im6.y

hot much like Iswimlwaterlquestion
particle

Notice that in the first example in English, the expletive it
serves as the grammatical subject of the sentence. Even,though
the speaker might not be referring specifically to a particular
logical subject (i.e. he might be referring to tbe sun, day,
weather,, room, or country) , the sentence must have a grammatical
subject. The grammatical subject is often deleted in Thai if the
speaker feels the context is sufficient to signal who or what is
being referred to., In the example given in the previous section
(section 3.1.3.), a Thai speaker might reply to the English ques-
tion Do you like to swim? with simply *Like, implying Yes, I do
like to FITirm, or *No-I:1We, implying No, I don't like to swim. It
is easy to see then that even at the level of simple sentence
structure there is a basic difference between the structure of
English and Thai, a difference great enough to cause many prob-
lems for Th i speakers of English.

Anothe difference between the two languages in the struc-
ture of sim le sentences is the use of linking verbs with adjec-
tives. English uses the linking verb be (or, depending on the
semantic meaning intended, verbs such as: feel, appear, seem,
etc.); Thai does not use a linking verb with adjectives:

He is very. tall.
khetwIsduolmetak
he Itallrmuch
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It can thus'be seen that there are two major mistakes that Thai
speakers tend to make in the formation of simple sentences in
English. They are the deletion of the subject of the sentence
and the deletion of the linking verb, to be. There are two i

probable mistakes that will occur then n-In the production of a
sentence such as He is very tall:

Deletion of the subject:
Deletion of to be:

*Is very tall.
*He very tall.

The deletion of the verb to be also occurs when a simple sentence
is imbedded into another sentence as a relative clause. SinOe
the relative pronoun replaces the subject of a relative clause,
if the subject is being referred to, the deletion of the subject
is not a problem here:

He is a man who is very tall.
kflAwlpenlkhon Ithfilsuuglmdak
he His 'person that tall much

Because of the absence of the verb to be, however, in the rela-
tive clause of the Thai sentence, the English sentence is'likely

.----\1

to be produced as:

*He is a man who very tall.

,3.3. Compound Sentences
Both English and Thai contain compound sentences, that is,

sentences of two or more independent clauses which can occur
alone as simple sentences. Usually, compound sentences contain
one or more conjunctions, words which link the independent
clauses in the sentence together:

He will go today and I will go tomorrow.
kheLwI tfil Ipaylwanniillt 1phomItf& Ipaylphraonii
he willIgo today landII Iwillgo 'tomorrow

In both languages, either clause in the above sentence can occur
as a simple sentence in the language. Notice too that the con-
junction and implies some logical connection between the two in-
dependent clauses in both languages; there is some implicit un-
derstanding that the fact he will a2 today is related to, or
should be related to,'the fact that I wrkl go tomorrow. "By in-
troducing a different conjunction to the sentence (e.g. but), a
different kind of relationship is implied: ,

He will go today, but I will go tomorrow.
kficiwItf4 I paylwanniiltewdalphomitfalpaylphrdonii
he Iwillgo 'today but II will go tomorrow

Now the implication in both languages is that the independent
clauses are contrasted in some way; the speaker is emphasizing
the difference, not the similarity between the two clauses. Note e
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that in both English and Thai, if the subjects of both clauses
are identical, the use of a coordinating conjunction (e.g. and)
is acceptable, whereas the use of a contrasting conjunction-Tg.g.
but) is wholly unacceptable:

I like to read books and I like to qo see movies.
phomitfhl clan I naps +I lt 1phomitfh6Apaylduulrag
I 'like read books fandlI !like Igo !see/movies\

*I like to read books but I like to go see mo ies.
*phomitiho.op an nags4 ttewda phOmitfh60P pay duurg
I 'like read books but I like go see movies

Again, in both languages, if a contrast is made between the two
clauses (for example, if the second clause is negated), the use
of the contrasting, conjunction becomes perfectly acceptable,
and, conversely, the use of the coordinating conjunction and be-
comes unacceptable;

I like to read baits but I don't like to go see movi s.
phomitfhbopto,n
I !like tread bdoks 'but I no Ilike go see movies

IndgsT;IttewdalpholmdAtfhbolpayl duu rag

*1 like to read boOks and I don't Aike to co see movies.

I Iihboplike read books and I no like go; see movies
*phomit aan I ph6mImdyltjhbopipaylduul n3.0

The similarity between the ways compound.sentence clauses are re-
Itated to each other in English and Thai is readily apparent. It
is'not difficult, then, for a Thai speaker to produce compound
sentences in English using and and but. A problem does arise
however, when other conjuncOns are used, conjunctionS which im-
ply semantic and stylistic relationships other than simple coor-
diriation (and) or simple contrast (but). Chart VII lists some of
the conjunctions used in English, and-sliows.that, in many cases,
Thai has no equivalent to the English examples cited. All Eng-
lish conjunctions without an equivalent form in Thai will be a
source of interference..

Aside from the interference caused by the lack of some con-
junctions analogous tp English conjunctions in Thai, there is the
interference caused by the similarity rf some English conjunc-
tions with other parts of speech. Thai speakers very often find
this similarity puzzling:

Conjunction:
Preposition:

Conjunction:
Preposition:

Who was sitting besides you?
Who was sitting Sggag-You?

I didn't study; instead, I watched television.
Instead of study-MITTYWatched television,

As already mentioned, the division between sentence level and
discourse level is a fairly arbitrary one in English. This'is
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especially true of compound sentences. The conjunctions men-
tioned/in,this section, therefore, can serve to mark relation-
ships between sentences at discourse level as well as the re-
latiohship.between clauses at the sentence level.

3.41 Complex Sentences .

In contrast to compound sentences which are composed solely
of independent clauses, complex sentences are made up of at least
one dependent clause. There is at least one clause that is sub-
ordinated in a complex sentence. In both English and Thai, com-'
pound sentences can be divided into dependent clauses (or simple
sentences), whereas complex sentences cannot:

Before going, you must do your homework.

W43a Ithiiltf& Ipaylkhunit6polthamtkaanlbaanbrelthatlwill go you must do work home

'*Before-gckin . You must do your homework.

1

*k5on .1thii t1(1.1 Ipay kliunt6ogIthamIkaanlbaan
befoie,that willIgo you must) do Iworklhome

There are three general types of compleit sentences which are
covered in this unit: those involving adjectival constructions,

. those involving nominalizations, and those involving relative.
clau%-es...

3.5. -Adjectival Constructions
There are three ways in which predicate adjective construc-

tions can combine with a 'subordinate clause to form complex sen-
tences. Only the firit type of adjectival construction has any
equivalent construction in Thai, and, theY.ifore, the second and
third constructions will impose special problems for Thai speak-
ers learning English: A,

1) Nominalization + linking 'verb + predicate adjective

To fail the exam is.disturbing.
Failing the exam is disturbing.

That he fail i the exam is disturbing.

2) Subject + linking verb + predicate adjective + infinitive
(or gerund)

.He is happy to pass the exam.
He is happy passing the exam.
It is disturbin to fail the exam.
It is isturbing having failed the bxam.

3) Subject + linking verb + predicate adjective + preposition

He is happy with his exam results
He is bapr' over his exam results.
He was interested in the movie star.

The movie star was interesting in the movie.
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Note that all three of these adjectival constructions have a
clause,that is subordinated to an independent clause. That is,
each example can be split into a simple sentence and an ungram-
matical sentence fragment:

*That he failed the exam It is disturbing.
He is happy. *to pass the exam
He was interested. *in the movie actor

Perhaps the greatest difficulty Thai speakers face in learn-
ing adjectival constructions in, English is differentiating be-
tween the -ing and -ed.forms of adjectives derived from verbs.
Take. the last pair of sentences from the third category above,
for example:

/ He was interested in the movie star.
The movie star was interesting in the movie.

Thai speakers continually confuse these two forms since the dif-
ference in Thai between the two derived forms is not in their
suffixation but in their prefixation:

I am interested in...
phomisontfay...
I interest...

I am interesting.
nd Oritfay

I adjective interest
prefix

Thai speakers, then, have a
actually mean sentence 2):

(literally *interestable)

tendency to say sentence 1) when they

1) I am interesting in school.
2) I am interested in school.

This confusion between these two forms in English leads to mis-
takes with other word pairs as-well:

*The book wasvery confused.
*We ate boiling eggs.
*My shoes were polishing well.
*They saw an amused picture.

The student must learn that adjeCtival forms with the -ed suffix
are forms derived from passive verbal constructions in which the
modified noun is the recipient of the verbal action:

The shoes were polished very well. The polished shoes...
The eggs were boiled. The boiled eggs...

Adjectival forms with the -ing suffix, on the other hand, are
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forms derived from active verbal constructions in which the modi-
fied noun is the initiator of the verbal action:

The book confused us. The confusing book...
The picture amused us. The amusing picture...

Obviously, not all English verbs can,be inflected as, -ing or -ed
adjectives; therefore Thai speakers must consequently learn from
attention and practice which English verbs are productive forms
and which are not. Until the distinction between the two differ-

.

ent sources of -ing and -ed adjectival forms is made clear to
Thai students, th se adjectival forms will be a continual source
of interference.

3.6.1. Nominalizations
Nominalization, the use of verbal forms as nouns, is aiscus-

sed in the Noun Phrase unit (See section 5.7.). It is mentioned
in this section also, however, because the use of noininalizations
involves complex sentences. The nominalized clause is subordina-
ted to the independent clause of a complex sentence:

Drinking coffee keeps me awake.
(I drink coffee.) + (Coffee keeps me awake.)

Nominalized forms with that followed by a clause have an equiva-
lent pattern in Thai; however, there is no distinction between
verbal infinitives and gerunds used as nominals in Thai:

Tha-Z- I am failin makes me feel unhappy.
kaan Ithiilp mIs5optokithamlhdylph6mirdus.1-klmdylsabaytfay
nominallthatIl Ifail make for I feel no happy

prefix

Railrin makes me feel unhapp .

nOmina
3opt6kIthamlhdylph6m r6asklmdylsabaytfaykaa
fail el make for I feel no !happy

prefix

To fail makes me feel unhapp .

JEFtELPs5optOkIthamlhdylphom rlius,l-klmaylsabaYtfaY
nominal fail I makelforlI feel, Ino 'happy
prefix

Although there is little difference in meaning among the three
examples cited above, Thai speakers have a tendency to confuse
the grammatical forms when trying to produce this kind of complex

sentence:

*To failing makes me feel unhappy.
*That I to fail makes me feel unhappy.

3.6.2. Relative Clauses
The use of relative clauses and relative pronouns is also
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discussed in the Noun Phrase unit (See section 5.6.), and the
similarity between relative clause construction in English and
Thai is carefully noted. In both languages, for example, the
te.Lative clause is subordinated to the independent clause; the
former is ungrammatical if it occurs alone, whereas the latter is
not:

He likes food which his mother makes.
khciwitfhgod ah5.an Ithiil khunmeel tham
he like food that mother make

He likes food. *which his mother makes
khomItilisoplah5an thiil khunmtel tham,
he 'like food that mother make

English and Thai differ, however, in that restrictive and non-
restrictive clauses in English are usually distinguished only by
a pause in speech, whereas ip Thai restrictive and non-restric-
tive are. distinguished by the addition of a classifier in re-
strictive clauses:

Restrictive clause:

My friend who lives at school is a doctor.
(My friend, the one who lives at school, is a doctor.)
ph;an 1phomikhoh Ithiilroorian pen1m5o
friend I Ipersonithatilivelat school l is !doctor

My friend,
ph4,an
friendlI

who lives
l Iphomthiil yAu

that live

at school, is a doctor.
thiilroorianlpen
at school lisA

m3o
doctor

Notice that the,restrictive clause in Thai has two equivalents ii
English. Therefore it is not difficult for Thai speakers to dis-
tinguish between examples 1) and 2) below in which the restric-
tive clause is marked by a classifier (one), but it is difficult
for them to\undersjand and produce examples 3) and 4) in which
the difference between the restrictive clause and the non-re-
strictive clause is marked only by a pause:

-.1) Restrictive:
My friend, tne one who lives at school, is a doctor.

2) Non-restrictiVe:
My friend, who lives at school, is a doctor.

3) Restrictive:
My friend who lives at school is a doctor.

4) Non-restrictive:
My'friend, who 15ves\at school, is a doctor.
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In a complex sentence, a wh- question word is not preceded
by a relative pronoun in English:

I know where he is.
I know who(m) he spoke to.

The relative clause pattern in Thai, however, leads Thai speakers
to use both that and a wh- question word together. In addition,
there is a tendency to reverse the subject-verb order of the de-
pendent clause:

*I know that where is he.
*I know that whom) did he speak to.

In other words, Thai speakers tend to confuse the underlying
questions Where is he? and Who(m) did he speak to? with their re-
spective forms as relative clauses, where he is and who(m) he
spoke to.

3.7. Negation
In English, negation is most frequently expressed by the

word not which immediately follows the auxiliary verb or the'verb
BE., If the sentence does not contain an auxiliary verb or the
verb' BE, the auxiliary verb DO is introduced:

He is tall. He is not tall.
He should play football. He shoUIT not play football.
He plays football. He does not play football.

In Thai, negation is most frequently expressed by the word
no which immediately precedes the verb (and most auxiliaries) or,
if there is only an adjective functioning as a verb, no precedes
the adjective:

He is not tall.
kh6wIngastluo
he Ino tall

He should not play football.
khawlm6v!kFiaa 'len Intbpon
he ono IshouldIplaylfootball

He does not play football.
kh&wimdITTEn If6tbpon
he IR3 play football

It is obvious that because there is no distinction between no and
not in Thai, because no usually precedes both auxiliaries and
verbs in Thai, and because the auxiliary DO is not introduced in
Thai, there are many sources of interference for Thai speakers
attempting to learn negation in English. Many times, the mis-
takes Thai speakers make when using negation in English parallel
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the word-for-word translations of the glosses to the examples
given above. In attempting to construct the correct English neg-
ative form, Thai speakers also frequently neglect other struc-
ture,s that are operating at the same timet For example, they
will forget to inflect the verb in the third person singular,
present tense. Here are a few examples of the kinds of m$stakes
Thai speakers make in'generating negative sentences in English:

1) Confusion between no and not:
*He is no tall.
(Note that no can be used to mean not a: He is no fool.)

2) Omission of the verb BE:
*He not tall.

3) Incorrect placement of not:
*He not is tall.
*He not should play football.

Omission of the verb DO:
*He not play football.

5) Incorrect inflection of the verb:
*He do not play football.
*He do not plays football.

Coupled with the problem of not-negation in English, is the
use of those adverbs which function as negatives, e.g. never sel-
dom, and the use of modifiers which usually occur only TWEge
negative (e.g. any, ever, until). Since these words have no di-
rect equivalent in Thai, TE.iiTitudents find it difficult to use
these forms correctly:

I never eat meat
*I don't never eat meat.
I seldom eat meat.
*I don't seldom eat meat.
I don't have any meat.
*I don't have some meat.
*I have any meat.
I don't ever go home late.
*I ever gahane late.
I 33E71 go home until late
*I go home until late.

Notice that some of these words are used in questions (0.g. Do
you have any meat? Do you ever go home late?) and some of them
are related to the type of verbs used as well as the use of ne-
gation (e.g. *I go home until late. but I stay home until late.).

Since indefinite pronouns in English can only be paraphrased
in translation into Thai, the usd of negative indefinite pronouns
in English is a source of difficulty for Thai speakers:
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Nobody came.
metylmii lkhon Imcra

no havelpersonlcome

Although indefinite pronouns can occur in negative sentences in
English without the prefix no-, a different meaning is implied
through this construction:

Nobody came. (There wasn't even one person who came.)
Somebody didn't Come. (Only one person didn't come.)

These differences are extremely subtle to Thai students, and it
is difficult for them even to use negative, indefinite pronouns
correctly, let alone understand the semantic differences implied
in the various ways indefinite pronouns are used.

, 3.8. Questions
Aside from intonational questions -- sentences which are

marked by grammatical patterns as well. If the sentence contains
an auxiliary verb or the verb BE, questions are marked by an aux-
iliary verb or the verb BE:

He will go today.
He is angry.
He was injured.

Will he go today?
Is he angry?
Was he injured?

If the sentence does not contain an auxiliary verb or the verb,
BE, questions are marked by the introduction of the auxiliary
verb DO before the subject:

He studies. Does he study?
He went home today. Did he go home today?

In Thai, questions can only be marked by the addition of
question particples in sentence final position. The order of
the words in the sentence does not change. Furthermore, there is
no distinction between sentences with main verbs, auxiliary
verbs, or the verb BE in the formation of questions:

Is he angry?
khilwIkrdotr4
he 'angry question

particle

Does he work?
khdmithamoaan r4
he do work question

particle

The Thai student faces several problems then in attempting_ to
match. question- formation in English: 1) he must distinguish be-
tween sentences with auxiliary verbs or the verb BE and sentences
with only a main verb, 2) he must remember to introduce the aux-
iliary verb DO in sentences containing only the main verb, and 3)
he must remember to inflect the auxiliary verb DO and to leave
the main verb uninflected. It is obvidus that these restrictions
to question formation in English are exceedingly more difficult
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than the mere addition of a final particle to questions in Thai.
As was remarked in the previous section of negation, there is a
tendency for Thai speakers to neglect other English grammatical
structures in their preoccupation with the formation of ques-
tions. Here-are a few examples of the kinds of mistakes Thai
speakers make in generating questions in English:

1) Omission of the auxiliary verb or the verb BE:
*He angry?

2) Misuse of DO with auxiliary verbs or the verb BE:
*Does he angry?

3) Omission of DO' with main verbs:
*He study?

4) Misuse of the verb BE with main verbs:
*Is he study? (meaning Does he study? not Is he studying?)

5) Omission of the DO inflection:
*Do he studies?

6) Incorrect inflection of the verb:
*Do he study?

3.9. Tag Questions
The problems which a Thai speaker faces in learning negation

and question formation in English are compounded when a Thai
speaker attempts to handle tag questions, for this involves both
negation and question formation. All tag, questions in English
are restricted by the following requirements:

1) If the sentence contains an auxiliary verb or the verb
BE, the auxiliary verb or the verb BE is used in the tag ques-
tion.

2) If the sentence contains only a verb, the auxiliary
verb DO is used in the tag question with the appropriate inflec-
tion.

3) If the sentence is affirmative, the tag question is
negative; if the sentence is negative, the tag question is af-
firmative.

4) Every tag question must contain a pronoun subject.
5) The negative particle is always contracted in tag ques-

tions.
6) The word order of tag questions parallels the word or-

der of regular questions.

He is angry, isn't he? (Is he angry?)
khlkrootitfhay m6.y

he' angry that's so question particle

He isn't angry, is he? (Isn't he angry?)
kh&wimdyikrdotir4
he no angry question particle
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He runs fast, doesn't he? (Does he run fast?)
kheiwiwiolrew I t fh(ly m6.17

he run fast that's so question particle

In contrast to the uniformity of the tag questions in Thai (/WidY
m6Y/), there is a diversity of forms in English (isn't he, is he,
and doesn't he). Obviously, tag questions in English will pre-
sent a zeal problem to the Thai speaker, and mistakes of the fol-
lowing kind will be abundant:

1) Misuse of the auxiliary verb or verb BE:
*He runs fast, isn't he?

2) Misuse of the auxiliary verb DO:
*He's angry, doesn't he?

3) Failure-to use the negative in the tag question:
*He swims fast, does he?

4) 2ncorrebt word order in the tag question:
*He swims fast, he does not?

5) Failure to contract the negative:
*He swims fast, does not he?

Aside from the problem of grammaticality, there is also the prob-
lem of the correct usage of tag questions. This is not as diffi-
cult for Thai speakers as selecting the correct grammatical form
because there are two question particles in Thai which are gener-
ally used with affirmative-based questions or with negative-based
questions. The previous examples are cited again to show this
correspondence between English and Thai:

. Affirmative-based question:
He is angry. isn't he?
kh6w1krootitfhdy
he langrylthat's so question particle

Negative-based question:
He isn,'t angry, is he?
khlftykr6otlr4
he no angry question particle

In both langu4es, affirmative-based questions (first example)
are straightfd,rward and do not imply any perplexity. Negative-
based question's, on the other hand imply that the questioner is
perplexed and 'does not expect a negative answer to his question.
Because of the similarity of the patterns of usage between the
two languages, then, Thai speakers do not find it difficult to
know when to use negative-based questions.

A real problem arises however, when a Thai speaker attempts
to answer these tag questions in English, however, for here the.
two languages differ dramatically. In English, the inherent
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truth of the tag question is affirmed or negated in the Yes-No
answer, regardless of Whether the question is affirmative or neg-
ative: In Thai, the form of the question is affirmed or negated
in the Yes-No answer, regardless of whether the question is in-
herently true or false:

He is angry, isn't he? Yes, he is angry.
tf hay ikhdwikrdot
that 's solhe 'angry

He isn't angry, is he? Yes, he is angry,
- Indy t fhety Ikhomikrdot
that's not so he angry

Notice whereas the answers to the two different questions are
identical in English, the answers are that's so (yes) and that's
not so (no) in Thai. Because Yes-No answers are extremely Impor-
tant to the understanding of spoken English, the answering of
Yes-No tag questions in English is extremely conflising and is a
source of much misunderstanding for Thai speakers., It is impor-
tant that the Thai students understand Yes-No answers quite thor-
oughly. Often it is helpful to point out that English answers
are dependent entirely on the truth value of a question, and that
the student need not even hear whether the question was negative-
based or affirmative-based, to be able to know whether to answer
Yes or No. Through careful effort and practice, it is hoped that
every student will be able to know that the answer to:

Don't you have any bananas?

is not:

*Yes, we have no bananas.

but:

No, we have no bananas!

3.10. Emphatic
Besides functioning as a verbal auxiliary for negative and

question forms, DO also is used in emphatic statements as an aux-
iliary verb:

You didn't do your homework. I did do my homework.

Because emphatic utterances are marked by particles in Thai, the
use of DO as an emphatic auxiliary is often confusing to Thai
speakers. The teacher can show the Thai student that the use of
DO as an auxiliary in sentences which are neither negatives nor
questions indicates that it is being used emphatically.

There are other emphatic forms which are confusing to Thai
students. For example, too means also in the first sentence fol-
lowing, but when it is used emphatically, too means something
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like really as in the second sentence:

a like ice cream.
f do too! (with heavy stress on I)

You don't like ice cream.
I do t6o! (with heavy stress on too)

Similarly, either means also in the first sentence below, but
when it is used emphatically, it means something like really as
in the second sentence:

I don't like worms.
f don't either! (with heavy stress on I)

You like worms.
I don't hither! (with heavy stress on either)

3.11. Imperative
It has already been mentioned (in section 3.2.) that the

subject is obligatory in English sentences, whereas the subject
is often deleted in Thai sentences, especially in sentences in
which the subject is unambiguous. It is true, however, that sub-
jects are deleted in imperative sentences in English, and that
this subject deletion is often the only formal distinction be-
tween declarative and imperative sentences in English:

Declarative: You eat your food like a lady.
Imperative: Eat your food like a lady!

Besides subject deletion, however, English imperatives are also
marked by an uninflected form of the verb, so that the main verb
never occurs with an auxiliary verb and is never inflected to ,

show tense or person:

Declarative:, Sally is eating like a lady.
Sally ate like a lady.
Sally eats like a lady.

Imperative: Sally, eat like a lady!

Since there is no verb inflection in Thai, imperative forms are
naturally uninflected in Thai as well as English. The subject
and auxiliary verbs are deleted also. In addition, a sentence
final particle is added to the imperative in Thai:

Go home!
kid') bdan sii
return home imperative particle

In simple imperative sentences, then, Thai speakers do not en-
counter much difficulty with the English forms; indeed, there is
more interference from English to Thai with this grammatical cat-

,
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egory than there is from Thai to English because Thai speakers
use different final particles to imply different speaker atti-
tudes (e.g. gentle urging, incessant prodding, belligerent de-
mand!).

What causes Thai speakers great difficulty is the way speak-
er attitudes ere marked in English, a gradation all the way from
a negative question (or request) to a simple imperative. Thai
speakers must learn that whereas the attitude of the speaker is
usually reflected by his choice of final particle in Thai, the
attitude of the speaker is reflected by the form of the question
or imperative sentence in English., The Thai student should be
able to recognize the gradation of attitudes exemplified below,
a gradation from an extremely polite request to a curt command:

Please,' wouldn't you like to e quiet?
Please, would you like leo be quiet?
Please, wouldn't you be quiet?
Please, would you be quiet?
Please, be quiet!
Be quiet please!
Be quiet!
Quiet!

:n both English and Thai, the speakers attitude is also reflected
in his tone of voice and by the context of the situation. Hence,
even though the speaker. may be using an extremely polite gramma-
tical form in both languages, the situational context and the
speakers's tone of voice may imply in reality a very sarcastic
and impolite attitude.

3.12. Passive
In both English and Thai, there is a distinction between

active and passive farms of sentences. This distinction is
marked by fairly straight-forward grammatical changes in both
languages. Generally, the use of the passive in both English and
Thai signals a change in style and focus but no change in mean-
ing.

The transformation of active sentences into English involves
four grammatical changes:

Active sentence: John ate candy.

34 Inversion of subject and object: candy ate John
2 ) Addition of ;),..z: candy ate by John
3) \Addition of inflected form of BE: candy was ate by John
4) \Changing the verb to past participle:

Candy was eaten by John.

In Thui, there are three grammatical changes which signal the
passive, the first two of which are exactly similar to English:
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First Type of Passive Pattern in Thai:

1) Inversion of subject and object
2) Addition of /dooy/
3) Addition of passive particle in front of main verb

In comparing the passive between these two languages we can see
that the main difference between English and Thai is that the
former introduces the auxiliary verb BE whereas the latter. does
not use any auxiliary:

He was killed by a knife.
khawIthuk khdalddaylmtit
he 'passive particle kill by 'knife

Obviously, the Main source of interference for Thai speakers with
this grammatical pattern of the passive in English will be with
the addition and correct inflection of BE. Mistakes like the
following will be common:

*He killed by a robber.
*I am hit by a bicycle yesterday.

There is another pattern for passive sentences in Thai which
does cause confusion with word order in English passives, how-
ever. In this'pattern, both the subject and the object of the .

sentence precede the verb:

Second Type of Passive Pattern in Thai:

He was bitten by a dog.
Walkat

he 'passive particleldogIbite

Since-both the subject and object precede the verb in this type
of passive in Thai, Thai speakers are sometimes confused about
the word order of passives in English if they use this type of
passive-construction as a frame of reference:

*He robber killed. (He was killed by a robber.)
*He by dog bit. (He was bit by a dog.)

It would be helpful to the Thai student if the teacher pointed
Out the similarity between the English passive and the first pas-
sive pattern in Thai. This first pattern is used only with in-
strumepts and not with animate subjects. However, this pattern
closely parallels the passive pattern in English. It is obvious
that if the Thai students uses this first passive pattern as a
frame of reference, he will experience difficulty mainly with the
verb form of English passives, whereas if he uses the second pat-
tern as a frame of reference, he will experience difficulty with
both the verb form and the word order of English passives.
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Thai students should be aware of the fact that there is a
class of verbs in English which have objects but are not true
transitive verbs. These verbs (e.g. cost, last, weigh) are never
used in the passive:

*Three dollars was cost by the book.
*A week was lasted the carnival.
*One hundred pounds was weighed by you.

3.13. Direct and Indirect Objects
In both English and Thai, there are two grammatical patterns

which can be used with sentences containing direct objects and
indirect objects:

Pattern 1: Subject Verb Direct Object (to) Indirect Object

He gave the book to me.
She _sent the money to roc.

Pattern 2: Subject Verb Indirect Object Direct object

He gave me
She sent me,

the b-ook.
the money.

Thai speakers experience a great deal of interference in
learning these two patterns in English because the Thai pattern
which corresponds to pattern 2 in English has exactly the reverse
word order of the English pattern:

Pattern 1: Subject Verb Direct Object (to) Indirect Object

He ,gave the book to me. ,

kh&w hdy naosT4- kee phom
he give book to me

Pattern 2: Subject Verb Indirect Object Direct Object

He gave me the book.
kh& hdy naosT4- phom
he give book me

Thai speakers who use pattern 2 as a flame of reference in Thai
will experience continual, difficulty in trying to form the cor-
rect corresponding pattern in English. Mistakes like the fol-
lowing are abundant:

;..*He gave the book me.
*She sent the money me.
*I gave' the cat a baby. (meaning I gave the baby a cat.)

If the teacher introduces his Thai students to pattern 1 in which
the word order in English parallels the word order in Thai, the
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students will have less difficulty in learning the_correct order
of direct and indirect objects in English than if they are intro-

,duced to both patterns simultaneously.

3.14. Stylistic Inversions
Just as a sentence may be changed into the p,:ssive in order

to shiftthe focus of discourse, it is also possible to, change
the word order of sentences in both English and Thai in order t.
shift the' focus of discourse. This change in word order. is most
generally done with time adverbs, which seem exceptionally flex- '

ible as to their position in a sentenoe:

I will, go today. ' Today, I will go.
phOmitfet Ipaylwannii wanniilph6mItia pay
I Iwilligo 'today .today II Iwilllgo

Aside from time adverbs, however, there are other adverbs which
can be inverted in both languages, for example, adverbs which
mark location:

We catch fish here. Here, we ca ch fish.
remit% Iplaalthiimti thiintilraw tfal iplaa
we catch fish here here we catch fish

There are some words which can be inverted for stylistic
reasons in English sentences but cannot be inverted in Thai sen-
tences. Adverbs of manner are an example of this and their in-
version to sentence initial position may be baffling to Thai
speakers:

He runs home very slowly.
khomlwiglklap 'Man l'aa4P16.0.tfh&sa
he Irunlreturnlhome adverbialprefiA slowsiow

'Slowly, he ran home.
Ih 6,atilaa

Ikh&wl
bean

adverbial prefi slowslosj he Irunlreturnlhome

Another stylistic inversion which is common in English but
absent in Thai is the inversion of pronoun subjects in sentences
'where there and here have been inverted to subject position.
This double inversion of normal word order in English is confus-
ing to Thai speakers:

Inversion of there and here
John is there. 'There is John.

HereJohn is here.
-

is John.

Inversion of the pronoun object:
There is John. There he is.
Here is John. 'Here he is.

Notice that it is ungrammatical to invt-t any noun except a pro-
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noun when it is in object position:

There he is.
*There John is.

1

Here he is.
*Here John is.
Here lies the father of our country.

----*Here-the-fAther-cif our-dUarftly-lidg:

Notice too that the pronoun in object position must be inverted:

Here he lies.
*Here lies he.

In teaching this kind of stylistic inversion to Thai stu-
dents, it'would be helpful if the teacher began with the inver-
sion of there and here to sentence initial position first. Since
this pattern is also used in Thai, the student will be able to
grasp the pattern and its usage quite rapidly. Then, the teacher
can introduce the inversion of pronoun objects in these kinds of
sentences to pre-verb position. The teacher must point out that
the inversion of pronouns can only occur in sentences beginning
with 'there and here (when they mean location). That is, sen-
tenceFTITe the following are ungrammatical:

*John it reads every morning.
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PART 4: SYNTAX: SENTENCE STRUCTURE

4.1. Verb Tense, Mood and Aspect
The ability to use English verb tense, mood, and aspect

correctly is probably the most difficult skill for Thai speakers
E'rof English to acquire. Chart VII, an English to Thai verb form

comparison, shows how the English verb takes almost itwice as many
diTferentforms as the Thai verb. Thus, the same Thai verb form
is often .used for several,dilferent--English verb-forms.

4.1.1. Chart VII

English-Thai Verb Form Comparison'

English Thai

1. work 11. verb

2. worked . :one

3. will work 2. tjd + verb

4. have worked (completion) 3. verb + lftw

hate worked (habitual)
/

/
4. kheey + verb

5. had worked (completion) / 3. none

had worked /habitual) / 4. none

6. will have worked/
/

5. none

7. I am working (future)/ / 2. none

1.I am working (contirdous) 6.- kamlao + verb

8. I was working 6. none

9. I will be working
(

7. st fO. + kamiao + verb

10. I have been working 1. none

11. had been working 1. none

12. will have. een working 5. none

13. would work 2. none

14. would have worked- 5. none
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4,1.2. Summary of Thai Verb Forms
(The numbers correspond to those used in Chart VII.)

1. Verb

2. tf& + Verb

3. Verb + 1.ew

4. khaay + Verb

5. tfa, + Verb + ddy +
rew
time

6. kamlao + Verb

7. go., + kamlao + Verb

4.1.3. Chart VIII, a Thai-English verb comparison chart, shows
how a single Thai verb form can be used to express as many as
four different English verb forms:

Chart VIII

Th'ai-English Verb Form Comparison

Thai English

1. Verb - unmarked tense 1. present
2. past

10. present perfect continuous
11. past perfect continuous

2. tfa + Verb - future tense 3. f ure
13. resent continual
14, past continual

3. Verb + ltew or 4. present perfect-completion
Verb + dAy + frew 5. past perfect-completion

, perfective

4. khaay + Verb - habitual 4. present perfect - habitual

4.,,,

5. past perfect-habitual

5. wWI. +\*Verb + ddy +r 6. future perfect
time

12. future perfect continuous

6. kamlao + Verb - continuous
-

7.

8.

present continuous
past continuous

7. tfa + kamlao 4. Verb 9. future continuous
/ future continuous

(Numbers of the English examples correspond to those in Chart VII.)
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4.1.4. Resulting Errors
The following section deals with the errors which Thai

speakers make with various English vzirb_tenses, aspects, and
moods, due to the fact that the English tense system has many
more distinctions than the Thai verb system does.

1) Errors With Past Tense /1
The most important error, wh4ph probably accounts for a ma-

jority of all errors that Thai speakers make in using verbs, is
the use of the present tense when the past form is required:

*I am hungry yesterday.
*She study here last year.
*I don't see him this morning.
*After I buy some'oranges, I go home.

2) Errors With the Past and Present Perfect Continuous
The errors made with/En-Use of these tenses_are-bf two

types:
a) The shorter, sim r-tense forms would be used in-

stead of the present or pa perfect-continuous. Thai speakers
of English see no need for using the perfect continuous forms,
since there is no distinction for them in Thai:

*I work for three years.'
(I have been working for three years.)

*He sleeps for an hour.
(He has been sleeping for an hour.)

*He drove for three hours when it began to rain.
(He had been driving for three hours when it began to rain.)

b) The inporrect combination of various verb forms is
a common type of error made when trying to express ideas which
are expressed in English by the present and past perfect contin-
uous tenses:

*I be living here many years.
*I have living here many years.
*I living here many years.
*I have been live here many years.

3) Errors With the Conditional Mood
Such errors arise because in ThaiEn future form is also

used for expressing ideas which would be expressed in English by
either the present or past conditional.

a) Difficulty arises in comprehending the meaning of
English conditional sentences. For example, the sentence:

I would work but I'm too tired:

might be misinterpreted as:
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I'll work, although I'm very tired.

Similarly, the sentence:

He would have come but he was too busy.

might be-Misinterpreted as:

He came in spite of the fact that he was very busy.

b) Will is often used when would is required. In the
traditional grammars of English which are used to teach Thai stu-
dents in secondary schools, would is regarded as the past tense
of will. Thai speakers of English tend to overuse will and never
use would because: 1) will was learned first, and has a Thai
equivalent; it comes ta-Ernd before would. 2) The Thai speaker
tends not to think in terms of past tense, since there is none in
Thai. For example, he may say:

*I will sing if he'll let me.
(I would sing if he would let me.)

*I will sing if you let me:
(I would have sung if you had let me.)

4), Errors With the Past Perfect Tense
The present and past perfect tenses in English are not dif-

ferentiated in Thai. The Thai perfective is roughly equivalent
to the English present perfect; therefore, the errors which Thai
speakers of English make occur most often in the use of the Eng-
lish past perfect tense, which has no Thai equivalent.

4.1.5. Overuse of the Past Perfect Tense
The following example shows the type of error which occurs

with the past perfect tense:

*He had sat down; then he picked up a magazine.
(He sat down; then he picked up a magazine.)

This error may also be due to the fact that the Thai learn to say
After he sat down, he picked RE a magazine. They cannot un-
derstand why the presence or absence of the subordinating clause
marker after would necessitate a change in verb tense. The sen-
tence type He did X; then he did Y should be pointed out to the
students as rqFiE4 g-arfferent verb form form from After he
had done X; he did,K. Another example of overuse of the past
perfect tense is:

*I had received your letter a long time ago.
(I received your letter a long time ago.)

The Thai student uses the past perfect tense here because he
thinks of the many events which have occurred since he received
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the letter.
Another less important type of error which is caused by the

lack of a past perfect tense in Thai is that of using the past
tense when the past perfect form is required:

*He left already, by the time I arrived.
(He had left already, by the time I arrived.).

This type of error is of minimal importance because spoken Eng-
lish sometimes seems to be losing the distinction between the
past and past perfect tenses:

He didn't know I (had) waited two hours to see him.
After he (had) finished painting, he took a nap.

4.1.6. Errors in the Future Perfect and Future Perfect
Continuous

Since the English future perfect and the future perfect con-
tinuous verb forms are both expressed in Thai by a future-like
form, Thai speakers often lack an understanding of the necessity
for the English future perfect and future perfect continuous.
They would therefore tend to substitute:

1) the English future form
2) other verb forms (such as the present or present per-

fect) which have exact equivalents in Thai
3) an incorrect combination of various forms

when the English future perfect form should be used. Below are
several incorrect forms which are often substituted for the fu-
ture perfect by Thai speakers of English:

By the time you get here, I will have eaten already
*will eat

*eat
*have eaten

*eaten
*will eaten

The future perfect continuous form is usually misused in the same
way as the future perfect form.

4.1.7. Errors With the Continuous Tense
Although there is a continuous tense in Thai, Thai speakers

of English still have difficulty with the continuous verb forms
in English because the respective structures of the English and
Thai verb forms are different:

He is singing.
khomIkamlao Ir6oDlphleco
he /continuous particlelsinglsong

The English continuous form requires the presence.of:
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1) the verb BE
2) the correct inflexion of the verb BE
3) an -ing suffix attached to the main verb

while the Thai form requires only one morpheme and this morpheme
is uninflected.

Errors With the Present Continuous
Thai speakers of-tn-g-M1 thus tend to (nake-one or more of the

following errors with the English present continuous fdrm:
1) Failure to insert the verb BE.
2) Use of an incorrect form of the verb BE.
3) Failure to add the -ing suffix to the main verb.

Examples:

1) *I teaching.
2) *I are teaching.' or *I be teaching.
3) *I am teach.

Errors With the Past Continuous
The errors made TN-Ehe use of this tense would be the same

as those made in the use of the present perfect tense. There is,
of course, an additional error which is commonly made; that is,
the use of the present forms of the verb BE when the past forms
are required. This error occurs because there is no distinction
in Thai between the present and past tenses:

*I am teaching yesterday.
*I teaching yesterday.
*I were teaching yesterday.
*I was teach yesterday.

4.1.8. Additional Factors Which Complicate the English
Verb System

1) Third person singular inflection is used for the pre-
sent tense forms. (Also see section 2.1.1.) There is no in-
flection in Thai for the third person singular verb form:

I run. He runs.
ph6mlwio wip
I run he 'run

In addition, English third person singular verb inflections take
three possible forms, /s/ after words ending in voiceless sounds:

He walks.

/z/ after words ending in voiced sounds:

The cat sheds.
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and /Iz/ after words ending in /s/, /z/, /f/, /3/, /tf/ or /d3/:

He always catches cold.

Thus Thai speakers almost invariably neglect to add the /s/, /z/,
or /Iz/ suffix when they speak English. Even if they do think of
this suffix, it is often obscured by incorrect pronunciation,
since there are no final /s/ or /z/ sounds in Thai.

2) Irregular Verbs
The copula BE is the most highly inflected verb in English.

There are no inflections for person and number in Thai:

English
I am a teacher.
You are a teacher.
He is a teacher.
She is a teacher.
We are teachers.
They are teachers.

Thai
p116m pen khruu
khun "

khom "

khom "

raw "

khtw "

The verbs DO and HAVE are also irregularly inflected in English
whereas they are uninflected in Thai:

1 do my homework.
phomi thamikaanbdan
I do homework

He dods his homework.
khomithamkaanbdan,
he Ido I homework

I have a pen.
phomimii 1paakkaa
I lhavel_pen

He has a pen
khomimii Ipaakkaa
he have) pen

Resulting Errors
Thai speakers make very few errors with the inflections of

BE because they tend to omit the copulas quite often. There are
quite a few errors made with the inflected forms of DO and 'HAVE,
however:

*He have many problems.
*John do homework every night

L/ Errors. With Irregular Past and Perfective Verb Forms
Many of the most common English verbs form their past tense

and past participle irregularly:
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He goes to school.
kho.wl pay'roorian
he go 'school

He went/has gone to school.
khciwIpaylrogrianIlkew
he ( go 'school 'already

`Re eats dinner.
khdwIthaankheLanyen
he -kat Ifood evening

He ate/has eaten dinner.
khdwIthaanlahetanyen Welt/
he lea4' food eveninglalready

Resulting Errors

*He go to school yesterday.
*He has went to school already.
*He eated dinner already..
*He has eat dinner already.

4

4.1.9. Conclusion
When using English verbs, Thai speaker'e have to make a whole

new set of differentiations which they have never made in their
own language. They have to distinguish between the following:

1) present and past tenses
2) the future tense and the conditional mood
3) past-and perfective
4) regular and irregular verbs
5) person and number,

Thus, it is not surprising that such a great number of errors are
made with English verbs.

4.2. Modals

4.2.1. English modals fall into two main groups for the purpose
of this analysis':

1) modals followed directly by a verb:

1. may
2. might
3. must
4. can
5. could

6. will
7. would
8. should
9. would rather
10. had better

2) modals followed by TO + verb:

11. got to
12. have to
13. be able to
14. ought to

15. be supposed to
16. be to
17. hope to
18. expect to
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19.. decide to
20. promise to
21. need to
22. be likely to

4.2.2.
in Thai:

23. prefer to
24. would like to
25. want to
26. plan to
27. intend to etc.

The English modals are translated in the following ways

ChartIx

A Comparison of English and Thai Modals

GrOUp 1

1. may &at tfa. + Verb (1)

2. might &attia. + Verb (1) none

3. must tow) + Verb (2)

4. can Verb + s (permission, ability)
::Ypen (ability) (19)

(3)

5. could none (3), (1)

6. will t ' + Verb (4) .

7. would none (4) .

8. should khuan tfa + Verb (5)

9. would rather y&aktl& + Verb + (ndak kw&a) + V2 (6)

10. had better
none (2)

none (5)

Verb + dii kwda (7)

Group 2

11. get to dO.y + Verb (8)

mii ookdat (tA) + Verb (9)

12. have to none (2)

13. be able to none (8)

Eirookdat (46.)+ Verb (9)

14. ought to none (5)

15. be supposed to none (2)
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16. are to
.

none (2)
p .

17. hope to yank + (tfa) + Verb + (ddy) (10)

18. expect to khan.t wda +tia + Verb (11)

19. decide to tat sin}
+tfay tkl + Verb (12)talc log

20. promise to aLnya wda {la + Verb (14)
talc logtlay tia. + Verb (13)

.

21. need to
-

none (2)

none (5)

22. be likely to khog + Verb us)
none (1)

23. prefer to none (6)

24. would-like to yaaktja + Verb (16)

25. want to , lqtaktyl + Verb (16)

26. plan, to mii khrogkaan tfa. + Verb (17)

27. intend to
,

tdgi4ay tia+ Verb (18)

4.2.3. It may be seen from, Chart IX that while English has at
least ,27 modal forms, there are only 18 equivalent Thai expres-
sions which express the same ideas. Thai speakers often make
errors with English modals due to the lack of the distinction in
Thai between modals_ which are ditinct in English. For example,
there is no distinction in Thai'between may, might, and be likely
to.

`4.2.4. Comments on Chart IX
Chart IX illustrates the reason for the most common errors

made by Thai speakers using English modals--the overuse or omis-
sion of the particle to after modals--the reason being that there
are many two-word pairs of English modals, one of which is fol-
lowed.by to and, one of which is not:,

Group A Group Bmust have to, be to--
would re 'r prefer to
should ought to
had bet.t.., be supposed to
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Thus Thai speakers tend to associate the presence of to with a
certain idea, so they use the to no matter whether they have
chosen a modal form group A (modals not followed by to) or from
Group B (modals followed by to). There is no system m-in English
which allows a non-native speaker to determine which modals are

-followed by to and which are not. Thai speakers thus have to
memorize to which group any-particular modal-belongs.---

Thai has a similar post-modal particle tfa/ but its,.presence
does not correspond with the presence of the English to. In

other words, a modal in English followed by o does not always
corre'spond to a Thai modal followed by/ty,/ , and vice versa:

English Thai
may, might aat tfa
have to t6o0
must t6og
want to y&ak tfa

4.2.5. Resulting Errors
1) Overuse or omission of the to before the post-modal

verb :

*I can to go.
*John could not to see anything.
*You must to sign your name here.
*Harry should to study harder.

*Harry needs study harder.
*I'hope go abroad next year.
*He decided sell his car.

2) Irregular tense forms of some modals:
Can and must form their past tenses irregularly,. Thai

speakers tend to use could when the past of be able to is neces-
sary. They also use must when a past form is obligatory:

He was able to see the doctor yesterday.
*He could see the doctor yesterday.

I had to see the doctor yesterday.
*I must see the doctor yesterday.

3) Comprehension difficulty with modals:
Some English modals which have no distinct Thai equivalents

are not fully understood by Thai students:

He said he could coma.
*He said he can come.

It must be pointed out, however, that the can-could, will-would
distinctions, have become less common in spoken English.
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4) !May and might confused:
, i

Many Thai speakers of English never clearly understah4 the
diference between TEL and might, but, since the difference be-
tween them is not always recognized by many native speakerg, this
would not seem to be an important problem.

5) Errors, with prefer to and would rather:

I prefer walking to running.
I prefer to walk rather than (to) run.
I would rather walk than run.

WIdal Verb Conjunction to V
2

These sentences are all translated in Thai by the same sentence:

ph6mitfhbod dean' metal kwa.o.lw 0
I 'like lwalk much than gun

Resulting Errors
a) Thai speaker e ther don't realize or don't remem-

ber the necessity for parall 1 construction between the two verbs
_in such sentences.

b) They also ov ruse the.conjunction more than be-
cause it is a direct trans ation from the equivalent TRU-expres-
sion.

c) They tend to confuse the prefer and would rather
constructions:

*I prefer to walk ,than run.
(I would rather walk than run.)

Other common mistakes:

4.3.

-

*I prefer walking more than to run.
*I prefering to walk more than running.
*I would rather walking than running.

3. Complements

4.3.1. The chart beginning on the next page will illustrate
the differences in,structure between English and Thai comple-
ments.

4,3:2.
below

The possible forms
in summary:

-I
English

English and Thai can take are listed

Thai
1.- V +--to + V

1 2
1. V

1
+ V

2

2. V
1
+ object + to + V2 2. V

1
+ conjunction + Clause

3. V
1

4- V
2
+ -ing 3. none (1)

V
2
+ V

1

(Summary continued on page 75.)
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Chart X

A Comparison'of English and Thai Verbal Complement Forms

English
Thal

1. I like 'swim.
+ Verb

2

os no.m
swim

Verb
1

1. ph6m0160p
I 'like

+ to

---------Verb--4-
1

Verb2

2. We taught Ito I swim.
Verb

1

2. raw! s5on
we 'teach

-+

Ihim
obitec

My
for

+ to +
I

Verb2

khciw

him,
wdy nom
swim

-Verb1 -+- conjunction + third person
,----

+ Verb2

3. He stopped
,--

working:
Verb

1

3. khawlyilt
- -he . Isto

Verb

+ Verb
2

thamgaan
work

+ -ing

+ Ver2

He finished wog ing
Verb

1
+ Verb

kh6wIthamgaan
he 'work

2

st
finish

+ -ing

Verb
2

+ Ver?

He continued rig

Verb1

kh6wIthamgaan
he work

+ Verb

t,o
continue

+ -ing

Verb
1

+
_

Verb
2---

4. He began 'to ' He be anl working,
Verb

4. khawl
he

1

rflirt

begin

+ to + Verb
2

Ver 1 +

thamgaan
work

Verb
I

+ -ing

Verb
1
+ Ver
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English --
Thai

5. I had my car was
I+

d.
Verb 11+ I

5. ph6mIhdy
I lorder

object !Verb
2

khdw 160_0 rot
he wash car

(past participle)

lftw
already

--+-Clause---UP...-rb
I- -

6. I made him my car.
Verb

1

6. ph6mlbaokh6p
I force

+ object

hdy
for

Imash
+ Verb2

khdw Liao rot
he wash car

Verb
1

+ conjunction + Clause

7. I helped I helped him
Verb

I

. ph6Miltfhtay
I !help

'him
+ object

I 'clean.
+ Verb2

kh& tham
him

kwaom
clean

Verb

s&?at

+ object
1 Ito'. Iclean.
+ to + Verb2

Verb
1

+ object do + Verb2

8. I saw him teactng
-ing

s3on
teach

,1-.Verb
1

ph6m1h6n
I 'see

+ object

khdw
he

+ Verb
2

+

kamlao
(continue)

Verb
1

+ object + .continue + Verb2

9. John wanted (to be) the room.
Verb

1

Johnlyaak
Johnlwant

Ihifil

+ object

hdy
for

(to

,

'

+ Verb
2

)

khem you
he stay

lin
+ adverb

nay 116o0
in room

Verb
1

+ conjunction + Clause

10. We considered_ him 1(to
+ (to +

pen
be

the leader
noun

huonda
leader

Verb
I

I+

raw lit h etwti ay k an
we consider

object

wdct.
that

+ Verb)

khdw
he

Verb
1

+ conjunction + Clause
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' English
Thai

11. We called him governor.
Verb

1
+ object + noun

raw
we 'call

l rialc - khcim
he

wda
that

khda nao
governor

Verb
1

+ object 4 conjunC 4.on 7-noun

12. They believed! him (tol be) insane.
Verb

1

kh6w1h6,a

he 'accuse

+

wda
that

object + (to,+
/

kh&w
he

Verb
2

)

bda
crazy

+ adjective

(
Verb; + conjunction + Clause

4.3.2. (cont.)

4. V
1

+ to + V
2--

V
2
+ -ing

4. 'none (1)

5. V
1
+ object + V

2
(p.p.) 5. V

1
+ Clause

6. V
1
+ object + V

2
6. none (2)

7. V1 + object +(to)+ V2 7. V
1
+ object + V

2

8.
1
+ object + V2+ -ing 8. V1 + object + continue + V

2

9. V1 +object +(to +V2) +adv. 9. none M
\

10. Vi+object+(to+V,4 )+noun 10. none (2

11. V
1
+ object + noun 11. V1+ object+ conjunction + noun

12. V
1
+object+(to+V2)+ adjadj..-- 12. none (2)

4-3.3. Analysis of the Charts ts

In section 4.Z.2. we can see that there is no correlation at
all between the respective structure, of English and Thai comple-
ments. There are twelve possible English forms and seven possi-
ble Thai forms.
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4.3.4. Resulting Errors
The errors stem not from the fact that several distinct ,

i

English verbal complement forms are expressed by the same form in
Thai, but from the great variety of English verb I complement
,structures, none of which have any systematized elation to each
'other or to the Thai verbal complement forms. Thai speakers of
English,face the monumental task of memorizing the type or types
of compkements which can follow Engles verbs.

Another characteristlx_o_f_English wbich_adds to_thA r.onfu-
sion of Thai speakers trying to form correct English verbal com-
plements is the fact that many English verbs which take comple-
ments can also be followed by clauses:

He decided to go.
He decided that he would go.

He expected us to go.
He expected that we would go.

We saw her swimming.
We saw her while she was swimming.

We considered him to be the leader.
We considered that he was the leader.

BeCause of this, Thai students often use the nominative form of
the pronoun in the complement. They consider the pronoun as the
subject of the subordinate clause, similar to the form the Thai
complement takes:

I taught him to swim.
phoml s5on I hdyl kh 6.w I wdy nem
I I teach forl him I swim

Clause

*I taught he to swim.

Below are some typical errors which are made:

*I like to swimming.
*We taught him swim.
*He stopped to work.. (He stopped working.)
*He finished to work.
*He began to working.
*I had my car to wash.
*I made him to wash/washing my car.
*I helped him to cleaning.
*I saw him to teach.
*He decided that to go.
*He expected that we go.
*We saw she swimming.
*We considered him that leader.
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It might be useful for the teacher to point out the con-
trasting meanings of stop + Verb + -ing and stop to + Verb. The
students should be shown frorli-Ege outset that stop to + Verb
means the same as stop + in order to + Verb.

4.3.5. Conclusion
The types of errors made are mostly results of the Thai

speaker's uncertainty as to 1) whether or not to use to and 2)

whether or not to use the -ing suffix.
t

By listing the various types of complements that follow com-
monly-used verbs in English,11 the teacher can assist the students
to learn these patterns morel quickly.

!

4.4.1. Adverb of Manner Form
The English adverb of Manner is formed by 1) the addition of

-ly to the adjective (bad-badly), 2) and unchanged adjective
form (hard-hard), or '117-n irregular change from the adjective
form (good-well).

The Thaigdverb of manner is formed. by 1) the use of the
adjective form unchanged or 2) the addition of the adverbial
prefix /y6.0.0/ placed before the adjectival form. The examples
below will show the structure of English and Thai adverbs more
clearly:

English Thai

Adjective Advero Adjective Adverb

1. quick- quickly 1 rew (yang)) rew

2. hard hard 2. nak (yono) ndk

3. good well 3. dii
'

(ydno) dii

/ I

It should be n iced that the first type of Thai adverb struc-
tur2, that of not modifying the adjective form at all, is the
most common.

Resulting Errors
1) The most common error with adverbs which Thai speakers

make is failure to add the -ly suffix to differentiate manner ad-
verbs from adjectives:

*He sings beautiful.
*Mary drives careful.

2) The second type of error which is made with manner ad-
verbs is that of over-generalizing and adding -1y to adverbs
which do not take an -ly suffix:

He worked hardly.
*The horse ran Lastly.
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3) The third type of error tems from the irregular forma-
tion of adverbs which some adjecti es undergo:

*You write good.
*You write goodly.

Chart XI

Position of Adverbs

Type of Adverb English Thai

1. Attribution Beginning of
sentence, before
verbs, after
copula and aux-
iliary.

End of sentence.
(of course,
,certainly)
-,

2. Time .

.1717ja year,
at 6 o'clock)

Beginning or
end of sen?
tence. %1

same

3. Frequenby Before verb,.
after auxiliary
and copula.

Beginning or end of
Isentence, before

verb. No auxiliary
before copula.

--(usually; alWays)

4. Modifying Adjectives Before adjectives. Before or after
adjectives,-,---

f

(very, a little,
-rathe'r)

5. Direction After verb. After verb, in-
cluded in a verb of
direction.

(towards or away
from the speaker)
(up, down)

----
6. Place

Triithe house, at
home)

Varying positions. same

Resulting Errors
1) Adverbs of"Attribution
They might be misplaced to the end of a sentence:

*He's happy certainly.

2) Adverbs of Time
Thai and English adverbs of time have the same sentence,po-

/ sitions, so there is little interference for Thai speakers. ,
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3) Adverbs of Frequency
The adverb most often might be placed at the beginning of a

sentence instead of its usual position because it occurs in this
position in Thai:

(Instead of the more common:
*Usually he is very happy. He is usually very happy.)

4) Adverbs Modifying Adjectives
Most Thai adverbs of this type, except for one, /khOnkhd0/

rat-hei., occur after-the atjeoLive. -Therefore, -Tha1-speek
to misplace these adverbs' after the adjective:

*Tom is tall very much.
*I am tired a little.

5) Adverbs of Direction
In Thai, such prepositional. adverbs as up, down, onto and

out of are expressed by another verb or verbs after the main
verb:

He walked into the building.
kh6wIdeenlkhdw Ipaylnaylt44(4.
he lwalkienterlgo `in 'building

Thai speakers*thus often add an extra verb when they speak Eng-
lish:

*He-ran go up the stairs.
*The man walk go in the building.

Also, many Thai verbs of action are followed by either /maa/
come or /paj/ 92 to express whether the action is originating
from the speaker or not. Thai speakers, then, will incorrectly
insert.this second verb into English sentences:

He wrote a letter to his mother.
kt,dwl khiani tiotmlaA Pal th m8c
he write' letter I go to mother

*He wrote a letter go to his mother.

He will come here tomorrow (by car).
k

I

qui tf,5, ap rot' maa I prtgnii
he jwilldriv .carlcomejtomorrow

*He will drive come here tomorrow.

We went to see the doctor (on foot)
rowldaenlpaylhIalm5o
w(1, walk go Iseeldoctor

*We walked go to see the doctor.
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6i, Adverbs of Place
These may occur in various places in a sentence in both Engr

lish and Thai, so few errors are made with them.

4.4.3. Prepositions
There are many areas where the prepositions used in English

do not coincide with Thai prepositions:

at time

He came at three o'clock.
khciw(maa IWa) I seam 'moor)
he Icome (at) three o'clock

Resulting Error

*He came three o'clock.

at/in + time of day

There are two prepositions used with the time of day:

in the morning
at noon
in the afternoon
at night
in the daytime

All of these are expressed in Thai by the same preposition:

I

in

I a I

tne-morning
evening
afternoon
daytime

PT) I chO.c..w

yen
baay
kluaowan

noon thiar,
night klaciokh++n

Thai speakers thus often forget whether to use, in or at with
words marking the time of day, since there is no semantic differ-
ence to aid their memory.

Resulting Errors

*We worked at the morning.
*We ate in noon.
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4.4.4. Prepositions With Dates and Places
The chart below will give a clearer picture of the absence

of any correlation between English and Thai prepositions used
with dates and places:

Chart XII

An English-Thai Comparison of Prepositions Before Date and Place

`English Thai
preposition date or place preposition date or place

on

on

in
,

in

--

--

--

on

at

in

November 18

Saturday

/
A

August

1956

this year

last month

next week

State Street

1324 State St.

Detroit
France
Ohio

mfa
when

m;a
when

m;a
when

mfa nay
when in

wan thil sip At
day 18th

wan s6.aw
Saturday.

dfan sioh6Lakhom
month August

pii thii
year at

1956

pii nii
year this

cgan thii few
month at already

,)tnitn6.a

week ncxt

th,inon State
road

b(lan lek, thli
hcuse number at

1.:anon State
road

Detroit
France
Ohio

mfa ---
when at

---

thty.

at

z',:ti

at

tnti 11,y
at in

From the ::n.frt, it can he seen that prepositions beflre
dates and pia:cs are r:ften omitted in Thai, while they are us-
ually obligatory in English. Also there is no semantic difference
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which can be used to explain to Thai speakers when to use
which preposition; each expression must be memorized separately.
This is difficult for Thai speakers, because in their system if
a preposition is used, one meaning when can be used before all
dates and one meaning at can be used before all places.

Resulting Errors
Thai speakers generally get the idea that in English prepo-

sitions a r e obligatory luefdre -NXpresSions -of time Nnd place, so
they misuse them by overusing them:

*I saw him in November 18.
at Saturday.
on today.
on yesterday
on this year.
in last month.

They may also use the wrong preposition:

*I saw him on August.
on 1956.
at Main Street.
in 1324 Main Street.
at Detroit. (.7

'4.4.5. Prepositions After Verbs of Motion and Place Names
In English, the prepositions used or witted after verbs of

motion and before place names, do not correspond with the prepo-
sitions used in Thai except before the words home and downtown,
where there is no preposition used in either language:

He came to Ann Arbor yesterday.
kh&wlmaa lAnn Arborlm4-awaan
he come Ann Arborlyesterday

Verb + to + place

Verb + place

They went to Detroit-this morning.
khetwIpaylDetroitlmta Iffhetaw
they go IDetroitlwhenj morning

I go to school every morning,
pro5mipaylro9rianIth6k ItjhAaw

Igo (school everymorning
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John arrived at school.
Johnipayithg lrogrian
John go 'reach schobl

The child left school .it 3:00.
dek 5ok auk` rogri 3 moot
chrld- leave school c leek

arrive + at + place

arrive + place

leave + place

-leave-4- from

Resulting Errors

*He came Ann Arbor yesterday.
*They went Detroit this morning.
*John arrived school on time.
*The child left from school at 3 o'clock.

4.4.6.' Difficulties Using Since, For, and During
In English since is used the perfective aspect to refer

to the beginning of an action or event. For and during refer to
the length of time of an action or event. For is used before a
length of time, while during, is used before the name ofian action

or-event:

He has been here since morning.
khawlmaa I (tdg) ttel tlaaw
he ' 'come since morning

He has been here for two weeks.
khawly6.0 !vii [s5pg1 athit
he s *7,11 I two I week

He was here Oaring,
khawl yilu I nil

he stay herel

Resulting Errors

the
I rawaagl
during

meeting.
kaan prat f hum
meeting

1) Because there is no Thai equivalent for for, since is

incorrectly substituted for it:

*He has been here since two weeks.

2) When speaking English, Thai speakers tend to use since
with aspects other than the perfective, because in Thai since does
not occur in perfective sentences:

*He was here since 6 o'clock.
*I wake up since 8 o'clock

3) There is no Thai equivalent for during. Therefore, an
English sentence containing this word is paraphrased (in Thai)
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using a morpheme best glossed as while, followed by a clause.
Thai speakers tend to substitute during for while:

*He laughed during I was talking.
*I slept during it was raining.

4.4.7. Two and Three-Word Verbs
In English, many_marhs_cnnaist of_a_xesh_plus_one_ortwo-

prepositions. The prepositiOns often lose their original mean-
ings of location or direction:

He looked up and sat., the ceiling.
(direction)

He,looked up his friend in New Yotk.
(no meaning).

The thief ran out of the house.
(direction)

The thief ran out of bullets.
(no meaning]

There is no corresponding pattern of such two or three-word verbs
in Thai, which usually has only one verb plus a verb-adverb of
direction:

He looked up his friend:
khexwI paylMalph;an
he go lseelfriend

Speakers of Thai as well as every non-native speaker of English
'must memorize separately all the numerous combinations of verbs
and prepostions which can be used in English two and three-word
verbs. To complicate their task, two and three-word verbs which
are transitive fall into two groups, depending on whether or not
the direct object is placed before the preposition or after.

Group A: Noun object can precede or follow the particle. Pronoun
object-must-precede the particle:

He put away his shoes.
He put his shoes away.
He put them away.

The clerk w ote my maim. down.
The clerk ote down my name.
The clerk ::rote at down.

7;roup B: Both noun and pronoun obJects must follow the particle:

I thought of the answer. I thought of it.



We sent for the doctor.
I looked at the map.
She waited for the bus.
He lived up to our expectations.
He put up with the noise.

We sent for him.
looked ,at it

She waited for it.
He lived up to them.
He put up with it:

Resulting Errors
1), Thai speakers tend to omit the preposition because_they

--have no consistent meaning:

*He waited the bus.
*The boy looked the picture.
*He listened the radio.

4.4.8. Comparison of Adverbs
In English adverbs can be used comparatively in the follow-

ing ways:
1) as + adverb + as

He speaks as quickly as you.

2) less/more + adverb + 5Van

He speaks less/more quickly than you.

' 3) adjective I-. -er

He works harder than I d

In Thai, such comparison is expressed by the adjective
(which is not differentiated from the adverbs) followed by /kwaa/
than, or /mTan/ same.

He speaks as quickly as you.
khawlphO Iutlrew mTan lkhun
he Ispeak[fastlike/samelyou

He speaks more clearly than you.
khdwl phOUt ghdt lkwaalkhun
he speakIclearithanlyou

The less + adverb + than construction is never used in Thai. In-
stead is paraphrased into a more + adverb + than equivalent:

He peaks less slowly than you.
put rew I kwaalkhun

he speaklfastIthani you

Resulting Errors

*He sings better more than I.
*I speak clearly than you.
*The tree is high like a mountain.
*It's hard same a diamond.
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4.5. Linking Verbs
In English, linking verbs feel, taste, smell, sound, look,

and seem are unlike other verbs in that they take adjectival
forms or complements:

I feel good.
It tastes fine.
The cake smells burnt.
_Your stor sound true.
The book looks interesting.

:
This structure i \the same in Thai, but errors occur when

Thai speakers fail to ifferentiate between linking verbs and
ordinary verbs and use adverbial'complements:

It tastes delicio sly.
*He felt 'sadly.
*The story sounds f lsely.
*My head feels badlj.

4.6. Non-Continuous Verbs
In English, some ve bs cannot be used in the continuous

tense. For example, the following sentences express the same
semantic notion as the continuous tense, but the continuous form
of copula + verb + -ing is never used:

He believes us now
John knows the answe
I like this song.
I have a headache.

eakers of English might tend to use the continuous
tense

/He is believing us do .

*John is knowing the answer.
*I am liking this song.\
*She is having, a headale.

0 9
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PART 5: SYNTAX. NOUN PHRASE

'5.0. Noun Phrase: IntroductiOn
Every language has a distinction between nominal and verbal

elements in sentences. Even though sometimes this distinction
is not always clear-cut, we nevertheless find nouns and verbs in
all languages. It is, of Course, debatble whether or not this
dichotomy is a grammatical superficiality or not; that is, many
linguists believe that the superficial forms noun and verb or
nominal ancrverbal relate to the _same fundamental deeR_atructnre
phenomenon.,f5Eth English and Thai, for exampleT-IFe word comb
is both a noun and a verb (a comb /will, to comb /wii/), and It
is a moot point whether the noun comb is derived from the verb
combing or vice versa. For the purposes of language teaching,
however, it seems practical to consider nouns and verbs as sepa-
rate grammatical forms, and therefore they will be introduced in-
separate units in this manual. /

This unit, which cAescribesithe noun phrase, contrasts the
following nominal form6 in English and Thai: names, pronouns, un-
countable nouns, countable nouns, determiners, relative clauses.
-nominalization, compounding:adjectives, intensifiers, posses-
sives, prepositions, numbers, classifiers, and expletives. Chart
XIII compares the way these nominal forms occur in English and
Thai, and gives an over=all view of some of the problems discus-
sed in this unit.

5.1. Names
In both English and Thai there is* fairly clear distinction

between names, or,proper nouns, and common nouns. The forMer
are not usually modified by articles, demonstratives, genitives,
adjectives, or relative clauses, but the latter usually are.
Furthermore, names are used as vocatives whereas common nouns are
not:

1) Bob is here.
2) *The Bob is here.
3) *This Bob is here.
4) *His Bob is here.
5) *Bob whom i know is here.

There are exc'eptions to some of these restrictions, of course.
For example, if there are two fathers at a picnic who both have a

oson named Bob, we might point to one of the fathers and say sen-
tence 4), His Bob is here to tell someone which Bob was attending
the picnic7--But, generally speaking, names are clearly distinct
from the class of common nouns in both English and Thai.

In English, names are always capitalized, and this sometimes
serves to signal the difference between words which can be
either proper nouns or common_ nouns.

Common Nouns

bill
animal farm
the mountains of the moon
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Bill
Animal Farm
The Motntains of the Moon
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Chart XIII

A Comparison of Nominal Forms-in English and Thai

Nonlinal'Forms '\ English Thai -

5.4 1 Names rarely -modified rarely modified

5.2 Pronouns case often unmarked ca ever marked.

5.34 Uncountable Nouns marked by how much marked by how much
,

uncountable oun? uncountable 'noun?

5.4 Countable Nouns
marked by how man marked by how many'
countable noun? countable noun?

singular
if unmarked with any
determiners, always
marked by a (or an)

unmarked
- - .

plural
almost always marked
by {-s). affix .

unmarked

5.5 'Determiners -
articles, demonstra-
tives, genitives

only demonstratives
and genitives

5;6 Relative Clauses
many relative
pronouns

_
only two relative
pronouns

t-
,.

5.7 Nominalization
many ways,of
nominalizing

few ways of
nominalizing -

5.8 'Compounding: .frequent
\

frequent

5.9 Adjectives I itprenominal postnominal

5.10 Intensifiers: few
1

many

5.11 Possessives',
marked by of or
inflectionirauffix

marked only by
/kh5o0/

)542 Prepositions\
)-.. \

used in preposition-
al phrases apd as
verbal complements

used mainly in
prepositional
phrases

5.13:Numbers
, .

ordinal numbers
inflected I

ordinal numbers
marked by,/thisat/

5.14 Classifiers relatively few many

5.15 Expletives it and there none
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In Thai, there is no capitalization, so Thai students might find
the capitalization of names a little troublesome at first; but
any student who hasfstudied English for a few years should be
able to use capitalization automatically, since it is a very
straight-forward kind of procedure. P

In contrast to speakers of English, Thai, people are gener-
ally introduced and known by their ,first names (their giyen
names), whereas usually only close friends . and relatives know a
person's last name'(family name). It would be, perfectly appro-
priate, therefore, for the English teacher to -call his Thai stu-
dents by their first names. This is-all the more desirable be=
cause. Thai family names are generally longer and more difficult
for English speakers to pronounce than Thai, first names. Thai
people do not have middle names.

As a sign of respect, Thai speakers often call their teach-
ers by\their occupational title, rather than addressing,them as
Mr. or Mrs. Consequently, a doctor will often be called Mr.
Doctor, and aoteacher will almost always be called Mr., Teacher

. or, simply, Teacher. Tfiaisttudents should learn that we gener-
ally addressigre as Mr. or Dr. followed by their last,names,
and that generally only-Children address teachers simply as
Teacher.

5.2. Pronouns
- \

Chart- XIV---

A Comparison of English and Thai Pronouns

English , Thai

Singular Plural
,

Singular
.

Plural

1st person
masculine I,' we raw1 P htra I

feminine I we FAIVITI raw

-
,

2nd persOn
masculine' you you )khun khun

feminine you you /khun khun

3rd person

masculine he they / ich4w I 3014w

feminine she th6y khdw1 kh6m 1

neuter it they man Msh

Thai pronouns in boxes eg lare those pronouns which dO';not
parallel the English pronoun system and,therefore; are a source
Of interference for Thai speakers learning English.
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5.2.1.- Person and Number in English and Thai Pronouns
Despite the fact that English and Thai are totally unrela-,

"ted,-it is interesting to note the similarity between the pro-
nominal systems of thesd--two languages, as shown in Chart.XIV.
Notice, for example, that the form of the se$ond person pronoun
is the setae in both the singular and plural in Thai and also in
English: The languages also have similaE frms for both the
masculine and feminine first and third persqns plural. The dif-
ferences between the two languages, however, are sources of in-
terference for Thai speakers learning English, and the nature of'
this interference shoulcrbe carefully noted.

First of all, Thai hasidifferfent forms for the first person
singular masculine and feminine Pronouns (Thai forms vhich do not
parallel the English forms /are shown in boxes in Chart XIV).
Since English uses the' ame form for both males and females in
this instance, it is easier for Thai speakers' to learn the Eng-
lsh pattern'than vice versa.

The se6ond major difference $etween the two pronounsy-stems
is a great,pource of interference Aor Thai speakers learning-Eng-
lish. The:Thai third per on singular pronoun does not specify
the sex ofta hum ante ent, whereas in English whether the
antecedent is huma o non-human, and the sex of the human ante-

_ cedent are obligators y specified in the third person singular.
It is very difficult fbr Thai speaker to learn to make these
distinctions in gender', and mistakes such as the following are
extremely common:

4

I saw Mary yesterday. *He was walking down the street.
-*Mrs. Clayton is our4eacher, and we-like him very much.
*Sam asked Sue if shd (meaning Sam).had passed.

Mistakes such as these are often crucial to the meaning oft a sen-
'tence. The form of the third person singular pronoun in the last
sentence tells us whether Sam wanted to know about his,examina-

. tion results or Sue's.
The remaining difference between these two sets of pronouns

lies in the third person neuter plural forms in English and Thai.
The Thai form /men/,means more thad one it, while English uses
the forM they which is indistinguishabletfrom the masculine and
feminine plural forms. The Thai sometimes use_the third person

,-singAlar form it when they are actually referring to the third
person plural they: r-

'*It (the books) fell off my desk.
*I saw it (the termites) all through the. house.

The Thai'student must learn that the third person plural, unlike
the third person singular, is unmarred by gender in English.
Care must be taken that the forms its (third person possessive)
and it's(contraction of it is) are not misunderstood by the stu-
dent to be the plural of the third person singular it.
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5.2.2. .Pronominal Forms in English and Thai

Chart XV

A Comparison of English and Thai Pronominal Forms

English I Thai
I

.

Interpers/ onal Relationships
,...

age none /nilu/ young girl

.--

social positibn none hr6.6ord he //p
---

(the king) ---

.,

plural markers
--

'all (as in you all)
.

/th610.6.ay/ all

stylistic

use of passive It is
said that, use of in-

/k h (lap h 6tf ct.w/ 1

(formal)

.

defiite Onne can see,
editorial we, We
beljeve

Grammatical Relationships

possessive
adjective .

my, our
your yours
his,her,its their

none
/kh5ord of is
used

possessive
pronoun

mine ours
yours yours
his,hers- theirs

none
/kh53rd of is--
used

indefinite

somebody someone
everybody everyone
nobody- - anyone

etc.

.

none
/khon/ people is
used

objective
.

me us
you , you
himdier,it them

--%

none

reflexive

myself` oursel'ves
yourself yourselves
himself, themselves,'
herself,
itself

none
/eeg/ self is
used
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5.2.3. Pronominal Forms Which Show plterpersonal RelatiOnships
Chart 'XV divides the pronominal forms of English and Thai

into two categories: forms which indicate interpersonal relation-
ships, and forms which indicate grammatical relationships
It is readily apparent that whereas Thai has more pronominal
forms which indicate interpersonal relationships than English, ,

English has more pronominal forms which indicate grammatical re-
lationships than Thai. Even though the grammatical relatiohship
category will be the greater source of difficulty for Thai speak-
ers 1parning English, it is important'that some of the differ-
ences,between English and Thai in the interpersonal category be

-brought. out here.
Because Thai has many different pronominal forms to indicate

various relationships betwedn speaker and listener (e.g. instead
of I, young girls use /nUu/, which literally means mouse, when
talking to superiors), it is sometimes difficult for a Thai
speaker to know which pronominal form to use, especially if he is
confused about his status in relation to his listener or to a
third person. Thai speakers often drop,the pronoun altogether in
such cases, in order to avoid making a decision and committing
'themselves to stating what their-relationship to someone else is.
In colloquial speech, pro..noun-eare often deleted in Thai if there
is no confusion over who the pronouns refer to, Sometimes, how-
ever, names or titles are used instead of pronouns, a substitu-_
tion.which sounds peculiar if used in English:

Father to child: Father will help you. instead of
I will help you.

Teapher to students: Teacher will assign a lesson. -instead of
q will assign a lesson.

One'pronominal form indicating impersonality through style
whiCh is difficult for many Thai speakers to learn is the dele=
tion*of I in formal style. Although this manual is not concerned
with the problems of writing prose, it may be important for the
students to realize the stylistic use of the passive or the.in-
definite pronoun one in place of I in formal English.-

5.2.4. Pronominal Forms which Show Grammatical Relationships
A far greater source of interference for Thai speakers is -

the English system of inflecting pronouns to show case relation-
ships. There is,no pronominal inflection in Thai._ Therefore,
the marking of case relationships through pronominal inflection
in English is difficult for Thai students to master.

The possessive adjective and possessive pronoun forms are
both marked simply by /k11530/ of in Thai:

my book... This one is mine.
neostfl(kh5301 ph6m annii
book l(of) I I one this of fI
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It is hard for Thai speakers to distinguish between the
possessive adjective and the possessive pronoun forms in English,
since both forms are similar and uninflected in'Thai. Mistakes
like the following are consequently quite prevalent:

*This is mine book.
I will my book. *Sq, you bring your.

___ _There is also a tendency to confuse the possessive adiec-
-tive its with/the contraction it's. Also, English has,no posses-
sive pronoun its:

.

Do you'-have your coat? Yes, I have mine.
Does the,dog have its coat? *Yes, it has its.

Because tliere are no indefinite_pronouns in Thai, the indefinite
pronouns in English are difficult fo'r Thai speakers to learn
quickly. The Thai equivalents of-indefinite pronouns are phrases
with /khon/ people:

_ _

somebody
mii
have

nobody
may
no

lkhon
People

mii
have

(There are people.)

l_khon
people (There are no people.)

ti

Pronouns are not inflected to show the objective case in
Thai, thus, the objective pronominal_forms are a source of inter-
ference for Thai speakers learning English:

He saw us esterday. s, ...-.,

kh&wiheniroml mktwanii-
he 'see we 'yesterday a

01
,

Part of the difficulty that Thai speakers have in learning these
pronominal forms in English lies in the fact that these forms are\
not inflected consistently. For example,,of the following eight
forms of the pronoun in English, three forms remain unchanged in

the objective case:

Singular Plural

First Person I me we us

Second Person you (unchanged) you (unchanged)

Third Person (i) he ,--j him

Third Person (f) she 4 her

Third Person (n) it (unchanged)

35

they 4 thei
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Reflexive pronouns in Thai are pronouns which are followed
(not always directly) by the word /eeg/ self. Although the re-
flexive pronouns in English are fairly similar to the Thai pat-
tern, the possessive adjective directly followed by self (except
himself), there are two differences in the English system that
aredifficult for Thai speakers to learn: 1) himself is the ex-
'ceptional form which replaces the form-his-sell-7;77E178h follows_
the pattern, and 2) all plural forms aieYETIEWed by selves.,
Aside_from the actual form of the reflexive pronouns illEITTfish,
there is the much more vexing question of how to use the reflex-
ive correctly in Eliglish,

Generally speaking, the reflexive is used to show that 1)

someone is doing something to his.own body, or 2) someone is
doing something alone and unassisted. In Thai, /eel)/ self is
used for both meanings, too, although in the'first meaiirEi (to.
oneself), it is always accompanied by the word /tua/ body:

He killed himself. He d d it himself.
kh&w kh&altua l

I

eeg khd.w thameeg
he' Ikillibodylself he do self

It is important for Thai speakers to recognize, therefore, that
reflexive pronouns carry both meanings in English without the
addition of other words. Sometimes a sentence is ambiguous be-
cause of the fact that reflexive pronouns can be interpreted in
two different ways:

He tried to eat himself.

5.3. Uncountable Nouns
The division of common nouns into countable and uncountable

nouns, as in English, becomes an artificial division in Thai.
In English this division serves to indicate such grammatical
functions as when the indefinite article is used, when the plural
suffix is used,, and when such modifiers as much, many, little,
few, etc. are used. In Thai, nouns are conTred uncountable
when followed by how much and countable when followed by how
many, but this dgiTgli5E--does not serve any grammatical function.
All uncountable nouns can be countable nouns if they are followed
by a classifier. Neither uncountable nor countable nouns are
ever marked in Thai with articles, plural suffixes; or different
modifiers such as much, many, little, few, etc.

5.4. Countable Nouns-
Chart.XVIeA Comparison of Countable and Uncountable Nouns

in English and Thai indicates quite clearly that the use of ar-
ticles and plural suffixes in English is a gramdatical, operation
which is completely racking in Thai. It is also seen that'
whereas,countable nouns are obligatorily marked with number in
English, number is never Obligatorily marked in Thai and thus
number is usually only indicated by context.
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Chart XVI

A Comparison of Countable and Uncountable Nouns
,in English and Thai

f

is

I,-
Uncountable

English Thai

I eat rice. ph6m thaan khdqw

I/eat the rice. ph6m thaan khdaw

Countable

He
,
is a

-

doctor.
...

khdm pen._ m5o

He is the 'dodtor. khciw kh44 m5o

You are doctors. .khun pen m5o_

Uncountable He has much food. khd.w.mii °Man mdA

Countable He hasnany books. khciw mii naos4 mdak

Uncountable He has little food. .:106. mii alaan n5ox

.c-:.,-khcivdmii nags 4- nSoyCountable He has few books-

/ -

Articles, plural suffixes, and modifiers` are underlined in the
English examples. The underlining in the Thai examples shows-the
absence of articles and plural suffixes in the equivalent Thai
words and the similarity between modifiers of countable and un-
countable nouns (e.g. mdak in the above examples means both'.- ,'much
and many).

There are three prominent sources of interference that stem
from the difference between countable nouns in English and in
Thai. First of all, since Thai has no articles, it is difficult
for Thai speakers to remember that all singular nouns in English
must have.an article if, there is no other kind of determiner
modifying the noun. The following sentence typifies the kind of
mistakes Thai speakers tend to make:

* Happy boy comes from happy family.

Secondly, since there are no plural suffixes in Thai, Thai stu-
dents have,great difficulty in remembering to mark plural nouns
with the /s/, /z/,'/Iz/ suffix (see section 2.1.1.): 1

*Many boy_ and girl enjoy movie_.

A problem.Yelated to the omission o" the plural suffix is the
fact that some English nouns either are unmarked in the plural or
have irregular plural forms (e.g. deer, sheep, men, women, child-
ren, phenomena, etc.). Since there are relatively few nouns such-
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as these, they do not pose an insurmount able problem to Thai
speakers; nevertheless, the very fact that formation of plurals
in English is irregular further ,burdens the Thai student.

The final problem that a Thai student must face in learning
howto use countable nouns in English is the fact that countable
nouns (specifically, plural nouns) often take different modifiers .

than uncountable nouns. For example, although some modifierd
occur with both kinds of nouns', there are some which do not.

. I have some candy.
I have some apples.

1 105
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- - _ -,,.
I have much =11,;.

5.5: Determiners

I have no candy.
I have no apples.

I have little candy.
I have few apples.

(Same)

(Different)

There are three kinds of determiners in English (articles,
demonstratives, and genitives) and only two in Thai (demonstra-
tives and genitives). A /

,.

/5.5.1.A
\, 1

Articles
, ..

Mistakes involving the misuse or omission of articles
in English are probably more prevalent than any other single
grammatical error in the speech of Thai stadents. Although a
great number of the mistakes are grounded in the fact that Thai
has no articles, many mistakes occur beCause, contrary to what(
most native speakers of English assume, the use of articles is
not a simple, straightforward procedure. Most speakers of Eng-
lish are at a loss to explain the usage of the articles in the
following sentences other than to say that the,first sentence of
each pair sounds better:

A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.
A bird in a hand is worth two in a bush. (!)

Many an American loveshis country.
Many the American loves his country. (!)

I'll run down to the store and get some milk.
-I'll run-down to'.a store and get some milk. (1)

We learned how to play the piano.
We learned how to play a piano. (!)

V.

The gangster was E.G. Robinson. -

A gangster was E.G. Robinson. (!)

He was arrested by the police.
He was arrested by police. (!)

The problems that are brought up by these pairs of sentences as
well as many', other kinds of irregularities in the usage of arti-
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cles.in English are too numerous to be covered in this manual.
For .this reason only,airfew bash generalizations are made in
order to assist the teacher in helliina'Thai students learn

to.use a, the, or no article at all.
Generally speaking, the following criteria are used to de-

cide whether the definite or indefinite article is to be used
with a common noun, or whether no article is used at all: 1)

the noun is countable.or uncountable, 2) the noun is singular
or plural, and 3) the noun is definite (the speaker is refer-
ring-to a specific X),, -,or indefinite (the speaker is making a
general reference to any X). A ,tree diagram with examples will

. show how these criteria are used in the selection of articles
in Ei.glish:

Countable

Singular Plural

Uncountable

Defi- Indef- Defi- Defi- Indefr
nite invite linite nite finite

the thethe \0 the
1 2 3 4 5 , 6'

1. He Wants the red bicycle.
2. He wants a red bicycle.
3: He wants the red bicycles
4. He wants J red bicycles.

5. He wants the red candy.
6. .He wants J red candy.

As mentioned previously, Thai ,students will have a great deal of
difficulty mastering the correct usage of articles in English;
but if the teacher can provide the students with generalizations
slidh,as the above, a great deal of what the, Thai speaker feels,to
be haphazard and redundant about the,English'system of articles
will be eliminated. Although the distinction between countable
and uncountable and singular and plural is not very difficult for
Thai Students to learn, the distinction between definite and in-
definite poses a great deal of difficulty. Here are a few gen-
eralizations that will be helpful,in delineating between definite
and indefinite reference: ,

2

1). In a continual conversation or discourse, the indefi-
. nite article is generally used when the'noun is first referred to
and the definite article is used in every successive use of the
noun:
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yesterday I saw a rAge ship. The ship had a
-tall mast towering above its decks. On the
mast was a flag'flying freely, and above the
lag was i,yellow pennant.-

2) In a conversation, the definite article generally is
used with nouns which are of common know edge to all tlib partici-
pants in the conversation. It is generally disturbing and inap-
propriate if a definite article is used with a noun whichis not
of common nowledge to the participants of a conversation: ,:,.

y.

Husband: I finally got the raise!
Wife: Won rful! We ll7E been hoping for it for so lag.'
Husband: Yes, !felt so good I went out and bought the new.

sports art
Wife: What n w sports car! -The raise was going to pay for

the rqiqk stole! w

Husband: Mink stole?

3) Finally;, definite articles areaused with nouns which
are specified by asuperlati,ie adjective, by a XelatiVe_clause,
or by an ordinal number:

"" King Kong is the worldes largest gorilla.
I This is the house, that Jack built. 1

We read the ninth chapter. .

Aside from the three preceding generalizations about the
distinctions between,definite and indefinite articles in EngliSh,
there,isa verbal cpnstruction in Thai which, if known by the
teacher, might be helpful in acquainting Thai speakers with the
usaget.of definite and indefinite articles:more completely. Even
though Thai has no articles, there are two verbs to be in Thai
which are often used to signal the difference between definite
and indefinite nouns in Thai, just as a and the are used to sig-
nal the difference between definite arta. inderimate nouns in Eng-
lisa:

If1) En (to be + a + Noun)
1

He is a doctor. John is a teacher.
kh(iwI penlm5o `John pen khruu
he is 'doctor John is teacher

2) kh44 (to be + the + Noun)

He is the doctor. (the\doctor we're talking about)
kh(ivilkh4-4- Im5o,

he jr-e---doctor

John is the teacher. (the teacher we're talking about)
Johnikh441khruu
John teacher

J.00\
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These examples show that even though there are no artidles in
Thai, the same definite-indefinite distinction which is signaled
by the use of articles in English is signaled by thes.choice of
the verb; that is, /pen/ is used where English speakers normally
use Be + a + and /k1144/ is used where English speaks
normally use Be + the + Noun. If the teacher can introduce his-
Thai students to tET-definite-indefin4e distinction in Eqglish
through the Thai examples above, there is,a good.chance that thd
Thai students will be able to have some confidence in handling
what otherwise Might prove tobe a\seemingly impossible system. to

i learn.
-* 7 4.

Demonstratives
In contrast to.English, Thai,has 'threddemonstratives, /nii/

Ithis, /ncin/that, and /n6n/ yonder. The use of /nii/ this and I

1 7EZW/ that ii-raTly similar to the English pattern of usage with
the maT5E-exception that in Thai, there is no contrast between:,

qsingular am' plural,: That is, /nil/ is either this or these an
/nein/ id either that or those. This differenceiiot EFREal,
however,'and-geniarly speaking the!correct use of demonstratives
in-English-ls not- nearly so' difficult for Thai speakers-as is the,
correct usage of articles and genitives.

It to remember that demonstratives and articles
are mutually-exclusive in English. Forms like the following are
un9rammatical:

*Thisra-book.
*The that...book.

'Furthermore, is appropriate to keep in mind the pre-articles,
modifiers which are bound to articles and, for the most part, to
demonstrativeiand genitived also. Examples of these are: many
of, all of, half of, etc. Some of the differences between these
modi fiers a extremelytremely difficult for Thai speakers tomaster.
The difference between the following pairs, for example, is
rarely learned. as a productive pattern for Thai speakers learning
English:

A I have little money;'we can't the m viesy
I have i7FEEEle money; let's go toithe movies:.

Soliiitimes, the modifiers little and a little are mistaken for'the
oadj tive meaning small. n-75-verydiffiEtilt for .Thai speakers
to see the,ambj.guity 9f the following sentence:.

I'd like a little cake.

5.3. Geditives
Some of the. problems concerning.the usage of genitives in

E glish-le.T.,my, your, their, Jim's, the King of Ireland's) are
.

c vered#in other sections of thii-Einu-if: T eonological and
orphologicaLproblems of the /s/, /z/; /1Z/ possessive affix
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have already been described in section 3.1.1. Section13.2.4. in-
otroduced the forms of pronominal possesSive adjectives in Eng-
lish. Ana,similarlyrthe difference between the formation of pos-
sessives in English and Thai are covered in section 3.11. 'It is
sufficient to state here, then, that genitives (i.e. any posses-
sive modifiers of a noun) are mutually exclusive with both arti-
cles and demonstratives in English. There are a few rare, excep-
tions to .this rule. We sometimes use demonstratives and/geni-
tives together in such stylized expression as:.

Fellow Americans, I want to introduce you to our
/ new President.

. .

But the following characterization is almost without exception
and should be helpful to anyone learning English as a second lan-
guage. Every common,noun in English is preceded by either an

'

Article:
1) s(an)
2) the
3) 0

4) this (these)or a Demonstrative:.
5) that (those)

or a Genitive: 6) my, Jim's, etc.
1,

For examine: ---------__

----

/

---
1) I.have a book.

__

-
2) I have the book.-,
t---1-have_O-books. '

4)'. I have this
5) have that book.

6). I have my-book.

,5.6. Relative Clauses
In both English and Thai, relative clauses are formed by

----subordinating one sentence to another through a relative pronoun:
----____ /

',I-like horses. -Horses run fast.
wirdrew

.

)phomtfh5oplmaa
I', like horses horsesirunifast
\

mac'. I _

.

//,
I like horses that run fast. .

p h ortrEPIA0 pl. m6,a-7Thh'ii I wi 0 rew
I like:JhorsesItatirun

I

fast .

x --,, ,./
Notice that in both Engli*1 and Thai, the subject of the subor-
dinated sentence is delet;ed in the relative clause. In other
words, the relative prondun-/tgii/ that replaces the subject
./memi,horses. If the re lative prone:;.' replaces the objet- of the

11
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,

i -

ssiubfrdinated sentence, the object is rela ve
clause n both-languages.:__

i'like the food. Mother prepares the food.
phornitihO01-0,14.an khunmtel thamlah&an
-I. 'like food mother] make food

I al = the food that mo-hr prepares. \
..phem h50".h&an Uri khunmte tham

- 1/ like Ifo t.imyther-
I

make

The basfc--structure of rel ve clause formation in English,

//

/ hen, is not different from that in Thai, and consequently it is
not difficult for Thai speakers to learn. There'are several
differencdS however, that present real problems to Thai students
iearningEng1.1sh.

.
. .

5.6.1. Relative
q
Pronouns - 1

, One ofthese differences in relativization in Thai and Eng-
lish,is the fact that Thai uses the relative pronoun /thli/ .(al--%
thotgh two other relative pronouns /sir)/ and /phOu/,roughly
equivalent to which and who are used occasionally) where Englidi?

ar
uses that, which, wh , whom, and whOsg"-,,depending on stylistic
and semantic constraints. ObViouiriiTitris important for Thai
students to learn how to use these prolouns Correctly, a task
which 'is confusing to h(t.m at first because of his first language
-background.

It is probably easiest for the teacher to begin,with that-,
because this relative pronoun can be u ed in all relative ariTises
as a consistent substitute for -/thiP:

This.is the Look that I saw.
This is the man thatA saw.
Thislis the-man-that-had a green hat.

It is,a little more difficult for. Thai speakers to learn
the correct usage of which.,' Which is generally substituted for
that in more formal ET14Irs-hf, although it is not usually substi-
tuted for persons:

This is the book which I saw.
*This is the man wHIEFI saw.

Even more difficult for Thai'speakers,however, is the usage
of .the two relative pronouns which are used exclusively with per-
sons, who and whom. Although the uts,-Of who as a referent to
objects of subordinated clauses is lboked-Uown upon by tradi-
tional grammarians, it does not seem, necessary to pats on this
grammatical Orejudice to Thai speakers, who Piave problems enough
with the distinction between that, which, who, and whose. Thus,
it is important for Thai speakers to recogiiTie solely that who
is more formal than'that in the following sentences:
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This is the man who saw me.
I

.V\. This is the,man who (whom) T saw.

! Most difficult df all, however, is the usage of the relative
pronoun *hose, as Thai uses the phrase /thii mii/ that has in
stead of the simple relative pronoun /thii/ that:

My friend whose faliiiridi6k-is-a teachbrt___
phkulph6mIEWilImiirkhr9pPkhrualmtlylsa-bay Ipenikhruufriend mylthatlEiF family InotihealthylisAteacher

Because the Thai equivalent Of the Englis4 relative pronoun whose
is the-paraPhrase thatilas, Thai speakersiend to produce the
English sentence above Trithe rather stilted expression:

. _

My friend that has a sick family is a teacher.
.

or in the' ungrammatical expression:

*My friend whose sick family is a teacher. (whose it con-
fused as a contraction of who has)

By introducing the relative pronouns in relative order of diffi-
culty fOr Thai sfseakets (i.e. -Efiat, which, who(m),4and whose) ,

it is hoped that the Thai' speakers wifTEe al51771.c. recoiiiiiie" and'
produce these.forms automatically.. .

.. , c ..-

5.6.2.- °Deletion of Relative Pronouns
Another difference between English and Thai relative clauses

is that relative pronouns can be deleted from relative clauses in
English .if the relative pronoun replaces the object of the subor-
dinated clause:

_Mary liked the present that you sent her.
Mary liked the present you sent her.

-------1They are the young people who(m) I like.
.

They are the young people I like.

Relative pronouns are also deleted if they precede the verb to
be, regardless of whether the pronoun replaces a subject or an .

object. Note that the verb to be is deleted along with the pro-__
ilipun in this context:

The man who is calling is a sal
The man calling is a salesman.

-
The lady who was hurt was my friend.
The lady hurt was my friend.

Relative pronouns are never deleted in Thai. Therefor
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these English patternt are a source of difficulty for Thai stu-
dents. Since relative pronoun deletionis solely a stylistic
phenomenon in English, it is sufficient cif the Thai students
simply, recognize that the abbreviated form is'merely a variation
of the form containing the relative pr*un. If the student has
learned to recognize with complete ease relative clause patterns,
wItioi,deletd relative pronouns, he is ready to progress to the
stage where he can learn to produce.these patterns automatically.

One final d
English and. Tha!i
positives can be
clause..

xv

My brother,
My brother,

iffei-ence between relativetclause structure in
,is the use of appositiveskin the former. Ap-
considered an abbreviatediform of a'relative

who is a doctor, lives
a doCtor, lives in San

in San Diego.
Diego.

Thai speakers have little difficulty with the first sentence of
--the pair, but the appositive in the second sentence is sometimes
misunderstood as a conjoined subject and the sentence is mis-
taken as:

My brother and a doctor live in San Diego.

Sinde'the /s/, /z/, /Iz/ verbal affix is absent in Thai, Thai
speakers often overlook the form of the verb,lives which to na-
tive speakers of English signal's that the subTect of the sentence
can only be in the singular.

Sometimes Thai speakers also mistake appositives for an ad-
jectival construction stick as my doctor brother.

5.7. Nominalization.
In section 2.2. of.the unit on morphology, some of the deri-

vational processes of English and Thai were discussed. It was
noted, for example, that Thaiuses the prefix /khan/ to nominal-
ize verbs, and the prefix /khwaain/ to nominalize' adjectives:

/philut/ .t.2. speak /kaanphtut/ speaking
/dii/ good, /khwaamdii/ goodness

The patterns of,nominalization in English extend far beyond deri-
vational changes' in verbs or adjectives, howev'r, and involve the
use of infinitives, prepositional phrases, n_ participles. Here
are a few examples of the ways in which the o sentences: It is
easy and John milks the cows can be conjoine and nominalized:

1

For John to milk the lows is easy.
For him to milk the cows is easy,
It is easy for John to milk the cows. /
For him to have milked the cows was easy.
To milk the cows is easy.
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To have milked the cows was easy.
To milk is easy.
It's easy to milk.
The cows are easy for, him to milk
Cows are easy to milk.
John's milking the cows was easy.
His milking the cows was easy.
Milking the cows was easy.

Although Thai does not have nearly as many nominalized forms as
English, ;there are some Thai patterns that closely pa;-allel nom-
inalizations in English. Aside from the derivationaBqirefixes
which change verbs into geunds, which have already 'been men-
tioned, there are some relative clause constructions that func-

. tion as nouns in both English and Thai.:'

-That I am failing this course makes me feel unhappy
kaan thlilphomlsoplt6k lwitfhaanii Ithamihdy0
nominal- thatlI jtestifaillcourse this makelto
.ization
prefix

phomIrdus+klmaylsabaytfay
I. 'feel- Inotlhappy

4

4,

Sometimes thp form bf the nominalization in Thai can represent
'several nominalized forms in English. The following two English
sentences which have fairly similar meanings but different pat-
terns of- nominalization can be represented by only one pattern of
nominalization in Thai:

When he went to sleep
or The time that he went

weelaalthiilkhlpay I
time that he went

is the problem.
to sleep is the problem. -
neon IpenlpenheLa
sleep is problem

Similarly the English, pairs where and the place, and how and the
way, can only be nominalized the place that and the way that DT-
Thai.

FortUnately for the Thai student who is confronted wit h
the vast variety of nominalized forms in English, nominalization
is used not so much to signal differences in meaninglbut differ-
ences in focus. We tend to nominalize those words or phrases in
a sentence -which we want to emphasize or focus upon. This is
,true in Thai too, of course; but the Thai speaker is more limited
in hischoice of nominalization patterns.

It is obvious that the teacher must first introduce those
nominalization patterns with which the Thai speaker is most ac-
quainted (i.e. gerunds and relative clauses used as nouns) before
he attempts to introduce the patterns exemplified by the thirteen
sentences cited earlier in, this section. Patterns such as infini-
tives Used as nouns will cause unusual difficulty, and such mis-
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takes as the following can be expected,:

To err is human, to forgive divine.
*Err is human, forgive divine.

5.8. Compoundihk
Because the compounding of nouns does not involve inflection

or grammatical patterns that do not exist in Thai, the learning
of compound nouns does not present inordinate problems to speak-
ers of Thai. Compound nouns are extremely common in Thai, and it
would be especially helpful to the elementary student if he were 4

introduced to theicompound nouns in English which directly paral-
lel those in Thai:

ice box bookcase blackboard
tOujen tOunaos kradaandam
case cool case book board black

Beginning students might have trouble, however, and confuse the
noun modifier order of Thai with the modifier noun order in Eng-
lish. Thus, the English word bookcase might b-e-iaerpreted as a
kind of book and not:as a kind of case. The beginning student
might confuse bookcase, then, with what appears in the Thai
gloss, and which actually occurs as an English compound, case-
book.; Careful practice with the follolaing pairs Would'be espe-
cially helpful for Thai speakers beset by this kind of confusion:

milk chocolate
station bus
dog house
stool pigeon

VS.
VS.
VS.
VS.

chocolate milk
bus station
house dog
pigeon stool

ti

Naturally, there are compound nouns in English which,have no
equivalent compounds in Thai, and vice versa. For example, Thai
has the single noun /semW for the English compound notebook
and conversely, English has the single noun corn for the Thai
compound /khawpfloot/ grain-corn. .

Because compound nouns are not separated by spaces in Thai,
Thai speakers will, have the subsidiary problem of spelling Eng-
lish compounds correctly. Some compound nouns are always spelled
together in English (cupboard, notebook, mailman, etc.), some are
never spelled together (milk bottle, teleT11-a3E-set, fruit juice,
etc.), and some are spelled eIEF1T-separately or together, de-
pending on the whim of the writer (book lover, foot stool, mah
power, etc.). Because these variations are, for the
most part, stylistic and not semantic, and because many speakers
of English are inconsistent in their spelling of compound nouns,
it is not important that Thai differs from English in the spell-
ing of compound nouns.

5.9. Adjectives
Adjectives are included in this unit on the noun phrase be-

.
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cause they function primarily as modifiers of nouns. The many
differences between adjectival modification in English and Thai
will be listed in the following sections.

529.1. Predicate Adjectives
Predicate adjectives must always be linked to a noun phrase

by copular verb in English. In Thai, the adjective simply
fol ows the noun phrase without an intervening linking verb:

.

He is very poor.
\

kh&witfonimdak
he poor very

Thai speakers tend to omit the verb to be in English expressions
with predicate adjectives, and the following kind's of mistakes
are suite common: \\

*We like movies that funny.
*Mr. Smith very busy today.
*The students often late on Fridays.

Although most adjectives in English can occur either as predicate
adjectives or as prenominal adjectives, there,are a few excep-
tions-to this generalization:

The chief spokesman came'from Boston.
*The spokesman was chief.
/Our main problem is water pollution.
/*Our problem is main.
They did a comparative study of customs.

' *The study was comparative.

Because the distinction between predicate adjectives and adjec-
tives functioning directly as noun modifiers is not really made
in Thai, it is important for Thai stOent to realize that there
are two ways in which adjectives are used in English and that
there are some adjectives -(principal, chief, comparative, main,
etc.) that never occur as predicates.

5.9.2. Prenominal Adjectives
One of the major differences between English and Thai ad-

jectives is that adjective ,precede the noun they modify in Eng-
lish, whereas adjectives f llow the noun they modify in Thai:.

big house \ black horse-
bdan lyclay m6.a Idam
house big horse black

Prenominal adjectivare derived from predicate adjectives in.
English, that is, ,the;hig house comes from the house is big and
the black horse comes-from the horse is black. Just as there are
few adjectives,whicp=:r,,',er occur aS,prediFaTes (See section 5.9.
1.), there are a few fadctives which`never occur as prenominal
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modifiers:

The fish is alive. This man is alone
*It is the alive fish. *He is an alone man

Again, as mentioned above, the distinction between predicate ad-
jectives and adjectives functioning directly at noun modifiers .

does not really exist in Thai:

The children are good.
dek
child l good

I like good children.
phornitil,60101dek dii
I Ilike-lchildigood

I

.Thai students must learn that prenominal adjeCtives in English
are usually derived from predicate adjectives, and second, that
predicate adjectives are always linked to the noun phrase by a
'copular verb. .

Contrary to what might be expected, the fact that adjectives
follow the noun in Thai does not interfere with a Thai speaker's
ability to Use the adjective in prenominal position in English.
Only beginning students should have any problems with-the correct
positioning of adjectives. It is interesting to note that Eng-
lish has a few expressions* mostly French in origin, in which the
adjective, follows the noun it modifies:

couremartial notary public inspector general

5.9.3. The Ordering of Adjectives end_ Modifiers
Related to the position of the adjeCtive to the noun is the

problem of the positioning of a series of adjectives and Modi-
fiers in English and Thai. Not only do adjectives follow nouns
in Thai, but additional modifiers follow, instead of precedelthe
adjective modifying 'a,noun. 'In other words, the ordering of the
nominal modifiers in Thai is the mirror image of the ordering of
nominal modifiers in English:

five more clever students
mikrienikeeo Iiik Ihda lkhon
student clever more five classifier

Because of the ordering of these additional modifiers in English,
Thai students are apt to confuse the ordering of modifiers and
make the following mistakes: .

I

*There are more five students.
(instead of There are five more'students.)

*There are more Tive clever students.
(instead of There are five more clever students.)
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There are no sequence's of adjectives in Thai, that is.
relative clauses are used instead of a series of adjedtives.to

-

modify nouns. So Thai speakers have trouble learning to produce
sequences of adjectives in English:

/

She likes clean, tasty food.
knOwitfh6oplol&an lardy 11 I saaett
she like !food thatItasty and clean

The ordering off the kinds of adjectives which precede the noun
in English is too involved to examine in this manual. Suffice it
to say that the following idiomatic ordering of adjectives is
difficult for Thai speakers to.learn to use spontaneously:

We enjoyed the dozen beautiful red roses.
*We enjoyed the red dozen beautiful roses.

My neighbor has a big red Chevrolet car.
*My neighbor has a Chevrolet car red big.

The ordering of adjectives is not fixed rigidly, and some-_
times the ordering indicates which group of nouns someone is re-
ferring to. If a speaker had two green coats, one old and one
new, he would refer to the older one as his old green coat. If,
on the other hand, the speaker had-two old coats, one green and
one //red, he could conceivably ask for his green old coat (as
opposed to his red old coat). _Usually, changes in stress and not
adjectival ordeE are more likely to signal these differences
in English.

/5.9.4. Comparing AdjectiVe9
Adjectival qualities can be compared in both English and

Thai through the.addition ofithe words more than or less than.
Notice in the following examples, however, that the word order
is significantly different between the two languages:

He is more clever than I.
khomikeeo lkwetal phem
lie clever' morelthanlI .

. $
,

Because the Thai word /kwexa/ stands f6r the English more than,
Thai speakers have a tendency to treat more than as "irrinCITTrThi-
ble unit and tend to make the following-FIEWSTEF mistakes:

*He is clever'more than I.
*She is pretty mire than my sister.

This is also true of phrases with less than. Even though there
are two words in Thai, and therefore less than can be divided by
an adjective, there is a tendency.to follow the Thai pattern and
place the adjective before less tha'n%
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Students are less busy than teachers.
mikrian I yillo'InSoylkwaalkhruu
studentsbusy less than teachers.

ti

5.9.5. Comparative and.Superlative Degree in Adjectives
Some of the problems that Thai speakers face in producing

the comparative and superlative degree in English have already #

been discussed in the morphology section 2.1.3. It was mentioned
that not only does phonological interference obtain in that Thai
does not have the finals In and /st/ as in bigger and biggest,
but there is no inflection of adjectimei at all in-Mail._

\
big bigger biggest.
yaey ykykwaa yclaythiisilt
big big more big the most

Thai speakers must overcome these phonological and morphb- i

logical.differences and they must be able to distinguish between
those adjectives which are inflected with -er and -est. All I'

other- adjectives take more:and 'most: ,.
,

/

. 41,

small smaller smallest,
pretty prettier prettiest

i

attractive more attractive. most ..ctractive

The superlative degree is always marked by the definitei,
article the in Since there are no articles in Thai;
and since the regular and comparative forms of adjectives do'not
have the; Thai speakers frequently omit the article altogether:

-
-Gold is the more expensive of the two'metals.

1 '

The more,th&merrier:
The fatter I get, the hungrier I am.

5.10. Intensifiers
.7 Thai speakers have'much less trouble with intensifiers in

English than they do with other grammatical units because, in
contrast to English which has only a few intensifiers, Thai con-
tains a great many. FOr example; Thai has intensifiers.that

`\ occur only with a certain adjective; this kind of-intensifier
greatly magnifies the meaning of the adjective and is used only
informally: , ,,

/--

extremely big 'extremely small (teenvWeeny or
ydAylbeel6e lek Ikralitrit MY 1ALEE) /'
big Intensifier small-Intensifier

/ . .

Unlike the English intensifier extremely, this kind of intensi-
fier'cannot be used freely with any adjective; that is /b6elea/
cannot be used with any adjective except big, and./kratfitrit/
cannot be used with any adjective except little. Obviously, this
kind of intensifier will,cause interferenCe-EaTy for English
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speakers learning Thai, and not vice versa.
Thai does contain general intensifiers too, however, so that

the use of English intensifiers like very, quite, and too is not
idifficult for Thai speakers. There is a gradation of WITensity

between the English intensifiers quite and very,-though, that is
often not recognized by Thai speakers., Often this subtle differ-
ence in intensity is dependent,on dialectal or even individual.
variation.. For example, in British English, the following pair
of sentences is almost synonymous, whereas in Amdrican English,
Peter is sicker in the second sentence tan he is in the first:

.

--

-I:Peter-is-qui-6 sick:
/Peter is very sick.

.Englith intensifiers are troublesOme in that some of them
are homophonous with other words. Thus, too (very) can be con-
fused with too (alto), rather (quite) witEFather (prefer), and
pretty (fairy) with priaiTattractive). YEETEtensifier pretty
is often confused with the adjective pretty by Thai speakers.
This confusion can be cleared_up:by showing students how the in-

, tensifier pretty can be used to intensify nouns which have noth-
ihg to do with attractiveness: ,

I look pretty ugly in-this picture.

BeCause adjectives can be reduplicated in Thai to show intensity,
beginning students often misunderstand the phrase a pretty pretty
girl to mean an extremely pretty girl rather than a fairly pretty
girl.

5.11. Possessives *,
As already mentioned in the morphology section 2.1.1., the

postessive affiX /s/, /z/, /Iz/ poses both phonological and mor-
phological problems to speakers of Thai because not only does
Thai have no /s/ or /z/ finals, but there is no inflection in
Thai. Possessives in Thai are marked by of:

John's book
nCLIslOf kh500John
book John

_

,Aside from thejafore-mentioned phonological and morphological
problems, Thai, speakers have a tendency to use of with animate
nouns where in English we normally use the possesiive affix:
There is a tendency; therefore, not only to omit the possessive

btft to use of constructions yith animate nouns:

*John father
*the boy book
*the book of the boy
*the teacher of the students (the 'students' teacher)
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Inanimate nouns do not always occur strictly in of construe:-
tions in English, and Thai students have difficulty with excep-
tions like the following in which the possessive is a measure of
time or space:

a year's leave (a leave of a year)
an hour's drive (a drive of an hour)
a'stone's throw (*a throw of a stone)
a car's length (the length of a car)

Occasionally, the two forms of the possessive may be used for the
camp two_nouns.Axi_tndicate-different-referents- Johns- book- is
not the same as the Book of John.

5.12. Prepositions
It is probably fair to state that mistakes involving arti-

cles, prepositions, and verbs account fdr the overwhelming major-
ity of mistakes made by Thai speakers using English. The great
difficulty that Thai speakers have in using articles .in English
has already been thoroughly discussed in section 5.5.1.; the dif-
ficulties that Thai speakers face in using prepositions in Eng-
lish are much greater. Not only does English have many more
prepositions than Thai, more importantly prepositions in Englis
signal many different kinds of case relationships, and involve
several:grammatical categories (nouns, verbs, and adverbs)
Chakt XVII: A Comparison of English and Thai Prepositions (p. 112)
serves to illustrate the complexity of the.English system more
clearly.

Besides being more numerous, English prepositions are used
to show relationships between differentgrammatical categories as
seen by the following examples:

1) He looked over the tall man. L_

2) He looked the tall man over.
,

(or He looked over the tall man.)
3) He overlooked the tall man.

Any native speaker of Epgliish will recognize that these `three
sentences can mean different things; furthermore, he will note
that the preposition over functions in a different'way i each
sentence. In sentencgTV, over introduces a preposition1 phrase
which indicates where the subject of the sentence was lo9king.
In sentence 2), the prep sition over is bound to the verb in a

-----way -that it is not-boun -in sentence 1). That is, there no
prepositional phrase i, sentence 2), and, therefore the .o1i)ject of
the sentence, the tall man, can either precede or follow the
preposition over. Sentence 2) can be made into a passive; sen-
tence 1) cannot. In, the last example, sentence 3), the preposi-
tion is part of the/word, and as a prefix to the verb look, it
changes the meanin0 of the verb completely. In fact, the mean-
ing of sentence 3) is almost completely oppodite from the mean-
ing of sentence 2). In this section/on prepositions in the noun
phrase, we are concerned only with prepositional phrases as used in
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Chart XVII

A Comparisoh of English and Thai Prepositions

Kinds of
Prepositions

.

English Thai

across ' - against around yes yes yes

behind teside by yes yes

Place

in back of down in yes yes

in front of inside near, yes yes 'yes

on top of next to on . yes

outside through over \yes.,

'underneath under up yes

Direction
,away from into out of --- yes

toward

Time

about after around yes yes

at before by yes

during fo_ in yes

on, since
,

Accompaniment with yes

Purpose f. for _yes

In the
Capacity of

:
as

Agent by with yes yes

sentence 1). Prepositions functioning as some sort of verbal
complement are discussed in the verb phrase section 4. Preposi-
tions as prefixes, as in sentence 3), will be discussed in the
vocabulary section 6.

5.12.1. Prepositions of Place
Chart XVII shows that prepOsitions are most commonly used in

prepositional phrases to show the place or the positioning of an
object..
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There are several English pxgpositions which to a somewhat
differing extent indicate proximity. They are difficult for
Thai speakers to learn because there is only one Thai preposition
which is equiValent:

3

He is near the table.
He is.by the table.
He is beside the table.
He is around thetable. (nOt meaning encircling)
He is'next to the table.

khltwiyau I kldayltó
he ilivenear 'table

Note that Thai uses a word eaning to live or to dwell where Eng-
lish uses the verb to be. Sometimes taiCauses NEZird mistakes
like:

*The book lives near the table.

It is obvious that the different shades'of meaning In the
uses of the English prepositions above will require a great deal
of practiceon the part of the Thai student.

Another problem with'prepositions of place is the idiomatic
use of certain pairs of prepositions in English. Compare:

Hek lives on State Street.
kh wiyaU Ithiilthanon1State
he livelat Istreet1State

He lives at 35 State Street.
khlyau rthii1

streethe live! at '135 reet
State

Note that the same preposition is used in both sentences in Thai.
Similarly, the English pairs in and at stand for the same Thai
_preposition in these examples:

He wras .born in America.
kh6.W1k6etIthirlAmerica
he' 1 bornlat (America

He was born at home.
-106.1k4atlbdan
he bornlhome

It is obvious that sentence pairs. like these must be dili-
gently practiced until these prepositional phrases can be used
automatically and idiomatically.

5.12.2. -Prepositions of Direction
*Closely related to prepositional phrases which indicate po-

p
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sitioning are those which show the direction of an activity.
Generally, tloese prepositions:must be paraphrases with an addi-
tional verb or noun in Thai:

,,He ran into the room.
.khlwiiTTREdw 1115e0
he run enter room

He rah towarcrthe-hospital.
khdwIwigl,payraan Ironphayabaan
he I run! 1.7.7-1-path)fhospital

Sentence pairs like the fo±lowing which contrast the meanings of
,prepositions of place and those of direction.in English are use-
ful to'Thai speakers learning the use of directional preposi-
tions:

He ran in the room.
He'ran into the room.

5.12.3. Prepositional phrases related to time are another
lsource4Ofinterference to Thai speakers. There are some English
pairs having almost the same meaning which have only one equiva-
lent preposition in Thai:

He Came in time. or
A came on time.
khetwmaa [thanikqeelaa

Ihe camel` time

One Of the greatest problems a Thai speaker faces in learning
English prepositions is learning when to use during, for, and
since. All three of these prepositions refer to a block of time
.7-511y^in the past), but there are differences in meaning and'
fn 'grammatical restrictions among them that-are difficult fog
Thai speakers to grasp:

1 2

1) Bob studied for d year.
s 2) Bob studied during the year.

3) . Bob has studied since last year.'

. For implies a continuous action. Thus, we assume, from.sentence
1) that Bob studied diligently throughout the year without Laking
much time off. During-implies that the action may not have been
continuols,,that is, in sentence 2,), Bob prObably interrupted his
studies intermittently throughout the year. Since implies a con-
tinuous ection, but it mist be from a point in time, not a period
of time. Note that there are grammatical constraints on these
three forms as well. For usually ta s the indefinite article;
during }usually _takes the definite a icle; and since usually
takes the perfect:'
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*Bob studied for the year.
*Bob studied during a year.
*Bob studied since last year.

.

The- semantic distinctions among these prepositions as well as the
grammatical ones must be made appaient to the Thai student before
he will be able to use these forms effectively.

5.12.4. Other4P4epositions
,Prepos,tional phrases showing accompaniment or purpose do

not seem toodi.fgicult for Thai speakers, since English and Thai
do not differ greatly'here:

.-,, ,

- He went with'friends. We work for money.
. khomipit, kap iphfan rawl thamrani sZirirelploe en

he lgo Withlfriend ye Ido works for !money
i

.-
The use of as, not as a comunctifm, but as a preposition

indicating in4the capacity of,is difficult, for Thai speakers to
learn because there is no equivalent preposition in Thai:

,He does well as a- counselor.

- Although Thai has prepositions which indicate relationships
involving agents; there are some differences in' usage between

. English and Thai that create problems. for Thai speakers learning
the correct usage of by and with. Whereas the by prepositional
phrase can be deleted inn English passives, it cannot be deleted,
in Thai:

He was killed (by a knife).
kh6W thiluk taayldlmlit
he passive dead by knife .

particle

Although.Thai has the.same kind.of prepositional phrase; the
usage of-with in Thai differs greatly from English. Whereas
sentence 1) below seems more usual-for us as English speakers
(except, of course, our answering the very specific question,
What did he use to write the book?), sentence 2) is the more
usual form for Thai speakers:

1) He wrote the book with a pencil. (usual)
khomrkhianInelosT+dOnyldins53 (unusual)
he I writelbook withIpencil

2) He used a pencil to write the book. (usual)
khcimitjhayldins301khianlnagsT+
he use pencil write book..

Because the second form is more usual for. Thai speakers, they
I

have a tendency to use use rather than with in sentences with
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an agent. The following kinds o?unusual sentences result:

How did you open the door?
I used a pass key to open the door.
(instead of I opened the door with a pass key.)

How did she answer you?
She used a careless shrug to answer me.
(instead of She answered me with a careless shrug.)

Ptactice with by and with prepositional phrases will help Thai
students to understand how agent phrases are expressed idioma-
tically in EngliSh.

5.13. . Numbers
In the morphology unit (section 2.2.7.), the\difference be-

tween ordinal and cardinal. numbers in English and Thai was dis-
cussed. The greatest source of interference for Thai speakers
learning English numbers is that since ordinal' numbers are not
inflected in Thai, they have difficulty learning the digilnctions
between one-first, two-second, etc. However, there are two other
sources of interference that bear mention here.

First, Thai students who have learned English plurals quite
well tend to use the plural suffix with numbers: For example,
although we can say hundred's of people, we do not\say *three
hundreds people. This mistake is most evident in,a long series
of numbers:

10,281 = *ten thousands, two hundreds and eighty-one

The other problem Thai speakers face is learning the higher
numbers in English: Where Thai uses a new word for every digit,.
.English uses a new word for every digit up to one thousand, and.
then.4epeats tell and one hundred:

.,-.,.
!'.--

Number English Thai
1 one n40

10 ten sip
100 hundred rS3y

1,000 thousand phan
10,000 ten thousand men

- 100,000 one hundred thousand sKen
1,000,000 one million 16.an

Thai speakers confuse numbers higher. than one thousand because of
the irregularity of the English counting system. A million is
often mistaken for ten thousand or a hundred thousand by Thai
students. It is interesting to note that afti7ITITIon, the Thai
counting system has no new words. The Thai student.counting as-
tronomical sums then finds English more convenient than Thai,
since the American English number one quadrillion is a million
million'in Thai!
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The higher numbers may also be confused by-Thai students
because of the differences between American and French as oppose
to British and German-usage:

-one million
,one billion
one trillion
one quadrillion

American and French

1,000,000 (6 0'1)
1,000,000,000 (9 0's)

1,000,000,000-000 (12 0's)
1,000,000,000,000,000 (15 0's)

1

British and German

one million 1,000,000 (6) //

one billion 1,000,000,000,000 (12); ..
one trillion' 1,000,000,000,000,000,000 (18)
one quadrillion 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 (24)

5.14. Classifiers
.Although we still have some historiCal relics of an elabq-

rate classifier system in English (e.g. a brace of pistols,,,ai
pride of lions), generally speaking, there are not nearly as many
classifiers in English as there are in.Thai. Except for the-,
idiomatic usage of such classifiers as piece, set, and pair,,most
countable and uncountable nouns are classified by deterETH-e-rs:

a book a piece.of paper[ a piece of cake'
nclosln+ollem kradilatIn+glphe n khaneSmnIgl6hini

'0 book one volume paper P

I

onelsh et cake one morsel
I

,5.15. Expletives
One nominal form that has almost no correlate in Thai

thethus is extremely difficult for Thai speakers to learn is the use
of it and there as expletives in English. These words funcion
only as forMal elements and, in themselves, have no meaning, or
antecedents:

It's very, hot today. There is r''ce in the fields./

t
maniiirSonlmdak naylnaa mii Ikhdaw
ioday hot 'very in fields have rice I

Although there are.Thai expressions which contain the Thai third
person singular inanimate pronoun /man/ it used as an expletive,

- generally there is no direct equivalent of English it andtthere
as can be seen in the above examples. Mistakes like the Oir&W-
ing are4guite common, therefore, especially for
dents:

I

*Js very hot today. ::

*The fields have rice.
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PART 6: VOCABULARY

6.0 . Introduction
. The previous units of this manual have described the gram-

matical structures of the noun phrase, the verb phrase, ana the
sentence in English as they contrast with similar grammatical
Structures in.,Thai. These units have been devoted not so much to
the meaning or use of individual words, but to the grammatical. re-
lationships and categories of English which differ from Thai in
any substantial way. This final unit, which is concerned with the
problems Thai speakers encounter in learning English vocabulary,
is concerned essentially with the meaning and use of individual
words.

The following .chart lists.some of the ways in which vocdbu-.
ldry items in English are a source of interference for Thai speakr
ers:

Chart XVIII

Types of Vocabulary Problems for Thai Speakers
r

6.1. Words which have no drect
equivalents in Thai

good morning, physics, the

6.2. Word pairs with only one
Thai equivalent

borrow - lend

6.3. Words with only partial
Thai equivalents

ever - never

6.4. Words commonly confused by
Thai speakers

wonderful - strange

6.5. Derivations to move - movable - movement

6.6. Homonyms light

6.7. Prepositions on time - in time

6.8. Idiomatic expressions look out!

6.9. Words which have no direct
equivalents in English ,

reduplicating adjectives

6.1. Words With No Direct Equivalents in Thai

'6.1.1. Greetings
There are no Thai equivalents of these English greetings

which are generally used for specific times of the day:

good morniog
good afternoon

127

good evening
good night
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6.1.2. Loan Words
There are certain English words for which there is usually

no direct equivalent in Thai but with which Thai speakers-are
familiar. This is because these English words have been taken
over as loan words into the Thai language. In instances where
there may be Thai equivalents, the English loan word is used in
preference to the. Thai word. The problem which these words.pre-
sent will be one of pronunciation. Thai speakers will often.
pronoUnce them as if they were words which should subscribe to
the rules of Thai phonology. Some examples of English loan words
with no direct equivalent in Thai are:

safe (vault)
care
date

file (verb)
team
football

Words for which there is an equivalent Thai word but which
have been replaced by an English loan word in common usage are:

game
joke
fair

program
dictionary (other than Thai)

Obviously, Thai speakers will have little problem with the use
or meaning. of these words; however, they will have a tendency
to pronounce these words according to Thai phonology since they
have firsi learned and used these words inthe Thai language:

/fair may be misprouriced /fee/..

6.1.3./ Technical Terms
Most technical terms will not be part of the Thai vocabulary

and therefore may be known to the Thai only as a loan word.
Technical terms will make up the largest single category of Eng-
lish words which Thai students will be learning. There may be
some problems with some English technical terms which have been
borrowed into the Thai language. Thai speakers tend to pronounce
these womab according to the constraint of Thai phonology. Since
there is no final. /s/ in Thai, for example, the loan word physics
is pronounced /fIsIk/, sounding like the English word physic.

! 6.1.4. Grammatical Words
,There are certain English words which are used solely to

mark grammatical categories. Thles4 words do not exist in Thai:

I play the violin.
I play the drums.

I play football.
I play basketball.

After the verb play, the definite article, the, is used before
words 'describing musical instruments but, not before words de-
scribing sports. Since Thai does not have the definite article,
a Thai speaker might say *I play violin or *I play the football.
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The indefinite third person singular pronoun one has no cor-
relate in Thai:

One should love his parents.
khon Ikhuan Ird.k /ph5omte
people) should) lovelfather mother

Two word connectives, both...and, not onlybut also,
either...or, neither...nor, are difficult for Thai speakers, as
Thai does not have such expressions:

Both the house-and the barn were struck by lightning.
Either you get Yid of that dog or' I'm leaving you.
Net iler rain nor snow nor sleet nor gloom of night shall

stay these couriers from theii: appointed rounds.
Not only did a dog bite me, but also a cat.

6.1.5. "Miscellaneous'
Aside from the words previously mentioned, the following

have no direct equivalents in Thai and are confusing to Thai
speakers learning English:

abnormal
aboard
align
among
appreciate
assume
attitude (physical position)
background
become
capable
index
individual
information
insulate
loose
maintain
mass
matter
measure (verb)
negative
objective
personnel
pleasure
precipitation

clearance (space)
dimension
end up
excuse
expose
flash
freeze
furnace
gear (apparatus)
handle (verb)
recommendation
reference
relative (adjective)
retain
_scale
scope
shock
sleet
splice
stay (verb)
turn (verb)
upon
value
vital

6.2. Word Pairs with Only One Thai Equivalent
Any pair of English words for which there is only one word

in Thai is confusing to Thai speakers learning English. There
are many pairs of English words for which there is only one word
in Thai:
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house
boat
table
road ,

to remember
to drill
to. prevent
to do
to look for
to kill
to borrow
always
to stay

home

\ desk
avenue
to recognize
to train
to PrOtect
to make
to find
to murder
to lend
everytime
to rest.

street

,6.2.l. 'Be - Stay - Live
Thai speakers might not understand the difference in meaning

between the English verbs stay, live, and be, as all three, of
these Words can be expressed in one Thai verb, 47111.1/ in refere
to location. The distinction'between stay and live is not too
difficult, as_thisdastinction.can be made in Tait However,
there is no distinction between live and to be + location in

. Thai, so this does cause considerable difficulty:

He stays at that house.
khelwlyau Ithtilbdan [Ilan

he Istayrat house that

He lives in that `house.
kh.awlyau bdan
he Ilivelhouselthat

He is in -that .house. .
kh6.1-yau nay -Man 1 min
he live il!. house that

Because Thai uses the word /yau/ stay, where the yerb be is
Used, in English to show location. Thai speakers have a tendency'
to use stay rather than be in sentences dealing with the. location
of an object:

The -pent il-is_under the book.
*The pencil stays under the book.

Paul is on the bus.
*Paul stays on the bus.

It must be emphasized to Thai students learning English that
the English word stay involves being at a certain location for an
extended period of time, while be is not specific, as to time.'

6.2.2. Wonder - Doubt - Suspect
Wonder, doubt, and suspect are confused by the Thai as Thai

uses the same7W5FI for all. three English words:
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I wonder about the truth of his story.
I doubt the truth of his story.
I. suspect the truth of his story.

6.2.3. Borrow - Lend
Borrow and lend a're the same word in Thai. Thai speakers

tend to use only borrow for, both words in English. They may
never use the word lend; they might say, *Can I borrow you five '
dollars? instead of Can I borrow five dollars from you? Another
problem in respect to the use of borrow is the positioning of the
object. Thai speakers tend to reverse the object-indirect object
order, following borrow in English, e.g. in the examples below.
Also, in Thai the7e--EF no preposition used before the indirect obT
ject as there is in English:

May I borrow your pencil?

a 'please borrowlpencillyourimay question word

phomikh53 1144-m Idins5olkhunIdayry

Can you lend me your pencil?

you IgivelI borrow pencil your may question u
khunlhay 1ph6m11,44m Idinslkhunidaylmely

rd

6.2.4. The differences between words like win a f beat, lose
and defeat, are difficult for Thai speakers, as these distinc--'
tions are not made in Thai. Thai speakers often incorrectly use
win with an animate object instead of an4inanimate object, thus
producing a sentence like, *Our team won every team and 2,21 a
prize:

Our team
thimIrawl
team we

Our team
-thimIraw
team we

beat every other. team.
tfhan&;thim4nthtik

thimwin 'team one every) team

won the game.
Whom&
Iwin

Our team was defeated.
thimlraWlphft,
team we 'lose

6.2.5. PreVent - Protect
Prevent and,protect may be expressed by the same word in

Thai. In English they cannot be used interchangeably. Thai
speakers will have difficulty understanding the difference in
meaning between these two words. Thai speakers often confuse
the grammatical patterns which are used with prevent and protect:

He prevented
*He protected
He protected
*He prevented

the robber from hurting us:
the robber from hurting us.
us from the robber.
us/from the robber.
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6.2:6. Look for - Find
The English verbS look for and find cause a comprehension

pioblem fdr Thai speakeFg5SIFe same-THai word may be used to
'express both English words. When find is used to mean a process,
as in:

Will you find my:pen for me?
. -

then find and look 'for are the same word' in Thai,:

. i

phom'hem I. Idins531kh33orph6m/
I flookIforIpencillof %II

I found my pencil.
06m1h4a Idins3okh:.'odlpilont

I ifind (as a processApencillof II
"-1,

I

or p um tr,e

I

h st

meet'
.

idpins5310153glphom

meet (as a result endiillof II

Two word' verbs such as look for and look after-cause an ad-
ditional problem as there are few7Wai equivalents for such verb
plus prepos4ion expressions.

6.2.7. Some - Any ,-

Thai has only one word for the two English words some and
an .. Thai speakers have difficulty using an rand will often use
some in the negatives and question positions for any:

I looked fo'r my pencil.

I have some money.
YDo you Fa.7j _.a.az money?
I don't have any money:

6.2.8. . Still - Yet
Thai speakers confuse the use of,still and yet as there is

only one word in Thai which is equivalent to both of the English
/words: ,

He hasn't,come yet.
ktilimlyao I mdylmaia

he IstillnotIcome

He's still here.
khbilyao ly6ulthfinii'.
he Istilllis Ihere

6.2.9. Thai students confuse the use
in two ways: first in the proper choice
sion, and secondly in respect to choice
The 'nsi language has only one word for
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of WOW7and time expres-
of verb tense agreement.
the twq English words
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since'arid for. Also, Thai students have difficulty distinggish-
IETSeWeeri-Ehe perfect and past tense usages (See section 4.1.4

.

and 4.5.4.):

I have been here since April.
I have been here "Ei-Ewo months.
I was here two moaEi ago.

6.2.10. In order to - So that - SO...that - Very - Too
The use of in order to and so that' corresponds to one word

in Thai. This is aii67Onfused'OlE7i5...that:
.\ k

I came in order to build an igloo.
I came so that I could bury the camel.
The dogrg ears were so lorig that they hung in his food.

Although Thai has both the. word too and very used to modify
adjectives, Thai speakers confuse the usage o too and very in .

English. This is because both too and very can be followed by a,.
complement in Thai, whereas only too can be followed by a comple-
mentment in English:

He was very sick.
*He was very sick to go.

He was too sick.
He was too sick to go.

Thai speakers must be taught that although too and very mean-to
an extreme de ree in English, too usually iiFles that somethEig
cannot be accomp ished whereas very does not carry this.implica-
tion: x

t

The coffee was very hot.
The coffee was too hot (to drink).

6.2.11. Sometimes - Maybe
Sometimes and maybe are confused as they are the same word

in Thai. A Thai student might use sometimes when he means maybe:

*I'm not sure if he's still alive, but sometimes he is. '

6.2.12. Suddenly -.Immediately
There is a tendency to misuse suddenly where immediately is

intended. Instead of saying I went immediately, the Thai student
might say, I went suddenly. Thaistudents often do not realize
that suddenly does not-dnly meih'prOMi5tly, but means in an unex-
2ected manner as well.

6.3. WordskWith Only Partial. Thai Equivalents
There are certain English expressions which partially cor-

respond to Thai expressions, but which differ enough to cause a
confusion between the two languages.
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6.3.1.' Telling Time .

Both English and Thai have words ,rich divide the time of
day into four general time periods. Tilt difference between the
two languages, however,, is that whereas in English we generally, --

divide the 24-hour day into two twelve hour sections, Thai
speakers generally,divide the day into four six-hour seotions:

English Thai

Military
Time Time of Day Time

Word Time of Day Tine
Word

240070600
,

060071200

1200-1800

1800-2400

night-morning

morning

a.m.

a.m.

: dik . . tii

tjhkss s
4 ay

,1

mbaitjh&aw

afternoon-evening

night

p.m.

p.m.

bkyvyen balsa? moon

khdp, klamqkh4 441 _thuum _
There is a problem when English or Thai speakers do not

refer-strictly to military time. A Thai speaker may use 3 o'clock
in the morning when he is re4lly referring to 9:00 a.m. (0900):

nine o'clock a.m.
skm imoorlitjhkw /-
threelhouklmorning (i.e. the 0600-1200 quadrant)'

Obviously, Thai speakers must learn that in informal Eng-
lish time expressions, there are only two 3 o'clocks, 3:00 a.m.
or 3:00 p.m.,, and not four 3 o'clocks as in.the Thai language.

Thai has a special word for time expressions used in the
night quadrant in terms of 6:00 p.m. -Thus, 2000 is /s3pothilum/

_6:00 p.m. 2Austwo. A Thai speaker might misinterpret 2:00 at
3

night as 8:00 p*.m., instead of 0200. Again, the confusniiis
c eared up if military time is used exclusively, or if Thai speak-
ers can learn to use the two-way English division of time in
place of the four-way Thai division:

6.3.2. Conjunctions
Thai-speakers-have-difficulty-in selecting the appropriate

English conjunction as English has more conjunctions than Thai.
This problem is especially evident in writing,..

For example,-the functions of because and because of are of-
ten not understood by thecThai. The Thai studeagEt-Fay, *Be-
cause of the university is large, it has many problems. Or, *IETs
beciiisiThfie-problem of money. Also, THii speakers confuse the
Uga75Twhire andduririg. They might say:

*During I was in Bangkok -.I was very happy.
*I will be in Bangkok while the holidays.
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6.3.3. NegatiWords
'The use of-negative-wqrds such as nobody, no one, never,

nothing, nowhere, none is difficult for Thai staents. In Thai,
this negafIETEI-1 caTiled out only--by the negation of,the regular
word through the use of the negating particle rinufty/ no.. The Thai
student is therefore confused about the use of no ana-not in Eng-,
lish. He also does not readily understand the use of never.
word ever is overused in English by the Thai student. In expres-
sing Menegation, they will more likely say not ever instead of
never:.

I have never seen a purple cow.
ph6mmdylkheaylhAnIwualsiimetao'
I lnotlever see cow purple

o one
has ever seen a.purple cow.

...."(Nobody
mdylmii -Ikhraylkhaaylhenlwualsiimdao
notl(have) islwho lever Iseelcowlpurple '.- 1.

, . . ir -
I have be n nowhere and done nothing.
mdylkheey paylthfinaI lIt Imdylkh

i
eeylhoimiaray

not ever go Ianywherelandlnot ever !do ,,,, anythiny

6.3.4. Rarely - Seldom , - .

Rarely and seldom do not have equivarent negative words in`
Thai. In English, these words contain the idea of negation with=
in themselves, and are therefore not used with a second negative
word in the same sentence:

I rarely go see movies.
ph6mImdylkh5oy I paylduulnao
I no Iseldomgo jseelmovie

I seldom%go see movies.
ph6m1mdyikhboy IpayldUulneto
I Ino Iseldom go /see movie

A

. Mistakes with double negatives are sometimes common when Thai
speakers attempt to use rarely and seldom in English:

*I rarely don't go see movies.
*I seldom don't go see movies.

6.3.5. Proper Names Used Instead of Pronouns
A Thai speaker might use his own name instead of the pronoun

I. Also, he might use the kinship term or name of the occupatiim
of others whomhe is talking'aboit instead of the pronouns be or
she. This is commonly done in the Thai language, and since the
choice of the correct gender of the third person singular. pronoun
In English is confusing, a Thai student can avoid the problem of
pronoun selection by using proper names. This often results in
rather stilted English however.:
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Mary and John will go to Mary's party.
Bob said,. "Bob wants to go to the party tbo."

6 3.6. To have - To be + Diseases
The use of the verb BE and HAVE with diseases is ilifficult

' as here is no direct correspondence between English and Thai.
Thai uses the verb /peil/ BE with diseases where English uses the
verb VE:

I am cold.
pti6mintaw
I cold

I have a cOld,
ph6mIpenrwat

be Icold

6.3.7. , To be + Time
Thy - Verb BE is used in English in places where Th i uses

other verbsor omits the verb entirely. The idea of 'B is ex-
pressed in several ways in Thai, as seen in the above e amples.
In speaking English, the Thai student might omit BE as a verb:

r

The'-wedding is at ten o'clock.

1) phitthiiteermaan i welnalsiplm000-
wedding- I time 'ten hour

2) phitthiitecfmaanl ram lwelnalsiplmoog -

wedding ' begin time ten hour
-

3) tfa. Imiilphitthiiteeggaanlwelaalsiplmoog
will! be 'wedding time Itenihour

. 6.3.0. Overuse of Use
Thai speakers overuse the word use with words indicating

;instrumental.-in English because of the use of use with instrumen-
tal in Thai:

,i sliced the meat with a, knife.
phomititi&yinditl han
I juse-Iknife slice meat

Consequently, Thai speakers often say:.

I used a knife to slice the meat

instead of I sliced the meat with a knife.

'6.3:9._ Overuse of Receive or Get
There is a tendency for Thai-iPeakers to use receive or get .

with abstract nouns in English, where normally the English word
give would be used. This is because the word for receive or get
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is used in a passive construction with abstract nouns in Thai:;

My parents gaVe me much happiness..
phomIddyr4 kwaa
I 'receive (get) happiness from father mother

n e k

I

melaki4d.ok p5omes

A Thai speaker would tend to use a rather stilted English,sen-
tence which would be similar-to the word order of the gloss in
the example given just above:_

I received (got) much happiness from my parents.._____

6.3.10. Overuse of Like with That
Thai speakers overuse like w th that where that by itself

would be more appropriate. For example,instead of:

Don't do that!

they might say:

*Don't dolike that!

6.4. Words Commonly Confused by Thai Speakers
Thai speakers might mistake certain English words for other

English words which seem similar to them but which, in most cases
are not interchangeable.

. 6.4.1.
'' Some Commonly Confused Word Pairs
/

-wonderful, strange
almost most
even although
even is used in even though
even place of even if
according to because of., -
age_ L-- years old

__L______---=th-eOther another
instead instead of

1

For example, the Thai student might say:

*Even I studied, I failed.
(Even though I studied I failed.)

*ACCording to these two reasons, I failed.
(Because of these two reasons, I failed.)

The other --Another
The other is ofteriacinf d with another. It should be

pointed out that the other is use to -mean_ the second of two en-
tities whereas another is used to mean the second or additional
of an indefinite number:

.`
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Our team came early, but the other team was late.
Another one of our fans came to see us off.

`Whether - If - That
Whether, if, and that are often confused. In the first sen-

tence- below, if and whether may be used interchangeably. In the
second sentence, howeyer, only if is appro riate.- The Thai
speaker also has difficulty in understandi g the difference be-
tween if and that as used in sentences 1) nd 3) below:

1) Tell me whether/if you can come.
2) Tell me,IFFIE can come.
3) Tell me that you can'come.

6.4.4. Only - Alone-
There are at least two uses of only and-two of alone in Eng-

lish which overlap in certain instances but not in all. T1 se
different uses. will be confusing to the Thai student not on..., in,

the way they differ semantically but in the way they differ gram-
matically as well. The absence of articles in Thai presents an
additional difficulty. For both sentences 1) and 2) the Thai
might say *He is only boy:

He is the only boy (in the class).
He is only a boy (not 'a'Man).
He alone is a boy. (The others are girls.)
The boy is alone. (No one else is in the room.)
He went aloice7.(No one else went with him.)
He alone went. (No one else went.)

6.4.5. Next - The next
The use of next and the next also cause confusion. In Thai

the definite article the ig-not used. Therefore, Thai students
will have difficulty understanding that next is used to refer to
future time, whereas the next is used toiTalcate a sequence of
events or objects:

Next year I will buy an elephant.
The first gift was a book. The next gift was a pen.

6.4.6. A little _ ,Little A few - Few
Because of the absence of article in Thai, Thai'speakers

learning English will have difficulty in understanding the dis-
tinction in meaning between the following examples (See sections
5.3. and 5.4.):

I have a little money.
I have little money.
I have a few books.
I have_few_books._

(I have some money.)
(I don't have very much money.)
(I.Thave some books.) .

(I :don' t _have very many_ books. )

6.4.7. A lot of - Lots of
Because of the distinction .petween singular and plural nouns
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in English, two sentences are possible, where only one sentence
suffices in Thai as in the following examples:

I have a lot of friends.
I have lots of friends.

In such cases, Thai speakers might confuse the English sing-.
ular and plural, sentences and produce one sentence, as:

*I haVe a lots of friends._

6.4.8. Each - Every - All si

The use of each, every,- and all is confusing to Thai speak-
ers. Each is basically used to show individual identity,whereas
every ig-Tised basically to show corpo4ate identity:

Each one (of the group) is here.
Every one (in the group) is here.

Each of them is here.
All of them are here.

Each of them and All of them.are acceptable phrases, whereas
Every of them is not an acceptable phrase. .Each, every, and all
vary a great deal in English in the ways in-it-WET:a they can com-
bine with words:

Everybody is here.

is possible, but not:

*Each body is here
*All'bodies are here.

A Thai student might mistake *every body for everybody.
It is grammatical to say:

each time
every time

but not:

*all time

although

all the time
all times ,

are possible.

Each and every, require a singular noun and verb form whereas
all requires a regular plural s noun and a plural verb form.
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-.. Always indicates a continuous s'. te of being.Whereas every-
time indicates a recurring series. 'ihai speakers might write
and pronounce always as *alway.

i

.n.-

6.4.9. The same as - Like - A/ ...as i

Expressions which are similar in meaning but different in
grammatical usage cause problems:

This bo k is the same as that one.
This b ok is like that one.
*This ook is as same/as that one.

f--. /--
/..

I

This book is as Sigias that one.

6.4.10./ Vacation - Trip - Holiday
/ .

T e use of vacatloh, trip, holiday, and the holidays is of-
ten.c/ o fused by Thai/students:

(We enjoy vacation time.
I'm-taking a trip to California.
I am spending my vacation. in California.
July 4thris a holiday.
We are spending the holidays in California
*We enjoy-trip time.
*I'm taking a holiday to California.
*July 4th is a vacation. .

6.4.11. News
News is singular in spite of its plural-appearing -ending.

Thai, speakers might mistakes news as plural in usage:

*The news are interesting today.

6.4.12. Causatives
The use of certain verbs as causatives is confusing to Thai

students:

I had my hair cut.
He drives me crazy.
She:Fa-deme tell her.
I walk my dog every night.

6.4.13. Phonologically Similar Words
Thai speakers have difficulty with words which are both se-

mantically and phonologically similar:.

weigh - weight
sit set
rise - rouse
lie - lay
price - prize

--succeed - success
passed .7,,-past

rise raise
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comfortable - convertible
die - dead
fall - fail - fell
live - alive
sleep - asleep - sleepy - sleeping
brought - bought

6.4.14. Similarity in Meaning But Not in Usage
Certain words are confused due to a closeness of meaning but

a difference in usage in English. For example, bring and take,
come'and 22. Verbs which indicate directions sh670be care Ully
ex ained.

The difference between stative verbs (see, hear) and the
active verbs (look, listen) should be made afar. The necessity
of a prepositi3EYoli&W.H4-the active verb should also be empha-
sized:

I see the cat. .

I look at the cat.

I ,hear the cat.
I listen to the cat.

1

The difference between do and make can best be shown by con-
trasting these two verbs in context. For example, one can:

maki\a bed
make a speech
mak reservation
make lot of money
make ate

or one can:

"do a favor
do the dishes
do homework

Generally, do is used to indicaFe".that something is performed,
whereas make is used to indicate that something is constructed.
However, the use of do and make is very idiomatic in English.

. The difference between-aEger verbs such as:

drive - ride
hope - expect - wish
learn - know study

should also be'cla0.fied as to the difference of use in contrast-
ing situations:

We learn to swim.
*Wp study how to swim.
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6.4.15. Hard - Hardly
Although these two words appear to be similar, and hardly

seems to be the adverbial' form of the adjective hard, actually
these words have antithetical meanings. Thai speakers often con-
fuse these two words:

He works hard.
He hardly works.

6.5. Derivations
The Changing of the forms of words in English is confusing

to Thai speakers learning English as there is no equivalent pro-,
cess in Thai. When the meaning of the word changes as well as \

the form, the difficulty of understanding is increased. Compare:

no change in meaning:
move - movable - movement

change in meaning:
consider - consideration - considerate

6.5.1. Derivation Which Cause Special Problems

interest -
social -
institute -
produce -

interesting,
society
institution
produce (See also 2.2.2. ff.)

6.5.2.. -ed, -ing Forms of Modifiers
Certain -ed and -ing forms of modifiers often present great

difficulty. It shodld be made clear that the -ed forms indicate
that the noun (subject) is. the receiver of an action whereas the
-ing, forms indicate that, the noun-subject is the initiatorof an
action:

He is a bored man.
He is a boring man.
He is a surprised man.
He is.a surprising man.
He is an interested man.
He.is'an interesting man.

(Life bores him)
(He leads a dull life.)
(Something unexpected happened to him.)
(He does,the unexpected.)
(He is concerned about others.)
(He does many things.)

6.5.3. Irregular Derivations
Not only is the derivation of English words difficult for.

Thai students, but alsothe fact that there are many irregul:ly
derived forms in English.- Also there are inconsistencies in the
meaning attached to the derivational form. For example, the pre-
fix in- (which also assumes the forms en-, em- im-) might be used
to represent the English prepositiomin as IF the words:

inland
income
intrust
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%Theyord income, however, carries the meaning of come in only in
respect to revenue or returns that come in from property, busi-
ness, or labor. Inland does not mean land in in the verbal sense,
but rather land (noun) which ig interior. Intrust, however, does
carry the meaning of trust in.

The prefix in- more often corresponds to the use of the pre-
fix un- which negates the idea of.the word to which it is at-
tached, as in: 0-

inaudible,
inarticulate'
incapable

These two very different uses of the prefix in- easily confuse
Thai students and prevent them from using derivational forms un-
inhibitingly in English.

6.6. Homonyms
There are many,English words which have more than one mean-

ing. More often than not, Thai students are acquainted with only
one of the several meanings:

Choose = decide
select

stand = tolerate
upright position (n., or v., to assume...)

marry = (active) to get married
(stative to marry two 'others

miss = to long for
fail to attend

plane = an airplane
a level surface

safe = a vault
harmless

right = direction
coy.rect

light = radiance
weight

6.6.1. Just
Thai speakers might learn only one meaning of the word just,

which corresponds to the meaning of the Thai word , and Overlook
the use of the other meaning of the same won.. An effort should'
be made to point out commonly used homonyms:

I just arrived in the United States. (recently)
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I have just a few cents in my pqcket. (only, nothing More
than)

He loo ks just like you. (exactly) ca.!'

T he various uses of just in English should be pointed out to the
student. Also the difference between the follcwing sentences
should be brought out:

I am just .a man. (only)
I am a just man. (upright, honest, fair)

6.7. Prepositions
Prepositions cause many problems for Thai speakers learning

English. The Thai language does not require the use df preposi-
tions to the extent that English does. Also, Thai does not have
as many prepositions as English. English and Thai prepositions
are not coterminous and English prepositions must be learned in
their English Contexts by the1Thai students.

Many verbs in English are composed of prepositions bound to
verbs: .

overlook
understand
overdo

Thai spadkers often confuse these kinds of verbs with two word ,
verbs with prepositions: overlook - look over, understand stand
under , and overdo - do over.

6.7.1 To - In - Into - At

In English the use of the prepositions to, in, into, and at
after verbs of direction and location is difre-rent from the use.

of these prepositions in Thai. Thai students will often omit the
preposition to between a verb of direction and the destination:

He goes to the office:
He goes'into the office.
He is at the office.
He is in the office.
He is on his way to the office.,

6.7.2. For
`There is no obligatory use of a preposition in reference to

'money in Thai, whereas the prep,iticn for must be used in Eng-
lish expressions with money., Thus the Thai student might say,
*I bought two dollars instead of I .bought,it for two dollars:

I bought a book for two dollars.
ph6mis r4- nags Y+ rakaa IsSogl boat
I. Ibuyl1

I

book priceltWo liollar,(baht)
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I bought it for two dollars.
phomisfls530baat

.

I buy two dollar (baht)
1

.

6.7.3. With
The English preposition with,is

accompanimentas well as the idea of
meaning with expresses only the idea
the students should be encouraged to
an instrumental:

I cut my 'meat with a knife.
phomitjh,6,ciyimiit I ta.tnh.
I use Ilnife,cut meat

used to express the idea of
instrument. The Thai word
of accompaniment. Therefore
use the preposition,with,as

AlSo, see section 6.3.8., Overuse of Use,
I

.

,6.7.4. To and About After Talk
,

'There e-is a confusion between'the use of to and about after
the English verb tark. In Thai, the preposition which used
after the verb talk means about, and is. also used after verbs of
motion to meansto or aE to:

He talks to me. He talks about me..
khelphtutikap (ph& kh&wiphlautith+0 1ph&

--- he talk withII. he ItalklaboutlI

6.7.5: To and For After Give
After the verb give, tHe--Ese'of to and for is confused by

the Thai. (See section 3.13)

He gives the book td me.. -

He gives John the Fiok for me.

6.7.6. Two Word Verbs (Wait, for and Wait on)
In English two word verbs (verb + preposition), the choice

of preposition changes the meaning of the verb. Since Thai has
few corresponding two word verbs, the Thai student tends not to
understand the'change in meaning, and might neglect the use of
a preposition entirely. He might say:

*1,will wait you.

when he intends to say:

I will wait for you.

Examples:

I will wait for you.

P h6nil ti8t. I k h331

khun
I will wait you
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I will wait on you.
phomItfa Ireiptfhelaylkhun
I will serve you
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6.7.7. Prepositions in Tim= Expressions
In English time expressio s, Thai students tend to misuse or

omit prepositions because prepo itions in time-expressions in
Thai (such as /mkx/ when) Carvb deleted whereas they cannot in
English:

He came in time to catch the
khlmaa 'than Irotmee
he 'come iutimelbus

He came on time for the bus.
kh6m/ma'a than I r6trneel phoodii
He Icomelin timesbus /enough

He came at 10:0b sharp. -
kh&w1 man Imkx /sip W000ltroo
he [corned whenIten hour) sharp

6.8. Idioms
Idiomatic expressions for which there is no direct transla-

tion from English to Thai are especially difficult for Thai
speakers to leirn:

t

I mean it. .

Do ydu feel welcome here?
Take care of yourself.
Watch your step.
Do you have trouble...
It's raining cats and dogs.
Look out! 1

6:9. Words Which Have No Direct Equivalents in English
Since this manual is designed to assist teachers in dealing

with the prdblems of students who are going from Thai to,English
in their language learning, the vast majority of comments-and
observations have dealt with words and structures in English that
do not occur in Thai. It might be appropriate, however, to 'con-
clude with-a few problems that arise from the fact that there are
many words and structures which occur in Thai, but do not in Eng-
lish. This sometimes leads to mistakes in English because the
ThaistudentmisinterpretsanEnglishformas, similar to a Thai
form.

For example, adjectives are redUplidated in Thai to. show in-
tensity. Thus, a very good boy would be directly translated from
Thai into,Englisif as good good boy. For this reason, the English
expression a pretty uptty girl tends to be understood as an ex-
tremely pretty girl by Thai speakers, instead of the real mean-
ing, a xather pretty girl.'

Thar.-.iIld has many sentence final particles whereas English
has none. In conversation, some Thai speakers tend to overuse
short answer words in English as sentence final particles, espec-
ially as question markers, to compensate for thefact that they
are_ completely lacking, in English. This tends to make the con-
versational style of these Thai speakers somewhat stilted:
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I'll dome tomorrow, yes?
You give me the money, no?
Close the door, O.K.?

There are also some vocabulary items in which English has
only one word whereas Thai has many. 'Quite often, these vocabu-
lary items deal with verbs of motion. For example, many Thai
speakers find the English word,darry very perplexing, since there
are many different words for this verb in Thai (e.g. to carry in
Xhe hand, to carry on the shoulder, to carry in the arms, etc.).
Thai speakers find it difficult to paraphrase in Englith what can
be simply expressed ip one word in Thai.

Finally, there are some vocabulary items in'Thai for. which
English has no equivalents. The names of certain fruits are an
example of this. Again, as mentioned above, Thai speakers have
difficultAin trying to express in several descriptive phrases
what can be simply described by one word in Thai.
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SUBJECT INDEX
Items in this index are general topics dealt with in

this text

active
adjectives

comparing
derived from
d6rived from

58 determiners
emphasis

32,33,111 exclaMations,
nouns . 34 expletives
verbs 34,48,49

ordering 109,110
gender .

genitives
gerunds
greetings

predicate 108
prenominal 108,109
reduplicating 120,139

adVerbss
classes.og adverbs 80
comparing 28,32,33,87
derived from adjectives 34

36-38
derived from nouns' 34
forms of adverbs 79
frequency or duration 80-81
location
manner

alphabet
appositives
articles

definite 41,
indefinite

assimilation

homonymns

idioms
imperative

'81',82 intensifiers
19-'intonation

80-81 English
2,24 falling
105. rising

Thai
98-101,111,121

,41,98 -101
39 loan words

classifiers
.ciaules
complements
conjunctions 4

consonants
affricates
consonant chart
consonant clusters
fricatives
laterals
sibilants 16,

.stops 10,11,13,

119
102-

47

106 Aodals
74-79 morphology

5-,127

negation
adjectives 39
double negatives 52
no and,aot in questions 51,52
sentence 51,128
verb 52

nominal
clause nominalization 105,106
compounding 107
nominalizing 33,34
prenominal-adjectivea-108,109

18
11,13
20-23

10,16-18
16-18

17,27-30
18,30-32

demonstratives 101,102
derivation

affixes 33,35,36
changes in meaning 38-40
changes in parts of
tpeech 36-38
chart of derivations 34
stress in derived words 5

variation in derivations 39
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27,40,92
101,101,112,113

37
120

136

139
4,5,57,58

111,112

5-8
3,4,9
3,4,9

4-7

121

70-74
27

nouns
common 89
compound 107
countable . 96-98
derived from adjectives 34,37
derived from verbs 34,37
names 89-91,
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plurals.
possessives
proper nouns
uncountable

noun phrases
numbers

cardinal
ordinal

objects
direct

double
indirect

2t -30
28-30

89
96
89

118,119
40,41,118

69,74-78,86,87,123
124

76,78
60,123,124

particles
passive
phoneme
pitch
prearticles
prepositions

accompaniment
agent
compared with Thai
d;rection
place

question tags.

relative clauses

requests

segmental features
sentences

aphorisms
complex
compound
simple
subject deletion
stylistic inversions

spelling
4-8,139 stvess

58,59 subordinate clauses 47-49
11 superlative 28,32,33,100,111

3,4,6,9,22 syllable 20-23
101 ,

54-56

49-51,100
102,105

N. 58

3,9-21

43
47

-45-47
44,45
44,45
61,62
22-26

117 tense ,..

117,118 continuous
112

115,116 future
114,115 past 27,28

time 116,139 perfect
verb and preposition 86,87 present

113,137 time
Pronouns

compared with Thai 91-93
grammatical relationships

94-96
indefinite 93,122
inflection 40,93,95
interpersonal relationships

94
misuse 128,129
number 92

person 92
possessive 94,95
relative 48-51,103-105
-prosodic-features 3-6,9
punctuation 26,81,91
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verbs

(progressive) 64
65,67,68,88

63,64,67
,31,32,35,36,64,65

. 64-67
27-29,64,68,69

127
3-'47,22

auxiliary
derived from
derived from
inflection
linking
prefixed
strong
two-word

44,70-74
adjectives 34,39
nouns 34

28-36,68-70
88
39

35,36
125,138

transitive-intransitive 60
troublesome . 123-125,129130

133,134,140
vowels 12;14,16,19-22,24

questions
be questions 53.54 word order
do questions 53,54
intonation 4,8,9
wh questions 51
yes-no questions 4,53,54

_
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a
a-
ab-
abnormal
aboard
about
according to
actor
actress
afternoon
age
ago
align
a little
alive
alL
all of
all of them
almost
alone
a lot of
also
although
always
among
an
and
another
anti-
any
appear
appreciate
around
asleep
assume
at
attitude
avenue

background
ball
basketball
be ,

bear
eat

in thii index are nglish words that are used in
illustrate or explicate particular problems of
ar or vocabulary.

41,98,99,100,102
. 39

39
Z9,122

122
138
130
40
40

127
'130

125,126,
142

101,131-
134
132
101
-132
130
131

131,132
56

130
123,133

122
41.

45,46,105
130,131

39
52,125

44
122
115
124
122

82-85,115,137
122
123

122
25.

17,121 date
9,45,53-56,68-72,100 dead
101,104,108,123,129 dear

35 decide
124 deer

because 127
because of 127,130
become 122
bend 35
besiCe 46,115 :

besides.,
blend

46
.35

boat . '123
book case 107
bore '35
Noted 135
boring 135;

borrow 120,123,12e
bbth...and 122
bought . 134
bring 35,134
brought 134
but 45,46
but 'also 122
by 58,59,115,117,118

capable .122
care 121
carry 140
casebook 107
children 97
choose i36
clearance. 122
Comb' 87
come 81,134.
Come in 136
comfortable 134
consider 135
considerate 135
consideration 135
convertible 134
corn 107
cost 60
court martial 109
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----defeat 124 freeze 122
delimit 39 fruitful 37
esk -:, 123 fruity 37

dictionary 121 furnace 122
, die' 134

dimension 122
do 9,43,44.,53-56,69,123,132 game 121
do over 137 gear 122
doubt 123,124 get 129,130
down 81 give 129,138
drill 123 go 81,134
drive, 1. 134 good afternoon 120
'drums 121 good evening 120
duchess 40-good morning 120
duke 40 good night 120
dbring 85,86,116,117,127

each
each of then\
-ed
either
eiLer...or
end up'
-er
-est
even
even
evening,
even though ;
ever
every
everybody .

every time
excuse.
expect
export
expose'
extremely

half of 101
132 handle 122

) 132 hard 135
28,47-49,135 hardly 135

56 have 69,129
122 he 91,92,128
122 hear 134

32,33,111 heart 18
32,33,111 here 61,62

130 hero 40
30 heroine 40
127 holiday 132
130 home 122
120 hope 134
132 house 25,123
.133 how many 90,96

123,133 how much 90,96 .

122 hundred 119
134 hymn 25,26

5

122-
111 I'-' 91,94,95,128

if 131'
,

, \ immediately . 126 -

fair 121 in 82-84,115,116,137
fail 134 in- '39,135,136
fall -, 134 inarticulate 136
feel 44,88 inaudible 136

'.

". 134 incapable 136fell
few \96,131 income ... 135,1:16
file 121 indero' 122"
find ..,123,125 individual 122
flan" f22 information 122'
fling 35 zing 47-49,79,88,105
football " 17,121 106,135
for - 85,116,125,126,137,13.8 inland, 135,13
found d . 35 in order to 126

)
.
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overdo
overlook

-.....

-----....

pair
passed
paSt
personnel
phenomena
physic
physics
piece
plan
plane
play
pleasure
precipitation
prefer
pretend,
pretty
prevent
rice
principal
principally
prize
produce
program
prdmise
protect

quite

raise
rarely
read
receive
recognize
recommendation
redress
reference
relative
remember
rend
rest
retain
ride
right
ring
rise

'road
----rouse

137 safe 121,136
113437 scale ,,,,,-1.22

scope ,/ -- 122
7-see 134

119 seem ,/--. 44
133 seldom 52,128'
133 select 136
122 self 96
97 senator' , 5

121 sena-torian 5
120,121,s'et 119;133

).1.-9 she 91,92,128
,,,%71,72 sheep .

97
136 ship \

123
121 shock ,122
122 should 70-72
122 sign 25

71,72,74 since 85,116,117,125,126
40 sing
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table. 123 win 124
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